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School district to initiate
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See page 2
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Bad news

Hawkins, Chaney
earn AP honors
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welcomed by opponents
See page 12
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News In Brief
Daylight-savings time returns
Sunday; remember to set clocks
WASHINGTON 1AP I — A lot of people will be sleeping late Sunday,
but not out of a desire for extra rest.
It's the day that daylight-saving time returns, meaning that clocks
should be shifted an hour forward.
The change occurs at 2 a.m. Sunday. meaning most people probably will want to set their clocks ahead one hour before retiring
Saturday night.
Although known as "daylight-saving time," the annual change
doesn't really save any daylight, or time.
It simply moves an hour of light from morning to evening by delaying the timing of both sunrise and sunset by an hour.
Today, daylight time is in effect in all areas of the country except
Arizona. Puerto Rico. the Virgin Islands. American Samoa and the
part of Indiana in the Eastern time zone

Carstens receives cash gift
to help with his search for fort
1)r. Ken Carstens.-associate professor of anthropology at Murray
State l'niversity, has received a $.500 gift from the Northwest Territory Alliance i NWTA to assist in his search for George Rogers
Clark's 17S0-1781 Fort Jefferson and its civilian community of
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Wilkinson declares session a success
FRANKFORT, Ky. lAP, — All
things considered, Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson says the 1988 General
Assembly turned out well for him.
Wilkinson said no new taxes
were enacted and the question of a
state-sanctioned lottery will be put
to the voters in November
"In the sense of being able to
keep two big, main campaign promises that were the thrust of the
campaign, we were able lo fulfill
both of those," Wilkinson said
Thursday. "I'm immensely pleased with that."
Those items are "the two things
the general public wants, the two
main things."
Wilkinson acknowledged he also
worked hard to enact his budget,
education initiatives and a con-

stitutional amendment removing
the barrier to his succession, but
failed.
The comments during an interview Thursday evening were
Wilkinson's first response to the
session that ended earlier in the
day.
"We did not get everything we
wanted," Wilkinson said.
Wilkinson was critical of the
budget enacted by the legislature,
particularly the part that allows
construction of numerous new
buildings on university campuses.
He noted that university officials complained all during the
session that they needed extra
money for faculty and staff
salaries.
"In the final analysis, the

universities didn't push tor faculty
and staff salaries, they pushed for
brick and mortar," Wilkinson
said.
Wilkinson said his budget accommodated both salary needs
and construction needs of the
universit.es.
"Our budget was cleverly constructel, well thought-out,"
Wilkinson said.
Wilkinson repeated his pledge to
call the legislature back to the
Capitol to consider his education
initiatives, though he declined to
set a date for such a special
session.
Special criticism was reserved
for Rep. Roger Noe, D-Harlan,
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
Calls session a success

(Cont'd on page 2)

Hot wheels

School testing
. bill passed by
Assembly on
final work day

- He has been conducting research on the Fort Jefferson Archeological Project since 1979. with most of the work funded by
grants from Murray State's Committee for Institutional Studies and
Research and private donations from Paducah
Fort Jefferson was the first American settlement in Kentucky's
Jackson Purchase area
Carstens said the unsolicited gift made by NWTA will be used for
future field study expenses on the project such as equipment costs
and meals for student workers He added that he is hoping to receive
financial support from other sources to continue the research.
NWTA is a non-profit education organization that conducts reenactments of the Revolutionary War era througNout the Midwest.
A proclamation approved by the NWTA board of directors that accompanied the gift called.the project 'a worthy endeavor fulfilling a
goal common to that of our organization — the expansion of
knowledge of America's Revolutionary War Heritage "

FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP) — An
achievement test aimed at
selected grades will be ad.
mustered in Kentucky schooi
beginning in 1989, under a compromise bill passed by the House
and Senate.

1988
Kentucky
General
Assembly

Elsewhere...
Ity The ilsorrisand Prrus

WASHINGTON — Attorney General Edwin Meese III promises
answers "within the next several days" about the top-level defections
that have rocked NS department, but he faces growing pressure from
Republicans as well as Democrats to resign.
N ASHINGTON — House-Senate negotiators have officially scrapped Rep Richard Gephardt's controversial trade retaliation amendment while opting for repeal of the windfall oil profits tax, tough sanctions on Japan's Toshiba Corp. and new multimillion-dollar U.S.
grain subsidies
SAN DIEGO, Texas — In this town where "everybody knows
everybody." residents are stunned and scared by a 19-year-old
woman's accusation that she was raped repeatedly by a group of men
while onlookers ignored her pleas.
JERI'SALEM — Israel lifts .a three-day closure of its occupied
lands, but beefed-up army units remain in the West Bank and Gaza
Strip. Authorities say the clampdown helped calm Palestinian unrest
despite persistent fatal clashes.
P-1.%A.WA CITY — The government says it has ordered its soldiers
not to give Washington a pretext for armed intervention and public
employees begin a long Easter weekend without paychecks forthe second time this month.
WASIIAGTON — President Reagan will give quick approval to an
aid package for Nicaragua's Contras, but it probably will be at least
two weeks before the rebels begin receiving supplies under the new
legislation, a State Department official says.
WASHINGTON — A study at the University of California in San
Francisco suggests that the AIDS virus gets tougher, meaner and
faster-acting as patients with the immune deficiency disease get
sicker, according to a report published today.
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MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered copy
of the The Murray Ledger &
Times by 5 30 p m Monday-Friday
or by 3 30 p m Saturday are urged to call 153-1816 between 5:30
p.m. and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Office Hours — 8 a.m.
- 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.
8 a.m. - 12 p.m Saturday.

Forecast
Tonight: Periods of showers
and thundershowers. Low in
the upper 50s Breezy with a
southeast wind 10 to 20 mph and
gusty.
Saturday: A 60 percent
chance of more showers
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for a chance of showers on Sunday, clearing on Monday
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

356.0
356.1

Calloway County Fire-Rescue volunteer Ricky Nelson battled a car fire Thursday after the driver, Mark Hardison, 32, of Mayfield, lost control in a heavy rainstorm at approximately 9:4,5 a.m. on Kentucky 121, just north
of Coldwater, according to a state police report. Hardison was traveling north when he ran off the road and
overturned. He was out of the vehicle before the fire started, police said, and is listed in stable condition in the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital today. The CCFR was assited by the Murray and Farmington fire
departments.
Staff photo b) Donna Nencomb

Pupils in the third, fifth, seventh
and 10th grades would take a standardized test designed to allow
Kentucky children to be compared
with their peers in other states.
Also under House Bill 678, the
state Department of Education
(Cont'd on page 2)

Administration attacked; Reagan may go stumping
By L4IR.4 KING
Associated Press Writer
The Democratic presidential
contenders are training their fire
on the Reagan administration,
taking particular aim at Attorney
General Edwin Meese III Mean-

Local Demos set
to elect reps to
Atlanta's July
convention
First District Democrats will
elect six delegates and two alternates Saturday to go the the national convention. The July convention will be held in Atlanta.
Winners will be committed to
Sen. Albert Gore of Tennessee on
the first ballot. Gore won all the
district's delegate seats in the
Super Tuesday presidential
primary.
There are 32 delegate candidates district-wide including
William Charles P'Pool of
Calloway County.
According to a Democratic party spokesman in Frankfort, the
McCracken County candidates are
Tom Garrett, Ann Boatwright,
Gorman Bradley Jr.. Beverly
Cohen Bradley, Mark P. Bryant,
Sue A. Bryant, Jack B. Johnson,
Jesus S. Menendez, Shirley Ann
Menendez and Joyce Merryman
Kemp and Gerald Watkins.
Other candidates are: Joe N.
(Cont'd on page 2)

while, the White House says President Reagan may hit the campaign trail on George Bush's
behalf.
The Democrats headed into the
final few days of skirmishing left
before Monday's Democratic

caucuses in Colorado. with 45
delegates at stake, and the
Wisconsin primary the following
day. with 81 delegates up for
grabs.
Three of the Democrats —
Albert Gore Jr.. Jesse Jackson

and Michael Dukakis — said
Meese must go.
"We cannot tolerate a situation
where the nation's chief law enforcement officer is constantly
(Cont'd on page 2)

Goal surpassed

Pam Shay of the Murray -Calloway County Chamber of Commerce, left, and volunteer Amos McCarty look
over some of the 164 new members of the local chamber who joined this week during the cnember's member
ship drive. Current chamber members began a phone.a-thon Tuesday morning at the Racer Room at Stewart
Stadium at Murray State University to solicit new members. Teams of 10-15 people manned phones from 9:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. each day. The phone solicitation ended at noon today. A complete list of the new members
will be In Saturday's issue of the Ledger & Times.
Staff panto b% %eon Nikon
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Cutbacks ahead in commodities program
By J.T. Cullom
It was like attending a wake for
the American dream. The line for
the commodities streched across
the front of the county garage and
out into the parking lot. The parking lot was filled to over flowing
and cars were parked on both
sides of Sycamore. making two
way traffic difficult. The line had
'formed Wednesday morning
before 8 a.m. It was a quiet. order-

ly line. People were respectful of
others as mourners at a wake.
Many in the line were elderly but a
few had young children who clung
to them or were carried by the
parents. Even the voices of the
children were but a mummer as
the line inched foreward into the
garage.
Families were given cheese and
milk on Wednesday. Mike Cash,
with the Purchase Area Develop-

ment District, said the state will
receive its last allocations of
honey and rice from the federal
government April 1, and the last
allocation of milk and cheese May
1. Cash, who oversees the commodities distribption in the eight
county district, said while the
federal government won't be sending any more of these products,
the district has enough in their
warehouse to continue corn-

Tight situation

modities distribution through
June. He said this is due to a successful Reagan Administration
program to reduce dairy surplus.
Cash said after June commodities
distribution will be restricted to
five pounds each of cornmeal and
flour and one pound of butter per
household.
Among the other sources of
assistance for those in need of food
in the area are the local Needline,
at 209 Maple: the WIC program in
the Health department at 701 Olive
and "Meals on Wheels" thru the
senior Citizens Center.
Director of the Murray
Calloway County Needline Euple
Ward said'her agency has noted a
large increase in the number of
elderly peopla coming In for
emergency help over the past six
months. She said these people
Fred Hart, at left, and onlooker Noble Brandon look at Hart's Ford
have expressed concern about
Escort after an afternoon accident Thursday on t .S. 841 south of Murreductions in the commodities
ray. According to reports from the Kentucky State Police, Hart, a Hazel
program. She said Needline proresident, was attempting to turn onto Lawring Road when he was rearvides a three day emergency suppended by a station wagon driven by Maydell Moody of New Concord. A
ly of food to applicants and refers
Murray-Calloway County Hospital spokesperson said Hart was treated
them to appropriate agencies for
and released at the hospital after the incident; no other injuries were
ongoing assistance. Ward pointed
reported. The accident was investigated by Trooper Dennis Crawford.
out that Needline currently serves
about 165 families per month and
Matt
by David Tuck
nearly 25 percent of these are
elderly. Ward also voiced concern
about a family with three young
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP ) —
children, two of whom were exMs. Smith said she has not
Former Kentucky Superintendent spoken to anyone in Kentucky
periencing pain and swelling in
of Public Instruction Alice about McDonald, but based her intheir knees. She said it's possible
McDonald has applied for the itial assessment on McDonald's
that these symtoms may indicate
same post in her native Louisiana. application and comments from
a vitamin dificiency disorder. She
A screening committee made up other Louisiana board members
said the parents are poor and unof the il-member Louisiana Board
skilled with no regular employLouisiana is searching for its
of Elementary and Secondary first appointed. superintendent
ment, who will take any kind of
Education and Louisiana's gover- after years of stormy board relawork they can get. Ward added
nor will meet April 11-12 to review t ions with elected
that the family was given
37 applications, said Dorothy superintendents. Kentucky's
emergency help with food. Ward
Smith, a board member and chair- superintendent is elected.
said that reduction in the comwoman of the .screening
modities program will place addiOther candidates for the job incommittee:
tional pressure on the resources of
clude a former -associate U.S.
A final decision on the commissioner 'of education and
Needline Program.
$100,000-a-year job is expected in Beverly Hills school superintenThe WIC Program through the
late April or May.
local Health Department currentdent, and deputy and assistant
Ms. Smith on Thursday placed state superintendents from West
ly provides services to families
McDonald, who now lives in. Virginia,- Tennessee and
with children under the age of five.
Louisville. in her "top" stack in a .Mississippi.
WIC stands for women, infants
field oi "some great. great
and children. Nutritionist with the
McDonald refused to comment
applicants."
program Patsy Fain says families
on the matter Thursday.
who qualify for their program
receive cheese and milk as well as
cereal, juice, eggs and dried beans
to supplement their theta Fain
The Calloway " County School these policies and procedures are
said they see a lot of child4n who
District will Initiate Child available Upon- request from the
Awareness Child Find, a major office of the superintendent.
don't eat well; with the cause bechild find effort throughout the
ing divided between the inability
Parents have the right to inspect
month of .April, 1.98a
of families to afford adequate food
and review any 'personally idenand lack of proper nutritional
Child Awareness Child Find is tifiable information collected or
practices. She said children
conducted for the purpose of iden- maintained on their child Request
tifying and locating any handicap- to reviewItiese records should be
believed to be victims of vitamin
dificiencies, who had medical
ped children ages 0-21 This in- addressed to the Superintendent of
cludes children who may be men- the Calloway County Board of
cards, could be referred to the
Crippled Childrens Clinics in
tally retarded, hard of hearing. Education
Paducah Fain said WIC currently
deaf. speech impaired. viaually
The Calloway County Board of
handicapped. seriously emotional- Education does not discriminate
serves about 600 families and they
ly distrubed. orthopedically im- on the basis of sex in the educacan accept more families with
paired. deaf•blind, multi - tional programs or activities that
children under five at this time.
handicapped. or Ifarning disabled it operates, and is required by Ti.
A spokesperson for the
y•
and needing speiial education or tie IX of the Educational AmendCalloway County Senior Cltizes
center said they are presently ser- ).e.lated services. Identification ments of 1972 'PL. 92-318 ) nor to
data and screening information discriminate in such a manner.
ving meals to about 500 elderly
will be collected en children refer- Further, the board of education
and physically challenged inred. This would include the name does not discriminate On the basis
dividuals, either through "mealsand age of the child, the location of of handicap. in treatment, admison-wheels" or at their centers. She
the child and, or parents guar- sions or access to, or employment
added they have very little capacidian, and the possible handicap.
in, its programs or activities as rety to serve additional persons at
This information will be col- quired' by Section 504 of the
this time. However she recomlected in a vareity of forms such as Rehabilitation Act of 1973 )Pt.
mended that persons continue to
preprinted fliers, letters, phone 93-1121. nor does the Calloway
apply and said each application
and referrals for individuals Count -._Board of Education
would be judged on an individual
in public .and private agencies as discriminate in any of the educabasis_
well as the general public. All in- tional • programs or activities it
County Judge Executive George
formation collected will be used to operates. on the basis of race, colWeaks, whose office has overseen
determine if a child is in need of or. national origin, religion, or
the commodities distribution for
special education services and;or marital status, which is required
the past several years, said they
for the purpose of planning an in- by Title VI. Civil Rights Act of
served 1,615 families on Wednesdividual education.
1964, the Age Discrimination Act
day before the products ran out
All personally identifiable infor- of 1975,
just after 1 p.m. Weaks expressed
mation collected and maintained
This notire is given in English.
concern about the effects of the
in the Child Awareness 'Child Find the native language of Calloway
reduction of commodities distribuactivity will be confidential and 'Minty
tion. He said he was aware of
subject to the school district's
some misuse of the program by a
policies and procedures concernfew, but he believed the majority
ing the review, amendment, hearof the people using the program
ings, disclosure, and destruction
were in real' need. Weaks said
of education records which were ((bard from page I)
while the commodities program
developed in accordance with the
was available, the county would
who refused to call the House
Family Educational Rights and
continue to do its best to serve the
Education Committee that he
Privacy Act and the Education for
needs of the majority of the
chairs into session to consider the
the Handicapped Act Copies of legislation containi
people.
ng Wilkinson's
education items
"It is absolutely essential that
324, which the Senate passed
we have those things," Wilkinson
Wednesday A House-Senate con- said. "Not for me ... I but) because
(Cont'd from page 1)
ference committee removed a pro- this state cannot do without
vision to require state and local them "
would select a test with which to
health officials to develop Alps
identify pupils from kindergarten
Wilkinson also said that a coneducation programs
through third grade who need exstitutional amendment to allow
Several bills were killed Thurs- statewide officers to serve two
tra academic help
day when the House and Senate consecutive terms is imperative
The bill passed the House 86-3
failed to reconcile their difbecause a governor in Kentucky
and the Senate 35-0 on Thursday.
ferences The bills included:
just doesn't have enough time in
Kentucky children currently are
—SB283 and S8343, which would one term to do all that needs to be
tested in every grade with the
have allowed mining on extra done.
Kentucky Essential Skills Test, acreage without an additional
The time crunch is particularly
which the General Assembly
permit.
a problem for governors as they
declined to renew. It will be given
—SB37, which was intended to try to put things together to take
for the final time this spring.
help subscription volunteer fire office.
With a legislative session starCritics of the KEST said it was departments collect money for
services to non-members.
ting less than a month after intoo ambitious in trying to identify
—HB543, which would have auguration and a budget required
remediation needs and, at the
deleted
the exemption from classshortly thereafter, there isn't time
same time, allow a national comsize limits for art and music to do all the work, Wilkinson said.
parison of pupils
classes A fatal amendment would
Governors who try to get a jump
Also Thursday. the House gave
have required Social Security
by working before the inaugurafinal passage to a bill that would
numbers for all schoolchildren.
tion find the bureaucracy in the
require licensure of nursing pools
—SB201, which as amended
way. "State government Is not
that provide nurses for temporary
would have exempted countyresponsive to someone who's comservice, often in nursing homes
owned utilities from regulation by ing in when someone is still sitting
The vote was 99-0 on Senate Bill
the Public Service Commission
in this chair," Wilkinson said.

McDonald up for Louisiana position

Calloway schools starting program

I member of the Coronas Circus performed a tight-rope act at the 1988 edition of the Rizpah
Shrine Temple
Circus. held %i ednesday and Thursday at the Kest Kentucky Exposition Center in Murray. The
proceeds from
the show help support the activities of the Rizpah Shrine Temple in Madisonville. The Shriners
provide topquality care for burned and crippled children free of charge.

Slut, pittrto by David Tuck

Administration...
(Conf'd from page 1)
operating under a cloud of suspicion." Gore told supporters at a
fund-raising event Thursday night
in Coconut Grove, Fla.
The Tennessee senator Pdinted
to the resignations of two top
Justice Department officials this
week, which department sources
said were aimed at protesting
Meese's refusal to step down amid
mounting legal difficulties.
"President Reagan and Vice
President Bush say, 'Oh, it's no
big deal. There are resignations
all the time," said Gore. "What
insensitivity! What contempt for
the American people!"
Dukakis also said Meese should
step down, saying the Justice
DepartmeriLwas "in turmoil."

"I would hope at long last the attorney general would resign — it's
long overdue — and the president
would appoint somebody as attorney general we could be proud
of," the Massachusetts governor
said at a news conference Thursday night in Milwaukee.
Jackson, too. said Meese ought
to quit, because he cannot carry
out his duties.
"It is not a question of guilt or
innocence. He simply cannot
fulfill the requirements of the
job," Jackson told a rally in
Sheboygan. Wis. "Ed Meese
deserves due process. We deserve
an attorney general."
Although Meese drew much of
their wrath, the Democrats were
taking some digs at one another as
well.
Gore, trailing the two
Democratic leaders, has been

criticizing Jackson all week on experience and Plectability. On
Thursday, he slapped at Dukakis
for failing to follow suit.
"Mike Dukakis is afraid to say a
single word about Jesse Jackson."
said Gore.
Dukakis said differences with
Jackson would "come out over
time," and aimed his attacks at
the White House instead.
"This administration has walked away from the American
dream," he said in a Milwaukee
speech Thursday night. "They've
walked away from the basic contract that says if you work hard
and pay your taxes and live within
the law, you have a right to a good
job, and the right to a life where
you don't have to go to bed every
night worried about whether that
job will still be there in the
morning.
Meanwhile, White House
spokesman Marlin Fitzwater raised the possibility that Reagan soon
would abandon his official
neutrality in the Republican race
prior to the party's convention
Aug 15-18 in New Orleans.

Local Demos...

WRINKLE CREAM GREAT SUCCESS

Crowds are coming into JCPENNEY stores across the country for the
exciting wrinkle cream. EB5. discovered by Pharmacist Robert
Reldfond Research lab tests show that EB5 helps facial lines appear
smoother when used twice daily. Satisfied customers love the way EB5
leaves their skin feeling soft and velvety and younger-looking. EB5 acts
like 5 creams in one jar . . EB5 is a wrinkle cream. moisturizer. night
cream, day cream, and a makeup base . . all in One. E85 is available at
most large JCPENNEY stores and is sold with a money-back guarantee

JCPenney
Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9 to 9
Sun. 12:30 to 5:30

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
Office Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone 1-800-222-6161

(Cont'd from page I)
Storms, Caldwell: John C. Bondurant, James Aubrey Whipple,
Fulton; Diane R. Robbins, Gayle
B. Robbins, Graves; William F
McGee, Livingston; Volney Brien,
William Mack Bushart, Deborah
Bushart, W.J. "Toad" Brien, Betty Jean Brien and Kerry B.
Harvey, Marshall.
Saturday's voting, which starts
at 2 p.m. at Lake Barkley State
Resort Park convention center
near Cadiz, is open to anybody
who was a registered Democrat on
or before March 8.
In race for convention
delegates. Gore is presently far
behind Massachusetts Gov.
Michael Dukakis and the Rev.
Jesse Jackson.

Success...

Testing...
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PERSPECTIVE
vie%
Mitch McConnell
U.S. SENATOR FOR KENTUCKY

REFLECTIONS ON NATIONAL AGRICULTURE DAY
Tuesday, March 22nd, was a day of recognition for one of the
most important industries in America -- the agriculture industry. National Agriculture Day is a time to reflect on the contributions of
the men and women T farmers, businessmen, scientists, chemists,
and laborers -- who make their living feeding not only this country,
but most of the world as well.
Agriculture's contribution to the U.S. economy can not be underestimated. It is far and away the biggest industry in America. How
big? Last year the U.S. produced over $135.2 billion worth of agriculture products. In the battle of exports, corn, wheat, and soybeans
move across_ 0111_thacks_riiesplay_aaTheir_laiayzaigribeahLo hejp=reduce
our trade deficit.
In Kentucky, we have a history that is rooted in our agricultural heritage. It was the burley tobacco grown in Kentucky that provided early settlers with the currency our fledgling commonwealth
needed to survive. Today, the agriculture industry continues to
dominate the Kentucky economy.
Only Texas, MissWri and Iowa have more farms than the 99,000
located in Kentucky. The men and women who work on these farms
generate over 1.2.4 billion annually in business. In 1986, Kentucky
exported over $669.8 million worth of agricultural commodities.
To help the agriculture industry. I have worked long and hard
to open foreign markets to Kentucky's agriculture exports -especially tobacco. For example, Japan stands as a big success to
these efforts. Over the past two years U.S. cigarette sales have moved
from 10'o of the Japanese market to over 1007o. Egypt and Turkey
are new markets_ that.hold_great promise for burley growers..
To help boost sales abroad, I introduced legislation to establish an international trade development center at the University of
Kentucky's College of Agriculture. The trade center, which has been
approved, will play a vital role in helping our farmers take the offensive- and seek out and develop new opportunities. It represents the
orward-thinking that is required between government, the private
-tor, and educators to help the L.S. return to a positive balance
trade.
Farmers and agribusinessmen have weathered a severe economic
sto m. Once again they have demonstrated a resilience to hang tough
tha goes back to the founding of our country. The agriculture industry will always-be ihe bedrock strength of our state and our nation. As your senator. I reaffirm my support for Kentucky's farmers
.and agribusinessmen in the
S. Senate.

Mill-ray Ledger 8r Times

Patriots face a few trials, tribulations
I was surprised to see a terrible
scowl on the face of my conservative friend Grump. He chomped
so hard on his martini olive that
the toothpick snapped.
"I warn you," he said, "I'm in
no mood to be provoked."
Provoked? I would think your
spirits would be soaring.
"Are you insane?" he said.
"This is one of the blackest days in
American history."
I'm baffled. Your man Bush has
virtually sewed up the nomination,
while the Democrats can't find a
candidate and are in disarray. The
polls show that Bush can trounce
any of them. I would think you
would be celebrating.
"How can I celebrate when we
are witnessing a miscarriage of
justice?"
Ah, you've done your tax return.
"No, you pinko, I'm talking
about those great patriots, 011ie
North and John Poindexter."
Oh, you mean their indictments.
"Indictments isn't the proper
word. Crucifixion is more
accurate."
But, Grump, it appears that they
have violated a considerable
number of our laws. Haven't you
always been a law-and-order man,
just like our commander in chief?
"Of course I have. But that's not
what law and order is about."
What is it about?
"Muggers."
Well, we are all against muggers. But there are other forms of
lawbreaking, too.
"Right. Purse snatchers.

Cheating welfare mothers. Gold
chain snatchers. Hubcap thieves
and dope peddlers."
You're referring to the common
street criminals.
"Of course. All these off-brand
races and nationalities that are
roaming our streets. That's where
we need law and order. Why, the
police could go into any big city
slum, scoop up the first 5() worthless idlers they see, and they'd
have enough evidence to send 49 of
them to prison."
Why not all 50?
"Because some tricky liberal
lawyer would find a loophole and
get one of them off."
Grump, the fact remains that we
are a nation of laws, and North
and Poindexter were obliged to
obey them.
"Nonsense. There are times
when one must be guided by conscience and a sense of patriotism
and honor. Even Fawn Hall knew
that."
Yes, Ms. Hall is a noted legal
scholar.
"Don't be snippy. Our nation
was in mortal danger. Did you expect North and Poindexter to sit
idly by?"

No, but I don't think they should
have been running arms to the
crazy ayatollah without mentioning it to the rest of us.
"I knew you'd say. something
dumb like that. What do you think
people would have said if they
knew? What do you think those
traitors in Congress would have
said?"
They would have said that they
shouldn't be doing it.
"Exactly. So how can you expect them to do their patriotic duty
.if a lot of stupid people are going to
tell them they can't."
Then they shouldn't have done
it
"Your are the most illogical person I know. Do you think the
average boob is as well versed in
international affairs as North or
Poindexter? Do you think the
average congressman is as aware
of the dread menace of the Sandinistas as those two patriots."
Not all Americans and congressmen are boobs, Grump.
"I didn't say they were. Only the
liberals and other riff-raff. And it
is bacause of them that these
heroes are now being treated like
Common criminals simply for
defending our nation."
But they exceeded their authority. And they didn't even tell the
president.
"Of course they didn't tell him.
If they had told him, he might
have been in trouble, too. ,o,it 7
would have been disloyal of ttiem
to tell him."
Well, if they knew that he'd be in
trouble for knowing what they

Swindlers on the move
in our mobile society
You should also be aware of.
receiving telephone calls from
people announcing that you have
just won some big prize and all
that they need in order to ship it to
you is some personal information.
Of course, the data they request
would include your social security
number and sometimes your
credit card number. Once you give
-Ahem these vital statistics they use
the information to purchase items
for themselves which are billed to
you
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Then it must have been wrong.
"No, it would have only been
wrong if they told him. Since they
didn't tell him it was wrong, which
was the right thing to do, they
:were then able to pursue the right
course of action.''
I get it. If they had told him what
they were doing, he would have
told them it was the wrong thing to
do, but he would have been wrong
about that. And since he is always
right, they couldn't allow him to
be wrong.
"Exactly. So by withholding the
information from him, they
prevented him from being wrong,
and his record of always being
right was intact."
But what if he had told them that
what they were doing was right.
Then they would be in the clear.
"Don't be an idiot. He couldn't
tell them that what they were doing was right, because it v:ould
have been wrong."
Ah, then you admit that they
were wrong.
"No, since they didn't tell him,
they were right."
Grump, who's on first?
"No, who's on second. What's on
first?"

Ten years ago
Groundbreaking ceremonies for
$8.2 million University Center at
Murray State University will be
April 3 at 11:30 a.m. at construction site at North 15th and Payne
Streets.
Mason Thomas is pictured with
the full limit of crappie he caught
while fishing in Blood River Area
of Kentucky Lake.
Mary Rebecca Smith celebrated
her 101st birthday on March 25 at a
party given by family members at
West View Nursing Home.

By Michael D. Ward

There are dozens of swindles
perpetuated by professional con
artists through the mail. The best
way to recognize these are to
listen' to the key words in the conversation. Look out for the words
"cash", "home improvement".
"secret investment plan", "get
rich quick", "something for
nothing", or "contest" which are
not backed by reputable firms.
If you have a question about an
organization, you may call the
Consumer Protection division at
the Attorney General's Office to
see if there have been any scams
reported in relation to that particular firm.
If you are within the city limits,
you may call the city hall to determine if the door-to-door sales persons have valid sales license to do
business within the city.
And. of course, when one has
been ripped off by any of these
swindles, they. should immediately notify the police so that it can be
given quick attention while their
trail is still fresh. •
Only by people becoming more
informed of their means will this
deceptive racketeering be
curtailed

were doing, they should have
known that what they were doing
was wrong.
"No, they knew that what they
were doing was right. But it would
have been wrong for them to tell
him what they were doing,
because he would have had to tell
them it was the wrong thing to
do."

Looking Back

Commonwealth Comment

As we become a more mobile..
society, more-and more swindler
are taking to the roads.
There are numerous con artists
who have the gift of . gab and a
thriving nature who are smooth.
talking and self-assured enough to
walk right up 'to your door and
steal from you. You might not
know What has happened until it is
_ttop late.
People well-dressed and driving
nice cars may come to your house
and offer you a deal that sounds
too gdod to be true. Chances are
that's just the case — it's too good
to be true. In other words; it's a rip
off.
Here. are some of the more
popular home improvements
scams that seem to be circulating
these days. The elderly. living
alone, seem to be more
susceptible.
A contractor stops by at your
home and tells you that there is
something serious wrong with
your roof, gutter, or some other
part of your house. He offers to
repair it immediately for a 50';
discount and a money-back
guarantee. Shortly after the work
is done, you find that the repairs
break down. Then when you read
the contract, you find in fine print
that the contract guaranteed only
that he would do the job. not the
warranty or the work.
Another popular scheme is when
a person stops by your house and
offers to resurface your driveway
at cost if you allow him to place an
ad on your lawn advertising his
business. He will then take your
money and either put a thin layer
of worthless liquid over your
driveway or maybe even run out
without doing anything.
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By John Cunniff

The two faces of our economy
NEW YORK (AP) — It is a puzzle to conventional economists, a
challenge to management and
marketing people and, according
to its discoverer. "political
dynamite" for presidential
contenders.
It is the split personality of the
American economy.
The United States has two
economies, says Albert Sindlinger. There is what he calls the
Coastal Economy, which has been
sluggish of late. And there is the
Heartland Economy, which has
become more vigorous over the
past two years.

inger, "the decline in services and
the crash have been only events on
the evening news, as remote as
news dispatches on the fighting in
Afghanistan."
How does Sindlinger know all
this? Because, as it has for three
decades, Sindlinger 81 Co. of Wallingford, Pa., calls hundreds of
households every week, asking
them highly detailed questions
about job status, money supply
and more.
It is founder Sindlinger's contention that the consumer still drives
the economy, and that the consumer cannot do so without a job
and income and confidence. More
When compiling national and more he has found these in the
figures, one tends to offset the Heartland. And more.
The improvement in the
other. When the Coastal Economy
boomed, the Heartland Economy Heartland economy, he says, is atwas in recession. Now the latter is tributable mainly to small, enthriving, at least relative to 1985, trepreneurial companies employi
ing fewer than 200 workers. It is a
while the other one lags.
The Heartland is based on finding, he suggests, that indicates
manufacturing, agriculture, min- a new, different, more vigorous
ing and forestry. It suffered badly Heartland.
For the two weeks that ended
between Memorial Day 1985
.throush February 1987. Sindlinger March 7, he found that 22.1 percent
referred to 31 states as being in of workers there were employed
recession then. Only four now are. by companies with payrolls of
The Coastal Economy is sited more than 200, but that 31.7 permostly on the Eastern and cent were self-employed or workWestern seaboards. Much of its ed in companies of 10 or fewer
strength depends on the service workers.
He says that finding is signifisector, including, of course, the
various financial industries. It lost cant. "These companies are finspunk following the stock market ding their. goods more competitive. Especially among small
crash.
In the Coastal Economy, which entrepreneurial companies, there
incidentally has gaps in its unifor- is an increased willingness to exmity — in Massachusetts, for ex- pand into foreign markets," he
ample, there has been a continued says.
It is because of such successes
boom — they worrN about the
billions of dollars that vanished in that Sindlinger's consumer confidence index has now risen to 66
the stock crash.
In the Heartland, says Sindl- percent, "in the boom area," It

means two things:
1. That two out of every three
households nationwide has experienced either income gains or
no loss in income over the past six
months.
2. That two of three households
are either positive or neutral
about expectations for income.
employment and business
conditions.
Based on these findings, Sindlinger has scoffed at forecasts of a
recession to follow the Oct. 19
stock market crash. In fact, he has
raised his outlook for growth in the
gross national product, though he
sees some signs of inflation to
come.
Smart companies. he observes,
have been capitalizing on the split
economy. Some are his clients,
and if they have acted on his
analysis, he says. they have been
able to place the proper inventories in proper geographical
areas
Politicians might not be as wise..
"Not one of the presidential contenders has taken advantage of it
yet," he says.
But no matter who wins, he suggests they pay attention to small
business.
Although the growth in the U.S
economy is the result of strength
among small companies, he says.
"it is the GMs and Bethlehem
Steels who have the time and the
money to lobby Congress for the
favors they believe they need."
But the jobs, especially those in
the Heartland Economy, are coming from small companies. The
workers know it. And he suggests
the politicians better begin learning it.

Twenty years ago
Glenda Doran, Johnny Gingles,
Paula Owen, Audrey Richardson,
Edwin Schmidt, Donna Shirley,
Michael Ward, Lynn Whayne and
Greg Wilson, Murray High School
students, and their French
teacher, Lucille Austin, will spend
six weeks this summer on studytravel tour directed by Alliance
for Foreign Study in Europe.
Murray Police Department filed
reports on 45 traffic accidents in
the city of Murray during the
month of March.
Thirty years ago
SP-3 Hugh T. Carroll, t.S. Army. was recently promoted to his
present rank at his base, Camp
Leroy Johnson. New Orleans, La.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Carroll and is married to the
former Billie Cole.
Calloway County Fiscal Court
passed a resolution honoring the
memory and service on the court
of the late Joe B. McCuiston
Forty years ago
Harlan Hodges, assistant coach
at Southern Illinois University,
has bee named as basketball
coach at Murray State College.
Murray Dark Fired Tobacco
season closed yesterday, Cecil
Thurmond, secretary of Murray
Tobacco Board of Trade, sais
10,961,333 pounds were sold for an
average of $28.28 per 100 pounds
for the season
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Golden Girls
competing in
competition
LOS ANGELES AP - Bea Arthur. Estelle Getty, Rue McClanahan and Betty White, rivals
for laughs on NBC's "Golden
Girls," are competing in earnest
for the title of funniest actress on
the second annual American Comedy Awards.
The four actresses were
nominated for the prize of funniest
female_performer in_a leading role
in a television coMetty. series.- Tile
awards will be presented on ABC
in May.
Tracey Ullman. who stars in her
own show on Fox Broadcasting.
was the fifth nominee in the funniest female performer category.
Nominees for the funniest male
performer in a leading role in a TV
series were Dana Carvey, "Saturday Night Live": Michael J. Fox,
"Family Ties": Pee-wee Herman,
"Pee-wee's Playhouse". David
Letterman, "Late Night with
David Letterman": and Garry
Shandling. "It's Garry Shandling's Show."
This year's Lifetime Creative
Achievement Award goes to Blake
Edwards, who is being honored for
such movies as "The Pink Panther,'' "10" and "Victor Victoria." His newest movie,
"Sunset." starring Bruce Willis
and James Garner, will be released this spring.

CHOIR PROGRAM SUNDAY - The Music Ministry of First Baptist Church. Murray,
will present their 58-voice Adult Choir, top photo, in the Easter cantata. "The Highest
Place," created and arrangement by David Clydesdale. This musical presentation will
be directed by Steve Littlefield, minister of music, pictured right in top photo. Soloists
will be Cheryl Dailey. Nell Earwood and Marjorie Shown. Special guest soloist will be

Mike Rose, minister of music and youth at Cadiz Baptist Church. During the cantata,
the Adult Choir will be assisted by the :35-vo1ce Young Musicians Choir (grades 4-6
bottom photo, directed by Nell F,arwood, left on back row of top photo. Accompanists
will be Joyce Herndon, organ. and Tamara Outland. piano. The public is in% ited to at
tend this special program, said Dr. Greg Earwood. church pastor.
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT I'm 61 and have
been smoking since high school. I'm
trying to quit. How long does it take to
get the nicotine out of your system'
DEAR READER • Once you have
stopped smoking or chewing, tobacco, the nicotine disappears from your
body in a relatively short time, on the
order of one or two days A physical
craving for nicotine will last for up to
a week The psychological craving
may remain for months or years.
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Spaghetti
Small With Meat
In
Sauce Dine
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DEAR DR GOTT• A friend has
been told she has ataxia She has difficulty in her coordination and speech
What is ataxia'
DEAR READER Ataxia means an
inability to coordinate the movements of standing and walking This
symptom is caused by damage to the
spinal cord or brain, resulting from
an array of disorders that include
nerve injury, neurological disease.
toxicity to drugs. infections and
tumors.
Treatment of ataxia usually depends on therapy for the underlying
condition. Thig can be simple (avoidance or drugs and alcohol)or difficult,
as in the management of injuries
DEAR DR. GOTT For the past few
years I've had the following problem
Every few months one of my saliva
glands swells, gets sore, then bursts
and a stone pops into my mouth No
ear, nose and throat specialist has
been able to either cure me or tell me
why this happens. Can you'
DEAR READER: I'll try. Saliva,
which drains from glands located
around the lower jaw. contains small
amounts of calcium For unknown
reasons,some people have a tendency
for this calcium to precipitate or cvstallize, causing stones When a salivary stone blocks the duct into the
mouth, the back pressure of fluid
builds up, the salivary gland may
swell and become painful until drain-

age can be re-established Sometimes. der - can be the site of stone formathe stone pops out and normal drain- tion The cause of this phenomenon is
age spontaneously is restored, at oth- not clearly understood, although some
er times, the stone - if wedged or too experts have proved that changes in
large to pass - may have to be surgi- fluid acidity will make the formation
cally removed.
of stones more likely Check with an
oral
surgeon for advice about your
Any fluid-filled organ - such as the
gall bladder, kidneys or urinary blad- salivary stones

Coming events listed
Friday, April
Friday, April 1
Calvary Temple will have a can- open from 4 p.m. to 12 midnight
dle light and communion service For information call 753-TEEN
at 7:30 p.m.
- - ---- AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
"Do You Believe In Me?" will p m. at J.C. Kevil Center, South
be musical to be presented at 10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
- - -Westside Baptist Church at 7 p.m
Murray High School FHA will
--''The Medium" will be sponsor a dance/Spring Fling"
presented at 8 p.m. at Playhouse from 8:30 to 11 p.m. at school
in Murray-Calloway County Park
For information call 759-1752.
Good Friday Liturgy will be at
---12 noon and Tenebrae at 7 p.m. at
Games will be played at 8 p.m. St. John's Episcopal Church
at Murray Moose Lodge. This is
- - -for members only.
Youth Dinner Theatre by Youth
--- Choir of First Baptist Church will
Main Street Youth Center at 205 be at 6:30 p.m. in Fellowship Hall
North Fourth St.. Murray, will be of church. Tickets at $5 may be
purchased at church office or call
73-1854 or 753-5561
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Love's Story Told

Pizza Villa

Large Thin Pizza

Presented By:

2-32 Oz. Pepsis

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH ADULT CHOIR
Sunday April 3, 1988-4:00 P.M.

Free
Dine In Or Carry Out
Only

Pizza Villa

Darcy's

Pizza Villa
Olympic Plaza

Dr Gott's new -Health Report on
weight loss tells you how to lose
weight wisely - and keep it off For
your copy. send Si and your name and
address to PO Box 91369, Cleveland,
OH 44101-3369 Be sure to ask for
WINNING THE BATTLE OF THE
BULGE

CREATED and ARRANGED by
DAVID T. CLYDESDALE

First Baptist Church
Murray, KY

Alford Chapter No. 445 Order of
the Eastern Star will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall at Aurora.
---Square and round dancing with
music by Sharecropper will be
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink.
New Concord United
Pentecostal Church will have a
special service at 7 p.m.
- - -Paducah Parents without Partners will meet at 8 p.m. in Riding
Club Building at 30th Street entrance to Carson Park
Fairgrounds. For information call
I -443-2432.
- - -Saturday, April 2
Before going to bed persons
should run their clocks up one hour
for central daylight saving time to
start at 2 a.m. Sunday.
---Writers' Potpourri will be at
9:1149 a.m. at Calloway Public
Library. Persons are asked to note
the change in date.
- - -Youth Dinner Theatre by Youth
Choir of First Baptist Church will

Saturday. April 2
be at 6:30 p.m. in Fellowship Hall
of church.
-- -Special Easter programs will be
at 6 a.m.. 7 a.m. and 7 p.m on
ACTS Network on Murray
Cablevision
-- -Easter Egg Hunt for children. 2
to 12, will be at 2 p.m. at Elm
Grove Baptist Church. In case of
rain, the event will be cancelled.
- --Mustard Seeds Sunday School
Passover Meal will be at 6 p.m. in
Fellowship Hall of First Christian
Church
- -- Singing by Gloryland Express
Singers will be at 7 p.m at Mr
Sinai Baptist Church.
-7 —
Murray Country Club will have
its Children's Easter Party at 9. 30
a.m
Murray Women's Aglow
Fellowship meet at Kenlake Hotel
with lunch at 12 noon and meeting
at 1 p.m.
- -- Young Actors Guild of
Playhouse in Murray-Calloway
County Park will have its third annual reunion at 4 p.m. To sign up
call 759-1752 or 759-9753.
---Methodist Youth Fellowship of
Palestine United Methodist
Church will sponsor a benefit ham
breakfast for Eugene Rudolph
from 6 to 10 a.m. at church.
---New Concord United
Pentecostal Church will have
special service at 7 p.m.
- -- West Kentucky Gospel Music
Association will have a mini convention at 7 p.m. at New Mt.
Carmel Baptist Church.
-- -H. Eddie Roberts Post No 6291
((ant'd on page 7)
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Rainey'
Day

By Rainey Apperson
Holiday traditions create great
childhood memories: Who can
forget the time Grandpa dressed
up as the Easter Bunny? These
shared family activities are not
only nostalgic events, but an important aspect of childhood
development, according to noted
family therapists.
"When children participate in
holiday preparations, they gain a
feeling of accomplishment,
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responsibility and importance,"
says Dr. Vincent J. Fontana,
medical director of the Center for
Parent and Child Development in
New York and author of ''A
Parent's Guide to Child Safety."
The tradition of coloring Easter
eggs or trimming a Christmas tree
becomes a vehicle for fostering
family spirit and promoting a
closeparent/chi:d relationship.
With the abundance of two
career households and single

parents, Dr. Fontana sees the
celebration of holiday traditions
as one of the best ways to spend
"quality time" with a child.
"Quality time means caring and
communication," stresses Dr.
Fontana. "These are two essential
ingredients to a child's healthy
physical and emotional growth
and development."
Eggs aren't just for the birds.
This Easter you and your family
can add "egg-citing" designs to
the ancient custom of egg
coloring.
Although decorating eggs has
been part of Easter tradition in the
U.S. for over 150 years, the custom
dates back to the Pharoahs. In the
early 1700's, the Pennsylvania
Dutch brought egg coloring to the
New World, beginning what is today a favorite Easter pastime.
Whatever Easter tradition your
family enjoys this season, it will
be a success if everyone shares in
the fun. "Traditions underline the

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Phillips of
Murray announce the approaching
marriage of their daughter, Lisa
Gaye, to Keith Allen Allbritten,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Pearly McClure and Joe Allbritten, all of
Murray.
Miss Phillips is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Kymon
Sholar and of Mrs. Cozy Phillips
and the late Ernest Phillips.
Mr. Allbritten is the grandson of
Mrs. Christine Garland and the
late W.J. Garland and the late
Mrs. Bunell Wilkerson and Jeff
Allbritten.
The bride-elect received her
B.S. degree in Housing and Interior Design from Murray State
University in 1986. She is now
employed at Creative Interiors of

Murray.
.
_

importance. of the family.!' DL

- iiis
The groom-elect wiff-reeiVe
B.S. degree in mathematics with
teacher certification from Murray
State University in May 1988.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, May 21, at 7
p.m. at Locust Grove Baptist
Church.
A reception will follow at Murray Woman's Club House.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

Fontana adds, "and contribute to
a child's overall development."
Happy Easter to all!

Even the most truthful of defenders might find justification for
false-carding in today's trump suit
And if he doesn't find it on April
Fools' pay. there's no hope that he
will any other day of the year
The defense wins the first three
diamtind‘tricks, East exiting safely
with a club Dummy's king wins and
a trump is led to South's jack for a
winning finesse What card should
West play'
If West follows suit "normally"
with his deuce, declarer will be
forced into his only winning chance
With the king. 10 and nine still out.
South must play for an original K-4
of spades with East, and his play of
the ace drops East's king South
then has no more losers and makes
his game
What happens if West false-cards
by dropping either the 10 or the nine
of spades under South's jack" He
gives South another option If South
believes that West started with the
10-9 doubleton, he will return to
dummy in hearts and push dummy's
spade queen through West, trying to
pick up the suit. East covers with
his lone king, and now West enjoys a
trump winner as the setting trick
It's carelessness to miss this standard falsecard on any other day of
the year: on April 1, missing it is a
major crime

Lisa Gaye Phillips and
Keith Allen Allbritten to-marry

66.s is-great ci-eatitc fun li)i- the vi-hole

On that occasion Jesus took a
loaf of unleavened bread and a cup
of red wine and passed it to his
apostles. He then commanded
them: "Keep doing this in remembrance of me." (Luke 22:19-20.
Bandarra said "last year over
8.9 million Jehovah's Witnesses
and other interested persons
gathered in over 54.000 congregations for this special meeting."

THE ACES ON BRIDGE
Mendacity is a sivsten) that we live
in Liquor is one way out an death's
the other
iennessee
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Phillips-Allbritten wedding planned

PETS OF THE WEEK — These three animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter. East Sycamore
Street off South Fourth Street, operated by Humane Society of Calloway County. They are,from left, Lassie, a
female shep mix. FooFur, a two-month bird dog mix, and Ghost, a three-year-old female cat. Also available
for adoption are shep/malamute mix dogs, shep/lab mix puppies, and all colors of cats and kittens. Animals
who do not find homes must be destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are 12:341 to 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday and Sunday. For information call 759-4141.

Jehovah's Witnesses plans event
Today. April 1, after sundown.
Jehovah's Witnesses earthwide
will commemorate the death of
Christ Jesus, according to george
Bandarra. presiding minigter in
Murray
This is an annual observance on
the anniversary of the original
Lord's Evening Meal instituted by
Jesus with his disciples just before
his sacrificial death in 33 C.E.
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BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH
CI-A
•Q 7 5
11 A J 8 7 4
•K 8 5
4K 6
WEST
EAST
+ 1092
•K 4
•62
Q 10 9 3
•Q J 10 9
•A 7 3
+5432
•J 10 9 7
SOUTH
•A J 8 6 3
•K5
•6 I 2
•A Q 8
Vulnerable Both
Dealer South
The bidding
South
West
North
East
I•
Pass
2V
Pass
2•
Pass
4+
All pass
Opening lead Diamond queen
BID WITH THE ACES ,
4-1-13

South holds
•K 4
•Q 10 9 3
•A 7 3
4 J 10 9 7
North
I•
I.

South
1V

ANSWER: One no-trump. Almost
enough fora jump to an invitational
two no-trump, but game would be a
stretch if North can't find another
bid.

"Attention will be focused on
Jesus' sacrificing his perfect
human body and lifeblood in vindication of his Father's name and
purpose, and in behalf of sinful
mankind. All attenders will
benefit from the discussion, and
we_cordially invite interested persons to be present with us for this
very important celebration," Bandarra added.
The observance will begin
tonight (Friday at 7:30 p.m. at
Kingdom Hall, North 16th Street
Extended at Utterback Road,
Murray

Michael J. Fox
says he's taking
it easy these days
NEW YORK IAP I — Actor
Michael J. Fox says he's taking
things easier these days, enjoying
life with Tracy Pollan, the actress
Who portrayed his college
sweetheart on NBC's "Family
Ties."
Fox denies reports that they'll
marry in May, but he and Miss
Pollan have bought a Vermont
homestead together, US magazine
reports in its April 18 issue.
The two became friends before
she left the hit comedy series for
other projects.
"I was goofing around at that
point in my life. I was a little more
prone to' stay out late and drive
fast and work hard," said Fox. "I
hope I wasn't a jerk. But if I was, I
have a sneaking suspicion not
many people were going to tell me
I was"

Missionaries to be commissioned
Kentucky students from across
the state will be commissioned as
summer missionaries on Saturday, April 9, at 7:30 p.m. at
Hurstborne Baptist Church,
Louisville.
Benton Williams, director, Missions/Church Services division,
Kentucky Baptist Convention, will
be the speaker.
Each summer, more than 1,000
students from colleges and universities around the country serve as
Baptist Student Union summer
missionaries through State
Southern Baptist Conventions.
These students work in all 50
states and several foreign
countries.
Student summer missionaries
work with career missionaries and
ministers in various areas such
as: evangelism, Christian Social
Ministries, resort missions,
church starting, language
missons, construction and health
care. Students usually serve for 10
weeks during the summer, or as
semester missionaries.
Kentucky colleges and universities represented by BSU summer frlssionaries this year
include:
Murray State University
Georgetown College, Eastern
Kentucky University, Western
Kentucky University, Northern
Kentucky University, Morehead
State University, University of
Louisville, klice Lloyd College,

MURRAY
Today

Send bridge questions to The Aces. PO Box
12363, Dallas. Texas 75225, with .if addressed,
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright. 19118. tinned Feature Syndtrate
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Country Ham Breakfast

First of Michigan
Corporation
Members Neu IA Stock Eschange. Inc

'

[ INVESTMENTS

Cumberland College, University
of Kentucky, Somerset Community College, Jeffersn Community
College, Campbellsville College,
Berea College, Elizabethtown
Community College and Oneida
Baptist Institute.
BSU summer missionaries will
work in five foreign countries this
year. Ten students will serve in
Brazil; five in Canada; and one
each in Korea, the Philippins and
Europe.
Several students will join Kentucky's creative ministries teams.
Son Celebration, a musical team;
Son Praise, a revival team; and
Son Share, a drama team, will be
involved in youth rallies, park and
camp ministries, nursng home,
hospital and jail ministries.
Other locations in which Kentucky BSU summer missionaries
will be serving are: New York,
Florida, Ohio, Maryland,
Delaware, Iowa, Virginia.
Missouri, Illinois, Georgia, Tennessee, California and South
Carolina.
To be considered for appointment as a BSU summer missionary, applicants must have
completed one year of college,
belong to a Baptist church, be

spiritually mature and in good
health. Students apply through
their campus BSU and are interviewed by fellow students, campus
ministers and student department
representatives.

ALL EASTER SUPPLIES
including baskets eggs colored
eggs cand'es porcelain and
paper mache rabbits
All Reduced

20% to
50% Oft
Reg Price

1%1
00
A Placelb Cti..scowr.

BEL-AIR CENTER
•Closed Easter Sunday'

•VALUABLE COUPON•

BUY ONE • GET ONE

FREE
Buy Any Whole or Half Sub of
Your Choice, Receive An
Identical Sub

FREE

( )f Equal or
1.e.o.er Value

One coupon per customer per order, excludes par“
subs. Please present coupon when ordering.
Free Deliveries
—coupon expires .4pri/ IR. 19V4
Tait, ti
•

Only

2.65

1,42 order country ham,
two eggs, home fries,
toast or biscuits and gravy.

Morris Bilbrey
Senior Vice President • Investments

*Check For Our Weekly Dinner SpecialA!

HOMEPLACE FAMIL1 RESTAURANT
1906

Coldwater Rd.

759 1864

67(6 Orchard Lake Road, West Bloomfield, Michigan 48322
Michigan 11,8001541443
Kentucky (502) 759-1800

753-5095
Tubbys

Hours: Sun. Thurs. ID iO AM II TM
Fri & Sat I030 AM 12 Midnight

There's no sehetitutel—

flmo...1111110 ammo.Camila
0/ 11%31
,
00
Retweon K Marl ancl
RostImort.

, Sub
Shops

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center- Murray, Kentucky
•VALUABLE COUPON•
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The Judds have top weekly record
Best-selling country -western
records of the week of March 27
based on Cashbox magazine's nationwide survey have been released as follows:
1 -Turn It Loose," The Judds
2 -Life Turned Her That Way."
Ricky Van Shelton
3. -Love Will Find Its Way to
You," Reba McEntire
4. •'Touch and Go Crazy," Lee
Greenwood

5. "Shouldn't It be Easier Than
This," Charley Pride
6. "I Wanna Dance With You.
Eddie Rabbitt
7. -Famous Last Words of a
Fool." George Strait
8. "Strangers Again," Holly
Dunn
Santa Fe." Bellamy
9.
Brothers
10:111 Alway Come Back."
K.T. Oslin

School lunch menus sponsored by Young-at-Heart.

at-hear

Inc.

Children's
Fashions
Menus for the various lunchrooms in the county and city
schools for the week of April 4
through 7 have been released by
Joanna Adams and Judy Hina,
food service directors for
Calloway County and Murray City
Schools respectively. Schools will
not be in session on Friday, April

8.
The menus, subject to change
because of availability of foor or
other special occasions are as
follows:
---C.kLLOWAY COUNTY
---Breakfast
Monday - Poptart; Tuesday bistuit w/sausage gravy; Wednesday - cinnamon roll; Thursday pancakes. Cereal, milk and juice
are available daily.
---Calloway High
Monday - vegetable beef soup
and grilled cheese or chicken nuggets; Tuesday - BLT w/cheese or
lasagne; Wednesday - footlong
chili dog or chicken pot pie with
biscuits; Thursday - pizzaburgers or breakfast for lunch,
pancakes and sausage. Hamburgers, cheeseburgers, salad
bar, pizza, deli bar, vegetables,
fruits, desserts, milk and fruit
drink are available daily.
Calloway Middle
Monday - corn dog or burrito/chili; Tuesday - hot ham and
cheese or breakfast for lunch,
sausage on biscuit/egg; Wednesday - chicken fillet sandwich or
chili and crackers; Thursday cheeseburger or barbecue ribbette. Pizza, salad bar, fruits,
vegetables, desserts, milk and
fruit drink are available daily.
East, North
and Southwest
Monday - pizza or hot ham and
cheese; Tuesday - sliced turkey
and gravy or cheeseburger;
Wednesday - vegetable beef soup
and grilled cheese or pizzaburger;
Thursday - taco or hot dog.
Fruits, vegetables, pizza. French
fries, fruit drink and milk are
available daily.
MURRAY CITY
Murray High
Monday - breakfast, French
toast w/syrup, lunch, fish

w/cheese wedge and cornbread or
barbecue rib sandwich; Tuesday
- breakfast, oatmeal w cinnamon toast, lunch, taco or
chuckwagon sandwich; Wednesday - breakfast, blueberry muffin, lunch, submarine sandwich or
grilled cheese; Thursday breakfast, Poptart, lunch,fiestada
or corn dog. Cereal, fruit or fruit
juice and milk for breakfast, and
choice of fruits and vegetables,
pizza, French fries, milk and fruit
drink at lunch are available daily.

Conley entertains
SENIOR CITIZENS ENTERTAINED - Jackie Conley, executive director of Murray-Calloway 4'ounty Senior Citizens Program, Inc., recently
entertained with an open house at her home on Oakdale Drive. This is an
annual event by Mrs. Conley. Pictured, from left, top left photo, are
Molena Armstrong, Lois Reeves and Mary Chambers; top right photo.
are Lena Etucy, Ethel Walker and Alpha Ford: bottom photo, Thyra
Crawford, Thelma Bagwell and Maggie Pruitt.

Ph$11,0
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Murray Middle
Monday - breakfast, cinnamon
toast, lunch, chicken pattie or
hamburger; Tuesday breakfast, eggs w"buttered toast,
lunch, footlong hot dog or hot ham
and cheese; Wednesday breakfast, cheese toast, lunch,
spaghetti w/meatballs and sauce
or shaved turkey sandwich;
Thursday - breakfast, French
toast w/syrup, lunch, taco or
cheeseburger. Cereal, fruit or
fruit juice and milk for breakfast
and choice of fruits and
vegetables, French fries, pizz,
milk and fruit drink at lunch are
available daily.

DATEBOOK
Temple Hill Lodge plans events
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons will meet Saturday, April 2. at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall, located on Highway 464, east of
Almo. Work will be in the Third Degree. A potluck meal will be served at
6 p.m. Dan Galloway, master of the lodge, invites all Master Masons to
attend.

Laker Band Boosters will meet
Laker Band Boosters will have an important meeting on Monday,
April 4. at 5:30 p.m. in the band room at Calloway County High School.
The election of officers for the 1988-89 school year will be the math topic.
'Everyone is invited to attend and participate and to note the change in
meeting date for April only," said Joe Green, spokesman for the
Boosters.

Carter Center
Monday - breakfast, pancake
and syrup, lunch, hamburger or
chicken fried steak; Tuesday breakfast, cereal, lunch, pizza or
grilled cheese; Wednesday breakfast, Poptart, lunch, sliced
turkey and gravy with rolls;
Thursday - breakfast, donut,
lunch, chef salad or chuckwagon
on bun. Milk and fruit or fruit juice
for breakfast and choice of fruits
and vegetables and milk at lunch
are available daily.

Butter brickle
muffin recipe
listed by Byal
By NANCY BYAL, Beeler Homes
sad Garton Food Editor

We are pleased to announce that Becky Shuflett bride-elect of Michael
Spann has made her
selections from our bridal
registry for decorative
accessories.
Becky and Michael will
be married May 14, 1988

Robertson Center
Monday - breakfast, cereal,
lunch, hamburger or grilled
cheese; Tuesday - breakfast,
Poptart, lunch, pizza or fish
w/cheese wedge: Wednesday breakfast, French toast and
syrup, lunch, turkey, gravy and
rolls; Thursday - breakfast,
sausage and biscuit, lunch, ham
and cheese sandwich or peanut
butter sandwich. Milk and fruit or
fruit juice for breakfast and choice
of fruits and vegetables and milk
at lunch are available daily.
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During these months, it's time
to have some fun with food for
family meals. These magical ice
cream muffins are one way to
brighten meals. Kids are amazed
by the use of ice cream as a baking
ingredient. Adults are surprised at
the muffins' tender texture and
good flavor. The Byals vote for
butter brickle as their favorite icecream muffin flavor, but
chocolate chip is a close second.
Butter brickle muffins
114 cups all-purpose flour
Yi cup packed brown sugar
24 teaspoons baking powder
4 teaspoon salt
44 teaspoon ground cinnamon
1 beaten egg
1 cup butter brickle or chocolate
chip ice cream, softened
1-3rd cup cooking oil
In a bowl stir together flour,
brown sugar, baking powder, salt
and cinnamon. Combine egg, ice
cream and oil. Stir into dry ingredients just until moistened. Fill
greased muffin pans two-thirds
full. Bake in a 375-degree oven for
18 to 20 minutes. Makes 10 to 12.
Nutrition information per serving: 200 al., 3 g pro., 25 g carbo.,
10 g fat 34 mg chol., 254 mg
U.Sodiu'
m
RDA: 10 percent
thiamine.

-

Library closed until Monday

Calloway County Public Library will be closed today. Good Friday,
and on Saturday and Sunday. April 2 and 3. in observance of the Easter
holiday. The library will reopen on Monday. April 4, at 9 a m

Hill enlists in Air Force
Richard J. Hill, son of Max Hill and Ms. Sara J. Hill of Murray.
enlisted in the Air Force's Delayed Enlistment Program. according to SSgt. Mark A. Rumfelt, Air Force Recruiter located at Paducah. Hill, a
1988 senior at Calloway County High School. is scheduled for enlistment
In the regular Air Force on June 21, 1988. Upon graduation from the Air
Force's six-week basic training course at lackland Air Force Base. San
Antonio, Texas, Hill is scheduled to receive technical training in the administrative aptitude career field. Hill will be earning credits toward an
associate degree in Applied Sciences through the Community college of
the Air Force while attending basic and technical training schools

Community service Sunday
Community-wide Easter Sunrise service will be at 6:30 p.m. on Sunday. April 3, in the Playhouse in Murray-Calloway County Park. The
Rev, Susan Allsop, pastor of Lynn Grove and Goshen United Methodist
Churches. will give the Easter message. The Handbell Choir of First
Christian Church will present two selections. Other participating
ministers will be Dr. David Roos. First Christian Church, and the Rev
Toby Schellingerhout, First Presbyterian Church_

Flint Church plans conference
Flint Baptist Church will have a Spring Bible Conference starting
Monday, April 4. and continuing through Wednesday. April 6. Speakers
will be the Rev. Thomas Walker. pastor of First Baptist Church, Paris.
Tenn., Monday: the Rev Ricky Miller, pastor of Shiloh Baptist Church.
Bardwell, Tuesday; and the Rev_ Stephen Cobb, retired minister, Murray, Wednesday. Services will be at 730 p.m. nightly and the public is
invited to attend, according to the Rev. Lester Butler, pastor.

Camera Club will meet Monday
Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will meet Monday. April 4, at 7
p.m. in Annex of Calloway Public Library. The program will be "Portraits" and each one is asked to bring a camera. This is open to all interested persons. a club spokesman said.

Willie Nelson miffed
AUSTIN, Texas 1API - Country music star Willie Nelson says
he was miffed by reports that he
canceled a concert in Belfast
because he was afraid of sectarian
violence - and has ordered the
gig rescheduled.
"I'm not afraid to play
anywhere. ... We're ready for
Belfast. It's just another beer
joint. It'll be a piece of cake,"
Nelson said Wednesday before

Exciting new drapery treatments
available now in time for spring...
lb

On staff is an experienced
Interior Designer who will
help you measure your
windows and help select the
color, fabric & design.
Then, we'll personally
install the beautiful results,
so you don't
to fuss with
the
he job yourself.
Call us today.

Hwy. 641 N.

Murray
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leaving on a European concert
tour.
He said the concert was canceled without his knowledge and he
was unaware that 4,000 tickets had
been sold The concert, originally
scheduled for April 5, will be
played April 16 in the troubled
city
"I know that when entertainers
do come and play, it gives them a
chance to forget their troubles,"
Nelson said "Concert areas have
always been like neutral zones each side respects the other. I
have no reason to think things will
be any different this time. I really
am looking forware: to playing the
date."
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Sunday, April 3
Joint Easter service by Cherry
Corner, Elm Grove and Poplar
Spring Baptist Churches will be at
6:30 p.m. at Poplar Spring.
---Music Ministry of Westside Baptist Church will present "Do You
Third annual "Little Mr. and Believe In Me?" at 8 p.m. at
Miss Tater Day Contest" will be at church.
---11 a.m. in Benton Junior High
Music Ministry of Memorial
School Gym.
Baptist Church will present "The
--- "The Medium" will be Highest Place" at 7 p.m. at
presented at Playhouse in church.
- -- Murray-Calloway County Park at
Dexter-Hardin United Methodist
8 p.m. For ticket information call
Church will have, an Easter
759-1752.
sunrise service at 6 a.m. at
Dance will be from 8 p.m. to 12 church.
- - -midnight at Murray Moose Lodge.
Special Easter programs will be
This is for members only.
at 6 a.m., 1 p.m. and 2:30 p.m. on
- --Couples' Bridge with A.R. and ACTS Network on Murray
Melva Hatcher as hosts is schedul- Cablevision.
---ed at 7:30 p.m. at Oaks CiQuata___
Airrura Area Ministerial
Club.
Alliance will conduct an Easter
- -- AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8 Sunrise Service in Garden Room
p.m. at American Legion of Kenlake Hotel at 6 a.m.
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Calloway County Public Library
Streets.
will be closed today.
Events in Land Between the
--- Lakes will include Arbor Day
Good Shepherd United
Celebration; Iron Industry at Methodist Church will have an
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at Easter Sunrise service at 6:30
Homeplace-1850 ; Spring a.m. at church. Good Shepherd
Newborns at the Farm from 1 to 4 Men will serve breakfast at 7:15
p.m. at Empire Farm; Spring a.m.
Crappie Fishing at 1:30 p.m and
---Visit with an Eagle at 2:30 p.m. at
North Pleasant Grove
Woodlands Nature Center.
Cumberland Presbyterian Church
---will have an Easter Sunrise serWeigh-in will be at noon with a vice at 7 a.m.
Pony Pull to begin at 7 p.m. at
---Livestock Show and Exposition
South Pleasant Grove United
Center.
Methodist Church will have an
Easter Sunrise service in front of
Calloway County Public Library
the church.
will be closed today.
---- - -Easter Sunrise Service will be at
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free 6:30 a.m at Playhouse in Murrayand Accepted Masons will meet Calloway County Park
for potluck meal at 6 p.m. and
-- - meeting at 7 p.m at lodge hall
Easter breakfast will be served
• - - -from 7:30 to 9 a.m. in Fellowship
Main Street Youth Center at 205 Hall of First Christian Church:
---North Fourth St. will be open from
Memorial Baptist Church Men's
1 p m. to 12 midnight. For inforBreakfast will be at 8 a.m. at
mation call 753-TEEN.
Homeplace Family Restaurant.
-Easter Egg Hunt will be at 10
m at South Pleasant Grove
Central Daylight Saving Time
United Methodist Church.
starts today. Clocks should be
---pushed forward one hour.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 776 Free
---and Accepted Masons will meet at
Land Between the
in
Events
6 p.m. for potluck meal and work
Iron Industry at
include
Lakes will
in Third Degree at 7 p.m at lodge
and 1.30 p.m. at
a.m.
1030
hall
Homeplace- 1850 ; Spring
Newborns at the Farm from 1 to 4
p.m. at Empire Farm; Morel
Mushroom Hunt at 2:30 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature Center.
- - -AA will have a closed meeting at
4 p.m at American Legion
Building. South Sixth and Maple
Streets. For information call
759-4059, 762-3399 or 753-7764.
- -- Calvary Temple will have an
Easter service at 7 a.m.
---Three newborn admissions and
Monday, April 4
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
Laker Band Boosters will meet
County Hospital for Thursday,
at 5:30 p.m. in band room of
March 31, have been released as
Calloway County High School.
follows:
Note change in meeting date.
Newborn admissions
---Simpson baby girl, parents,
AA and Al-Anon will have a closDebbie and David, Rt. 6, Box 18.
ed meeting at 8 p.m. at Masonic
Mayfield:
Lodge, 1315 Main St., Benton. For
Wade baby boy, parents. Opal
information call 759-4059. 762-3399,
and Teddy, Rt 2, Box 124, Paris,
753-7764 or 753-7663
Tenn.:
Ragsdale baby girl, parents,
Kentucky-Balffiey Bass'N' Gals
Paula and Carl, 189 East Lake,
will meet at 7 p.m. at Golden CorCamden, Tenn
ral Restaurant
Dismissals
- -- Blewford York, 208 Barclay St.,
Murray-Calloway County
Clinton. Miss Barbara French, 407
Camera Club will meet at 7 p.m. in
Lankford Rd., Paris, Tenn.;
Annex of Calloway Public
Miss Melanie Conger, Rt. 6, Box
Library.
296, Paris, Tenn.; Marshall
- --Parker II, Box 278, Sedalia;
Executive Board of Murray
Kenneth Wayne Lee, 310 North
Woman's Club will meet at 11:30
12th St . Murray; Mrs. Linda
a.m. at club house.
Odom, Rt 5, Box 127, Benton;
---Mrs. Laverne Burke, 811 Vine
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
St., Murray; Mrs. Erin Reed, Rt.
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac4, Box 134, Murray; Mrs. Velma
tivities by senior citizens.
Ellis, B11 Fox Meadows, Murray;
- - -Mrs. Thelma Ezell, 217
Parents Anonymous will meet
Woodlawn, Murray; Henry Treas,
at 6 p.m. For information call
Rt. 1, Box 179, Kirksey; John
762-6862 or 762-6851.
Shendock, Box 205, Hazel;
Mrs. Lenore Moore, 501 North
Sixth St., Murray; Mrs. Rachel
Wilson, Box 133, Hazel; Robert
Crenshaw, 1702 College Farm.
Murray;
Robert Eugene Nance (expired)
Rt. 7, Box 636, Murray.
Saturday, April 2
Veterans of Foreign Wars will
have a rummage sale from 8 a.m.
to 1 p.m. at Wayne Darnell Marine
Repair, Highway 94 East. To
donate items for the sale call
436-2674.

Three babies,
dismissals
are listed

Hartline-Orr wedding on April 23 -

Monday, April 4
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
---Bible Class (nondenominational) will meet at 7 p.m. at New
Life Christian Center, East side
courtsquare.
---Chapter M of P.E.O. Sisterhood
will meet at 7 p.m. at home of Mrs.
Hugh Oakley.
---Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850.
---"Securities and Investment:
Part II" will meet at 7 p.m. in
Room 252, Business Building
South, Murray State University.
For information call 762-2716.
---Boy Scout Troop 77 will meet at
6:30 p.m. at First Christian
Church.

Vows will be at
Westside Church
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Hartline
of Radcliff announce the forthcoming marriage of their
daughter, Linda Lisa, to Joe Beal
Orr, son of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Beal Orr of Murray.
The bride-elect is a graduate of
Murray State University. She is
employed as publications coordinator at Murray State University Publications and Printing
Services.
The groom-elect is a graduate of
Calloway County High School. He
is employed with Guy Cunningham Carpenter Construction.
The wedding will take place on
Saturday, April 23, at 3:30 p.m. at
Westside Baptist Church, Murray.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding.

Senior Adult Choir of First Baptist Church will meet at 11 a.m. in
Fellowship Hall.
---Groups of First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7 p.m. as
follows: Lottie Moon with Thelma
Warford; Betty Sledd with Cindy
Ragsdale.
-- -Boy Scout Troop 45 will meet at
6:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church.
----

Linda Lisa Hartline and
Joe Beal On to marry

Best selling books
listed for the week
Best selling books for the week
of March 27 have been released as
follows:
FICTION
1 "The Icarus Agenda." Robert
Ludlum
- 2. "Treasure." Clive Cussler
3. "Hot Money." Dick Francis
4. "The Bonfire of the Vanities,"
Tom %Voile
5 "The Tommyknockers,'
Stephen King
6. "Inheritance," Judith
Michael
7. "2061: Odyssey Three," Arthur Clarke
8. "Presumed Innocent," Scott
Throw
9. "Patriot Games." Tom
Clancy
10. "Kaleidoscope," Danielle

WALMART
Lawn & Garden

(Salega

SALE

NON•FICrION
1 "Trump: The Art of the
Deal," Donald J Trump
2. "Elizabeth Takes Off,"
Elizabeth Taylor
3. "The 8-Week Cholesterol
, Kowalski
Cure." RASL 1-)
4 "The Rise and Fall of the
Great Powers," Paul Kennedy
5. "Unforgettable Fire," Eamon
Dunphy
6 "The Prize Pulitzer." Roxanne Pulitzer
7. "Thriving on Chaos." Tom
Peters
). -Success Is Never Ending,"
Robert Schuller
9 "Love. Medicine and
Miracles." Bernie Siegel
10. "Physicians' Desk
Reference, 1988," Medical
Economics
'Courtesy of Waldenbooksi

• One Gallon
•Reg. 2.28
SALE

Murray 8 H.P. Rear Engine Rider
•30" cut •Flame red 69 position height adjuster •1 - to
4- cutting height •Full floating •5 speed 'Electric start
'Belt driven
LOW PRICE

,

FE AT
HUMUS

SALE

2/$3
Poly Broadcast Spreader
• Poly hopper is rust free ono
Easy to clean • 7" plastic wheels
• 40-60 lb capacity

Sit •

I

-

$697

'
Reg 24.
SALE

_
r,

61

Bow Rake or
Union Shovel
14 teeth
p
23'4
•
welded head,
54- handle
Shovel 48- handle
Round point, 8'
blade, rolled step

Cart Gas Grill
• 225 sq. in.cooking area • 2
redwood side tables • 24,000
BTU dual burner • Push button
ignitor • 20 lb. LP tank and lava
rock included
• No. 3048
Low Prko Every Day

$8996

,

46

4

zir\

Reg 4" SALE

7 Shelf Plant Stand
• 32 x 11 x 28 inches
• Solid hardwood
• Bross look
hardwear
• Easy to assemble
• No 51512
Reg 9°'

SALE

$8

Aprt1 3-6, 7 p.m. Nightly

Sole Good Thru Tues. April 5th.

EVANGELIST:

Hwy. 641 North, Murray
Mon.-Sot. 9.9, Sun. 12-6
Pharmacy Open Mon-Sat. 9-6

Dr. Kenneth Brown — Benton, Ky.

Girl Scouts

KIWI ILIIDSCIPE

EVERY DAY

at
LOCUST GROVE
BAPTIST CHURCH

Your Local

Organic Peat
Coy
• Holds moisture
in the ground
• Enriches all soils
• Reg 16'
• 41.) lb

1.97

Top records listed
-se g records of the week
sed on çashbox
f March 21
survey
magazine's na .onwi
have been released as follows:
1. "Man in the Mirror." Michael
Jackson
2. "Never Gonna Give You Up.
Ric* Astley
3. "Father Figure," George
Michael
4. "Endless Summer Nights."
Richard Marx
5. "Out of the Blue," Debbie
Gibson
6. "Get Outta My Dreams. Get
Into My Car." Billy Ocean
7. "I Get Weak." Belinda
Carlisle
8. "I Want Her." Keith Sweat
9. "Just Like Paradise," David
Lee Roth
10. "Rocket 2 U." The Jets

2/5.00

Azaleas
•Spectoculor springtime
flowers 'Adopt to shade
beautiful in containers
'large assortment of
varieties

REVIVAL

Easter Ch
Greetings
Cy from

Bark Mulch IL Bark Chips
•2 Cu. ft. •Choose from mulch & soil conditioner
and decorative landscaping chips •Reg. 2''
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(753-2893).
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AV'-Murray Middle School seventh and eighth graders participated in a contest for the cover illustration and the name to be given to their anthology. Sally Pace won with her "Windows" and Scott Conklin with his
cover design. Mr. Gattis Pizza awarded buffet dinners. Cyndi Cohoon,
coordinator of the publication, said that it will be published in May. All
of this was made possible from a writing grant funded by the state
department in Frankfort.

SPRINGTIME IS COMING TO ROBERTSON — Look around the
Robertson Elementary building and you will see a new appearance. Spring planting is taking place. Murray City Schools and Jones Landscaping have developed a school/business partnership to landscape the
school grounds. Teachers Lashlee Foster, Sandy Cantrell, Carolyn Colson and Carla Rexroat watch with enthusiasm as Shannon Sallee of
Jones Landscaping plants some shrubbery.

"Everyday Music," written by Claire Stevens, tells about musical
in.
striunents and the sounds they make. Frank Brittain, left, Jackie Scott
and Whitney Coleman play their guitar, constructed from a shoe
box
and rubber bands.

In the fourth grade at Carter School, students have been studying about
animals. They have been discussing animal adaptations and animal
behavior. To make the unit more meaningful. many bos and girls
brought their animals to school to analyze the animal adaptations and
behavior. The kids brought a calf, crab, fish and many dogs and cats to
visit the classroom.

Jan Sergeant and Joan Mintier describe the Murray Independent School
District's program for five-year-olds to Pete Morgan and Patsy
Whitesell. This was part of the exhibit "Share Your Success" at the
IiSBA Conference held in Louisville recently.

Laura Jenkins demonstrated the cymbals made using two metal pie
pans and pebbles. Jamie Sanders made panpipes by rolling paper to
form three sizes of tubes. The ends were closed with modeling clay.
Kevin Cunningham taped coffee cans together to make bongo drums.

Heather Burkeen, a fifth grader at Murray Middle School, was named a
Student of the Week in March. The daughter of Mikeal L. Burkeen and
Ginger S. Doughty, Heather is active in music and Girl Scouts and also
collects doll furniture. A school spokesman said that Heather "is one of
the hardest working students that we have." She is picture with Middle
School principal John tlina.

Barbara/ Wildey's third-grade class from Carter Elementary School
presented a twoact play on nutrition called "Food Wars" under the
direction of student teacher, Jan Walker.

Robert G. Jeffrey, Murray City Schools superintendent, and Jan Bennett. community resource coordinator, led a discussion at the KSBA
Conference they recently attended in Louisville.

EASTWOOD BAPTIST
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Eastwood Christian School

"Tiger Trarks." the school newspaper, published by sixth-grade Mur.
ray Middle School students in Richard Farrell's class, sold its third
nine.
weeks edition recently. Christopher Fuhrman, a staff member.
sells to
early arrivers, Michelle Mitchell and Kathy Bombs.

The Southwest Elementary School faculty and staff
welcomed Mrs.
Kathy Newton. wife of MSU basketball coach Steve
Newton, back from
the NCAA Tournament recently. Mrs. Newton is the
physical education
teacher at Southwest Elementary.

The Eastwood Christian Schooi is a non-profit school started in the fall of
l970 to teach boys and girls academics in a Christian atmosphere. It is a
ministry of the Eastwood Baptist Church. The school has grades
ldndegarten through 12 and is located on five acres of land one mile east
of Murray on Kentucky 94. In addition to the batics, the school provides
art, computer, music and physical education. Enrollment is now open to
the public for all the grades. The week of April 4-8 will be preregistration for the 1988-89 school year. For further information, call
753-1834, or write Eastwood Christian School, Rt. 3 Box 13, Murray, Ky..
42071.

Students Chris Harman. Tera Todd. Kim Harrington. hitney Hooper,
Michael McShane and Megan Elwell talk with Lucky Akerson from
MSl about a screech owl. This was part of the nature unit also of Murray Elementary School.
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Sermons, music listed for Sunday
Various churches in Murray and
Calloway County have released information concerning their services on Sunday. April 3, to the
Murray Ledger & Times as
follows:
- - -First Christian
Dr. David Roos, pastor, will
speak about
The Great
Discovery" with scripture from
John 20:11-18 at 10:45 a.m. service
at First Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ l. The Chancel
Choir, directed by Margaret
Boone with Maxine Clark as guest
organist, will sing an anthem,."I
Know That My Redeemer
The Handbell Choir, directed by
Kristy Quinlin, will play "What
Wondrous Love Is This" and
"Christ the Lord Is Risen Today."
Playing the trumpet will be Tim
Smith. A baby dedication will be
by Iris Elizabeth Caldwell and a
baptismal service will be held.
Assisting will be Faye Austin, Andy McKeel, Aaron Perkins, Judy
Childers, Dean Caldwell and
Howard Titsworth. An Easter
breakfast will be at 7:30 a.m. in
fellowship hall and Sunday School
will be at 9:30 a.m.
-- - West Fork Baptist
The Rev. Wayne Carter, pastor,
will speak about "The Other Half
of the Rainbow" with scripture
from John 20:19-29 at 11 a.m. service and another sermon from
Revelation 6 at 6 p.m. at West
Fork Baptist Church. Alvin Usrey
will direct the music with Janet
Arnold and Mark Winchester as
accompanists. Beverly Carter and
Alvin Usrey will sing a duet,
'Gone," at 11 a.m. service. Rev.
Carter and the deacons of the
church will also present special
music if the goal of 174 is reached
in Sunday School at 10 a.m. with
Stanley Anderson as director. Bernice Garland will serve as deacon
of the week.
---Asbury Mission
The Rev. Layne Shanklin
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 1
p m services at Asbury C,ongrega
tional Methodist Mission. Sunda)
School will be at 10 a.m and Bible
Study at 6 p m.
- -- Palestine Methodist
The Rev Calvin Clark, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
services at Palestine United
Methodist Church Stanley Duncan and Mary Conner will direct
the music with Faye Childers as
pianist. Sunday School with Jimmy Burkeen as superintendent
will start at 10 a m
-Hazel Baptist
The Rev James T. Garland,
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m and
6 30 p.m. services at Hazel Baptist
Church. Gene Orr Miller will
direct the music with Oneida
White and Gwyn Key as accompanists. The Church Choir will
sing "Worthy Is the Lamb" at the
morning service. Sunday School
with Joe B Adams as director will
be at,9:45 a.m. and Church Training with Charles Overcast as
director will be at 5:30 p.m
- - -Martin's Chapel
The Rev. Bill Hart, pastor, will
speak about "We Can See" at 9:30
a.m. service at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church The
Church Choir will sing an anthem,
"Because He Lives." Sunday
School will follow at 10:30 a.m.
- -- Good Shepherd
"We Can See" will be the subject of the sermony by the Rev.
Bill Hart, pastor. at 11 a.m. service at Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church. The Church
Choir will sing "Because He
Lives" with Diane Tatlock as
director and Betty Poole and
Margaret Kennedy as accompanists. Easter sunrise service
will be at 6:30 a.m followed by
breakfast at 7:15 a.m. and Sunday
School at 10 a.m.
--- Grace Baptist
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe, pastor,
will speak at 10:50 a.m. and 5:30
p.m. services at Grace Baptist
Church. Leland Peeler, music
director, will sing a solo and direct
the Adult Choir as members sing
"Then Came the Morning" at
morning hour and "Jesus Is Coming Soon" at evening hour. The
Youth Choir also will sing at both
services. Dwane Jones, Anita
Smith and Susan Jones will be accompanists. Dan Billington will
serve as deacon of the week. Sunday School with Kyle Evans as
superintendent will be at 9:45 a.m.
A nuri4ery is provided.
- -- First Methodist
The Rev. Nowell Bingham,
minister, will speak about "The
Good News of the Resurrection"
with scripture from John 20:1-18 at
8:30 and 10:50 a.m. services at
First United Methodist Church.
Kathleen Thomsen will sing a solo.

"I Know That My Redeemer
Liveth" at both services. The
Chancel Choir, directed by Dr.
Bruce Chamberlain with Joan
Bowker as organist, will sing an
anthem, "Rise, Arise," at 10:50
service. Church School will be at
9:45 a.m. and Parents Ask Force
meeting will be at 6 p.m.
- --Seventh and Poplar
John Dale, minister, will speak
about "He Is Risen!" with scripture from Luke 24:1-6a at 8:30 and
10:40 a.m. services and about
-Who Is My Neignoor?" with
scripture from Luke 10:25-29 at 6
p.m. service at Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ. Jerry
Bolls will direct the song service.
Assisting will be Jamie Potts,
Rick McKenzie, Ed Bucy, Fred
Douglas, Ron McNutt, Keith
Farley, Jack Rose, Mark Manners, Johnny Bohannon, Robert
McDougal, Charles Olree, Carol
Todd, Hill Looney, Kenneth
Cleaver, Jerry Fulton, Rodney
Lowe, Joe Thornton, John L.
Williams and Kenny Hoover. Bible
classes will be at 9:50 a.m.
- --Lake-Land Apostolic
The Rev. James H. Cain, pastor,
will present a lesson from Matthew 27:22 on Pilate's question.
"What shall I do then with Jesus,
which is called Christ?" in the 10
a.m. preaching/teaching session
at Lake-Land Apostolic. In the 6
p.m. Bible study, Dan Walker will
present another in the series of
lessons on "The Fruitful Christian." Evangelistic service will
begin at 7 p.m.
- - -Poplar Spring Baptist
Easter services at 11 a.m. and 7
p.m. will both be concluding
revival services with the Rev.
Russell Miller, evangelist, speaking at both services, according to
the pastor, the Rev. Chester P.
Culver. Terry Byerly will direct
the music with Hazel Brandon and
Carol Kelly as accompanists. Sunday School with Marty Futrell as
director will be at 10 a.m. and
Church Training with Ken Borgarding as director will be at 6 p.m.
- --Immanuel Lutheran
Easter sunrise service will be at
7 a.m. at Immanuel Lutheran
Church. The theme will be "Tears
Wiped Away" ased on Isaiah
25:6-9. The theme of the Festival
Communion Service will be "All
Made Alive" with the lesson from
I Corinthians 15:19-28. The Rev.
Clarence Helmich, pastor, will
speak. The young people will
serve Easter breakfast from 8:15
to 9:15 a.m. An Easter Egg Hunt
will be at 915 a.m. and Sunday
School at 9:30 a.m
- - -Memorial Baptist
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor.
will speak about
"Stop...Look...and Listen" with
scripture from Luke 24:1-7 at 10:50
a.m. service at Memorial Baptist
Church. Mason Billington, deacon
of the week, Phillip Billington and

Guy Cunningham will assist. The
Sanctuary Choir, directed by
Milton Gresham with Margaret
Wilkins and Brenda Hart as accompanists, will sing "Love
Found a Way" and "Behold the
Lamb." Marla Geib will sing a
solo, "Glorious Morning." The
Music Ministry will present the
musical, "The Highest Place," at
7 p.m. Sunday School will be at
9:40 a.m. and Church Training at 6
p.m.
- --St. John's Episcopal
Easter services at St. John's
Episcopal Church will begin at 9
a.m. with the Great Vigil, continuing with the First Eucharist of
Easte. Fr. Andre Trevathan will
be celebrant and preacher,
assisted by Claudia Moore, lay
reader. Lectorz will be Randy
Johnson, Jim Schempp, Nancy
Schempp, Frank Blodgett and
Elizabeth Whitmer. Cantors will
be Kathryn Mowery, Jim
Schempp and Carol Trevathan.
The choir will sing "Easter
Carol." A light brunch will follow.
---Westside Baptist
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will
speak at 9 and 10:50 a.m. services
at Westside Baptist Church. Tommy Scott, music director, will sing
a solo, "Do You Believe In Me?"
at 9 a.m. service. Kathy Ticknor
will sing a solo and the Church
Choir will sing at 10:50 a.m. service. Kathy Ligon, Patsy Neale
and Susie Scott will be accmpanists. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m. and an Easter musical
drama, "Do You Believe In Me?"
will be presented at 8 p.m.
---North Pleasant Grove
The Rev. Danny Holt, pastor,
will speak about "The Glorified
Son" at 11 a.m. service at North
Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church. Holy Communion will be celebrated. The
Rev. James Garrett will direct the
music with Margaret Nell Boyd as
pianist. The pastor will speak
about "The Early Morning Surprise" at 7 a.m. Easter sunrise
service. A light breakfast will be
served. Sunday School with
Dayton Lasater as director will be
at 10 a.m.
- -- University Church
Charley Bazzell, minister, will
speak at 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. services at University Church of
Christ. Ernie Bailey will direct the
song service. Assisting will be Bill
Boyd, Doron Claiborne, Hamp W
Brooks, Jim Feltner. Artie D'Elia,
Hampton Brooks, Todd Brooks,
Keith Hays, Chris Hays, Jerry
Stark, Al Starnes, Barry Grogan,
Jeff Dunman, Gary Taylor and
Greg DeLancey. Bible classes will
be at 9 a.m.
---Sinking Spring Baptist
The Rev. Eddie Young, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
services at Sinking Spring Baptist
Church. Max McGinnis will serve
as deacon of the week and will

direct the music. Laura Paschall
and Sharon Furches will be accompanists. Sunday School with
John Lax as director will be at 10
a.m. and Church Training with
Eric Knott as director will be at 6
p.m.
Goshen Methodist
The Rev. Susan Allsop, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. Easter service at Goshen United Methodist
Church. Dale Parker will be lay
assistant and Donna Parker will
be in charge of children's church.
Randall Watts will direct the
music and ronnie and Carolyn
Pool, assisted by the choir, will
sing "Rise Again." Also assistant
will be Melissa Villaflor, Keith
Wright, Michael Lovett and Clint
Hutson. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m.
First Baptist
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will
speak at 10:45 a.m. service at
First Baptist Church. Dr. Joe Rexroat, deacon of the week, and G.T.
Moody will assist. Steve Littlefield, minister of music, will
direct the music with Joyce Herndon, Alene Knight and Tamara
Outland as accompanists. The
Adult Handbell Choir will play
"Majesty" and "Christ the Lord Is
Risen Today" with Fred Ashby on
trumpet. Margery Shown will sing
a solo, "In the End of the Sabbath." The Adult Choir will sing
"Come, Christians, Join to Sing"
and "Lamb of Glory." Sunday
School will be at 9:30 a.m. and an
Easter Cantata will be presented
at 4 p.m.
- --South Pleasant Grove
The Rev. Bob Dotson, pastor,
will speak about "From Tears to
Triumph" with scripture from
John 20:1-18 at 10:45 a.m. service
at South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church. The Church
Choir, directed by Truman Whitfield with Tommy Gaines and
Kathy Erwin as accompanists,
will sing "The Halleluah Chorus."
Also assisting will be Steve Gordon, James Rogers, Charles
Nesbitt, Gary Cooper, Mr. and
Mrs. Mahlon Treas, Kim Phillips
and Marilyn Erwin. Sunday
School will be at 9:45 a.m.
---St. Leo's Catholic
Masses will be at 6 p.m. today, 7
p.m. on Saturday and at 8 and 11
a.m. on Sunday at St. Leo's
Catholic Church. Fr. ,Stlan
Tillman, S.J., will be in charge.
Assisting will be M. Ross, A.
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Whitaker, C. Lambert, Chris
Woods, Belinda Woods, Russell
Nowicki, Sr. Mary Anne Yanz,
Mary Gertzen, John Clark,
Frances Ross, C. Germann, C.
Paradise, Will Aubrey, B. Erwin,
S. Erwin and Terry Burke.
- -- University Baptist
The Rev. Don Farmer, pastor,
will speak at 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services at University Baptist
Church. Sunday School will be ati
9:45 a.m.
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St. John's Baptist
The Rev. W.E. Cheaney,, pastor,
will speak at 10:45 a.m. and Tp.m.
services at St. John's Missionary
Baptist Church. Sunday School
will be at9:30 a.m. and Nurturing
at 6 p.m.
- -- Eastwood Baptist
Dr. Lynn Maya'', pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services at Eastwood Baptist Church.
Sunday School be at 10 a.m. A
nursery is provided

Business facts
Gasoline prices
For Cook County
Self-serve unleaded regular;
in dollars per gallon
$1.20
1.10
1.00

0 11111
IJIIIIIIIIII
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Chicago Tribune Graphic
AAA Chicago Motor Club
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Do You Believe In Me?
A Dramatical Musical Testimony
To The Resurrected Power
Of Jesus Christ

Friday, April 1 — 7:00 PM
Sunday, April 3 — 8:00 PM
Presented By

Westside Baptist Church
108 N. 15th St.
Murray Ky.

FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
- SCRAPBOOK
By James H. Cain

1 You never get a second chance to make a good first
impression.
2. The trouble with being a speed-reader is that by the time you
realize a book is boring you've already finished it.
3. You will never find time for anything. If you want time you
must make it.
4. Let everyone sweep in front of his own door, and the whole
world will be clean.
5. An expert is someone who can take something you already
knew and make It sound confusing.
6. Our integrity is never worth so much as when we have parted
with our all to keep it. Colton
7. Though a hundred crooked paths may conduct to a temporary
success, the one plain and straight path of public and private virtue can alone lead to a pure and lasting fame and the blessings of
posterity. Edward Everett

CALVARY TEMPLE'S EASTER
WEEK-END EVENTS
Good Friday: % 30 P M there wto be a cahd[e 1,uht and

ornmun,on ser,

East*? Sunday Morning: 7 ntl A M thefe w
church at the cross that was re-erected at last year s sunr,se serypce

t

Eashir Sunday Morning: '.` A AA
Temo.e
Egg and Hibse Story Tape Hunt All chddren between ti'
are invited to participate in this pvent

Does Easter
make you sick at your stomach?
If Laster only means pretty eggs.
chocolate bunnies, and jelly beans, then
you've missed the N% hole idea. Fy en if you
don't spend Laster in church, it is still a
celebration oilhe rebirth of the earth and
of all living things.
If you have the slightest belief that
Jesus was resurrected following His crucifivion. then doesn't it make sense to
worship Him on Faster Sunday and every
other Sunday in the year?

At the Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ) membership requires only that
you profess your belief that Jesus is the
Christ. the Son of the hying God and that
you accept Him as your personal Savior.
But you don't hake to jOin to worship
with us. N1e welcome you to .join us
in vvorship and communion on Laster
Sunday and every Sunday..
Laster is more than just sweets, it's
sweet realii.nion.

For for information call 753-7389.
The public is invited to all of these events
Transportation is provided for all these events

The First Christian Church
lia%id ROOS. Minkier

Pastor E.F. Clere

Youth Pastor Ron Cook

1 Our SIRTI 111.1 itoilh of Ow

"WE'RE A CHURCH THAT CARES"

•

•
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Pick up your copy of our
Springtime Catalog in
the store.
100's of specially priced
items - Just in time for
spring.
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Cordless Screwdriver
With Charging Stand
has high-torque gearing
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IF BORN TODAY you are more
sensitive than the typical member of
your sign Though a go-getter and
independent, you also work well in
partnership. You have an interest in
community affairs and will make
your voice heard. Usually. you have a
talent for acting, writing. art, or
dance Businesses allied to the arts
may also appeal to you Empathetic,
you're a good observer and counselor
once you overcome personal sensiUvity and temperament.

Small and or large donations are appreciated and will be used
to further the arts, the city of Murray and Calloway County more
effectively.

3/44

50-Ft. Vinyl Hose

Thank You In Advance For Your Contribution.
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Friend of Guild
'10.00
Donor
'24.00 - '100.00
Patron
'100.00 or more
Active
'24.00 year
Volunteer time and expertise

Zircon International Inc
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WEED EATER

Electric Blower

has a poweitul'75-amp motor to eliminan.
gras ismws with ease, 110 mph maximum ea vebaty Insulated .-- i •

Watch
TRU-TEST
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VideoEstates
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Latex
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Ceiling Paint
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Paint Now Pay Lasers
Make buying paint as easy as
using it' These cards are eelcorned at participating stores

7.980.... .
White Ceiling Latex

9.98...
won t

streak yellow Easy cleanups
spatter resistant formula i-.eiw

Saturdays Mornings
at 10:30
on Cable Channel 34

'Custom Colors
Slightly Higher

10.98*G....

E-Z Kare' Latex Flat Flat Acrylic Latex House
Finish for walls and confines Paint stands up to tough weath
Ideal tor bedrooms. TOM

cm

Of White re

mixed colors HON

Real Estate Listings
Provided Each Week By:
Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors
MTG Real Estate

Murray Home & Auto
Hours: 7:30-6 Mon-Fri; 7:30-5 Sat

Chestnut St.

753-2571 or 753-4110

Kentucky students in the Congressional Youth Leadership program
meet in Washington with U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford, '.hose office door
sports pennants of the four NCILA tournament teams from Kentucky the Louisville, Murray State and LK men's teams and Western's
women's team. 14ith Ford from left are Jeannene Carroll, Clarkson;
Elisabeth Plessis, Leitchfield, Leigh Gulley-, Big (lift); Betsy Ranks,
Fort Mitchell and Julie Dunn, Crestview Hills.

Unemployment rate hits decade loss in March

ADDRESS

---.

24.99

*Se

Dear Friends,
The Murray Art Guild is conducting a fund drive and again we
are asking for your donations. Local support has made this non-profit
organization an impressive entity in the community.

tank easy-ha funnel lop, ''2 -in I D has an easy-to-see
a. 142
and ads/stable nozzle
tom
yellow iackel 2 ply

Stud Sensor finds wall
studs electronically by sensing
density Batt not incl
SSCM.S

PISCES

(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
saw
Make a point of saving rather than
spending. Don't take on financial
obligations that you can't afford
You'll resent someone's prying today

103 N. 6th STREET
MURRAY, KINTCKY 42071

514/..,3
.

WIN*'SAP

13.99 \ -

'

(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Though your mind may be on
career, it's not the best time for
mixing business with pleasure. An
acquaintance's manipulative ways
may upset you
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb 18)
Be wary of a business proposition
made to you today Travel and affairs
at a distance are emphasized now An
awkward situation could arise with
an in-law.

MURRAY ART GUILD
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CAPRICORN

(May 21 to June 20)
It's a sharp battle of wits in
business today. Be protective of your
interests. Give priority t? a child's
in
Watch escapism land wasteful spending.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
4IE
A child in some way may be
defiant A major domestic decision
may be made today. Get your house
in order. A guest in your home could
overstay his or her welcome.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug:22)
Get travel plans settled. News
comes from a relative. The personal
touch doesn't work well for you in
business today. Someone at home
may be manipulative.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
It's a poor time for signing contracts. Read the fine print. Issues
affecting the use of Joint assets are in
focus now. Travel today could be
expensive.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
You're partnership-oriented, but
today you should pay attention to
your own needs. Be true to your own
individuality Financial dealings may
be tricky

416

You may need some time by
yourself to devote to work interests.
Others' feelings are easily hurt in
romance. Be less suspicious and less
skeptical of people.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 2'.2 to Dec. 21)
Unspoken feelings can lead to a
tense atsmosphere at home. There's a
special accent on group activities
now. It's probably best not to mix
friendship and business.

was called "white wine" or "red
wine" by defendants, Fox said.
The continuing investigation
began two years ago and grew out
of a 1985 drug case that came to be
called the "Pizza Connection."
Thirty-five members of the
Sicilian Mafia were indicted in
New York in that case.
The "Pizza" case ended with 18
convictions in March 1987. It was
mentioned repeatedly Thursday
during a related news conference
in New York. although none of the
Sicilian heroin in the new case was
distributed through pizzerias in
the United States.
According to a government affidavit filed in U S. District Court
in Manhattan, two of the defendants in New Yorkettr.if,tithr -,i
those charged in Charlotte are
fugitives frit= Italian drug convictions. Some of the other defendants are illegal aliens, according
to the document
Among those Arrested thursday
was Emanuele Adamita of
Brooklyn. N.Y., an umndicted coconspirator in the "Pizza Connection" case. who was taken into
custody at a Manhattan hotel after
telling an undercover agent.
"You're like family." said Robert
Stutman, a Drug Enforcement Administration special agent.
The agent kissed Adamita, who
was then arrested. Stutman said.
Also charged in the case was
Lorenzo Zorza of Manhattan. a
Catholic priest with a 1952 conviction for smuggling stolen art into
the\ United States from Italy, according to a 64-page complaint filed before federal Judge Morris E.
Lasker in New York.
Suspects arrested Thursday
have been charged with conspiracies to import, possess and
distribute drugs, the FBI said The
charges carry possible life
sentences
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Poly Lawn ..._.
cart features a tough :,

hudson .
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SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)

ly," but he said he could not say
what volume of drugs has been
affected.
By Thursday evening, 38 people
had been arrested in the United
States and 64 in Italy, the FBI
said. An additional 14 were
already in U.S. jails. A total of 69
arrest warrants were issued in the
United States and 164 were to be
issued in Italy. Some people were
being charged in both countries,
the FBI said.
Throughout a news conference
called to announce the arrests,
Meese was peppered with questions from reporters about defections from his department because
of his own mounting legal problems. and about calls from
members of Congress for him to
resign.
The attorney general repeatedly
refused to answer any questions
other than those about the drug
case.
.
The 69 defendants in the United
States include 38 charged in New
York City, six in Los Angeles and
Boston, 10 in Charlotte. N.C.. eight
in San Juan, Puerto Rico, two in
Cleveland and five in Washington.
D.C., the FBI said.
U.S. authorities seized 6
kilograms of heroin and 4
kilograms of cocaine along with
cash, weapons, vehicles, fur coats,
paintings and jewelry during the
course of the investigation, the
FBI said. Italian authorities said
they seized 25 kilograms of heroin,
5 kilograms of cocaine, and arms.
ammunition and counterfeit
currency
Several of the defendants in the
new case ran clothing stores, and
FBI Assistant DireCtor of the New
York Office James Fox said the
heroin brought into the United
States was often referred to as
"suits" or "pants" by the defendants. In other instances, heroin
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won't rust, dent or bend Tubular -steel handle
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ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
A turning point is reached with a
close tie. A financial proposition
definitely has strings attached. Shoppers need to be wary of minor
extravagance.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
A cutting remark by an acquaintance or close tie strikes a raw nerve.
Focus attention now on physical
fitness, diet, the proper rest, and
exercise.
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sumption in the United States, co
came is less expensive here, about
$20,000 a kilogram, than in Europe
where it costs about $50,000 a
kilogram, he said.
Heroin, on the other hand, is
more expensive and therefore
more profitable in the United
States than in Italy. Two
kilograms of cocaine can be exchanged for one kilogram of
heroin in Italy, FBI spokesman
Gregory Jones said. A kilogram
equals about 2.2 pounds.
Meese said the arrests will have
a "significant impact on heroin
imports into this country from Ita-
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WASHINGTON i AP - Plentiful cocaine supplies in the United
States helped a major Sicilian
,..Mafia drug ring that exported
massive quantities of the drug to
Italy and traded it for heroin to
sell to U.S. markets, the FBI says.
The FBI and Italian authorities
said they cracked the ring on
Thursday, arresting more than 100
people in both countries and
charging dozens more.
Attorney General Edwin Meese
III said trading cocaine for heroin
was "a simple matter of
economics." Because of the plentiful supply and leveled-off con-
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U.S. cocaine, fetching better price overseas, traded for heroin

Kopperud Realty
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WASHINGTON I AP I - A sharp
decline in the size of the American
labor force last month sent the
civilian unemployment rate to a
decade-low 5.6 percent, the
government said today.
While the 'number of people at
work in March dropped by 306,000,
those either holding jobs or looking for them fell by 445,000. The 0.1
percentage point drop from
February's 5.7 percent jobless
rate reflected a decrease of 137,000
- to 6.8 million - in the number of
workers listed as unemployed.
The 5.6 percent, seasonally adjusted, rate is the lowest since
May 1979 and has not been lower
since 1974, the tabor Department
reported.

"The birthrate decline in the
1960s and the early 1970s has
resulted in fewer young people
reaching labor force-age in the
1980s." she said.
While the number of Americans
at work has grown by 3 million
over the last year, "the tabor force
has increased by less than 2
million," she told the the congressional Joint Economic Committee.

• COUPON

This Area's Only REAL ITALIAN PIZZA

2 Large 16" PIZZAS $
2 Toppings
2(1) Liter Pepsi
iplirt 100% moilarella
cheese on each paw

WhinI..
Pizza

CABLE
Bel-Air Center

Janet L. Norwood, the commissioner of labor statistics, said a
slowdown in the expansion of the
labor force is beginning to be
reflected in unemployment rates,
which had, until last •month, been
dropping more on the basis of job
growth.
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Rodeo rejections

Fishing Line
By Jerry Maupin

We are still chasing the bass
mainly because the crappie are
playing hard to get, but, also
because a lot of folks don't bass
fish this early.
For some strange reason this
year, the bass are turned on and
the crappie aren't.
Most of the people who fish with
me don't really care what we fish
for, just so we go for the best
action.
I know we have had some good
days on crappie already, but they
haven't been consistent like they
should. I guess since we are closer
to springtimes we used to have
years ago, the crappie won't really
get hot until the dogwood trees
bloom! Yep, that's how it used to
be before we started having mild
winters and most folks are forgetting that. We became spoiled from
catching 50 to 150 crappie a day in
January and February. March
and April were just out of sight.
Is mother nature evening the
score now, balancing the catch so
the population remains stable? I

The ups and downs of a rodeo rider were felt by rodeo enthusiasts from
high schools in four states as they gathered Sunday afternoon for a high
school rodeo, held in conjunction with the Murray State University
Rodeo Club's Spring Intercollegiate Rodeo. The event, held at the West
Kentucky Livestock Show and xposition Center on College Farm Road.
drew approximately FA contestants from high schools throughout Kentucky, Illinois, Indiana and Tennessee. Events included saddle bronc,
bareback and bull riding, steer wrestling, team roping and calf roping
for male contestants and goat tying, barrel racing, breakaway roping,
cutting and pole bending for young women. Contestants competed for
valuable points that would allow them to participate in the National
Biel School Rodeo in Bozeman, Mont. Above, Tennessee contestant
Dav id Rickman, and the horse he was riding, experienced several
moments in mid-air during his time out of the shoot. At left, Illinoisan
Toby Turner, found the ride somewhat jolting. In an attempt to throw
him, Turner's horse lost its footing after raring up and kicking thus sending both horse and rider crashing to the ground. Turner was uninjured
in the fall.
Staff photos I”

ling Travis

Fish farming may be key to some sport fishing
LOUISVILLE. Ky. AP — Fish
farming may be the key to the
future of some sport fishing as
well as meeting the increasing
American demand for fish on the
menu, experts told the North
American Wildlife and Natural
Resources Conference.
"Aquaculture will continue to
explode on a worldwide basis and
also in America to the extent that
we increase our consumption of
fish," said Robert E. Stevens.
head of the research support office
for the U.S Fish and Wildlife
Service.
Fish (arming. or aquaculture,
around the world produced 21
billion pounds of fish in 1982, com.
pared with 2 billion pounds in 1966.

he said. C.S. production was only
500 million pounds, primarily rainbow trout, channel catfish, bait.
fish and ornamental fish.
Americans, he said, ate about
14 7 pounds of fish per person per
year, but an increase of just one
pound per person per year would
require a 50 percent increase in
American aquaculture to supply
the demand
Development of new types of
fish and fish farming will not only
provide high quality food for the
American diet, but improve sport
fishing, FWS biologist Nick C.
Parker said.
As the farm production of fish
increases, "fish now taken in in.
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land and commercial fisheries
may become available for recreational fishermen," said Parker, a
staff member of the FWS
Southeastern Fish Cultural
Laboratory in Marion, Ala.
Despite huge increases in imports of fish products, he said,
"the increase in fish in the
American diet has caused the demand to exceed the supply."
Imports of fishery products
grew from $365 million in 1960 to
$7.6 billion in 1986, he said.
William J. McNeil of Oregon
State University said aquaculture
provides an estimated 10 percent
or more of today's fish harvest
worldwide and that should double
by 1990.
He said shrimp is the most important class of seafoods in inter.
national trade, accounting for

about 20 percent of the value of
trade in fish and shellfish.
Farm production of shrimp has
tripled in two years to 300,000
metric tons or 15 percent of the
world supply, while the commercial harvest from the oceans has
remained about the same.
Research in creating strains of
fish to fill this market also will
benefit sport anglers because "opportunities for taking trophy-size
fist) will increase as new strains
are-developed by using techniques
of genetic engineering," McNeil
said, "such as the production of
triploid and tetraploid ( changing
the fish's gene and chromosone
counts), insertiori-of growth
promoting genes, introduction of
sterile non-native game fish and
the production of hybrids with
desirable traits of game fish."

Wisconsin senate approves
blind hunting permits there
vt-viavviavviamvirt-%
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MADISON, Wis. (AP) —
Despite some misgivings, Wisconsin state senators have approved a
measure allowing blind people to
hunt deer and other game if accompanied by a sighted hunter.
"Do we really want people out
there shooting guns when they
don't know where they're
shooting?" Sen. Alan Lasee asked
during debate Friday night. "As
much as I have empathy for the
visually handicapped, I don't
believe I can support this."
Sen. Brian Rude supported the
proposal and noted that the
Department of Natural Resources
can issue licenses to handicapped
hunters

People confined to wheelchairs
are allowed to shoot or hunt from
an automobile parked off a
highway and more than 50 feet
from the center of a roadway, he
said.
The bill extends eligibility for a
special permit to people who present medical evidence that they
are unable to hunt alon because
of a permanent physica isability
or handicap, incluOtg blindness.
Under the measure, a visually
handicapped hunter wopld have to
be accompanied by someone who
coultd assist in sighting the
fireirnf.
-\,
A 27-6 vote salt the measure to
Gov. Tommy G. Thompson.

think so.
Anyway, we should have a
change for the better soon when
spring gets underway. Our water
temperature is strangely enough
warmer on the main lake than it is
in the bays. I checked pretty close
all week and the bays ranged from
54-57 degrees while the main lake
was 58-60 degrees.
However, the best fish we
caught came from the bays. I
couldn't tell any difference between the north and south banks
like you can sometimes.
We have been on fish for several
weeks now and have learned a lot.
I have worn several shad raps
out.
I noticed more shad rap lures in
use after I purchased several at
Benson's Sporting Goods, too.
That's okay. I like to see people
catch fish, just be honest about
how you come by your
information.
Happy Fishing

Pictured above is a 10-pound bass limit caught by Jerry and Jeanne
Maupin. The fish weighed a total of 40 pounds.
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High-scoring Hawkins named AP's player of the year
Bradley superstar dominates ballots
By JIM OTOl
N ELL
an±state averaged
AP Basketball Writer
KANSAS CITY, Mo. — Bradley All-American
Hersey Hawkins, who led Division I in scoring will:
the highest average in 11 years. was named today the
college basketball player of the year by Tilt,
Associated Press.
The 6-foot-3 senior guard finished the 31-game
season with a 36.3 scoring average, the highest mark

3S.S.in 1977. His 1.125 points made him the first player
to break the 1,000-point mark in a season since
Williams and it Was the highest figuiv in a season
since Pistol Pete Maravich scored 1.381 in 1969-70.
his senior season at Louisiana State.
Hawkins received 223 of 445 votes from a nationwide panel of sports writers and broadcasters which
voted before the NCAA Tournament began.
Two-time All-American Danny Manning of Kansas
_Has second with..s9 votes He was followed by junior

Chaney named coach of the year
after leading Owls to 32-2 season
By JIM O'CONNELL
AP Basketball Writer
KANSAS CITY, Mo. — John
Chaney of Temple, who guided the
Owls to their first No. 1 ranking
and a berth in the round of eight in
the NCAA tournament, was named today college basketball coach
of the year by The Associated
Press.
Chaney received 261 of 445 votes
from the nationwide panel of
sports writers and broadcasters

Danny•Ferry of Duke and freshman Mark Macon of
Temple. each of whom received 2s. Gary Grant of
Michigan. who received 25 voto.: and . ‘rizona.s :4ean
Elliott. with 22. the only other player to receive more
than 20 votes
Hawkins was to be presented today with the
Adolph F. Rupp Trophy which is presented to the
plii-yer of the year by the Commonwealth Athletn
Club of Kentucky
Hawkins avera-ged more than :114 minutes per grime
this season for Coach Stan Albeck as the 11th-ranked
Braves finished 26-5 after a first•round loss to
Auburn in the NCAA Tournament Hawkins scored

4,24
po
l intstine
:ino
nt h tthoeu9
r0:3
1mlto
,nsts, still the highest individual
The Chicago native shot 52 percent from the field
and percent from the tree throw line while grabb•
ing 7 rebounds per game and handing out 3 t;
assists.
"He's the coniummate college player." Albeck
said. "because he has an absolute great demeanor
for the game.•' He added that Hawkins •'has seen
every type of defense thrown at him and he's Unflappable. yet remarkably consistent, inasmuch as he's
averaging'36 points "
David Robinson of Navy was the 19•7 winner

Hearing no evil... or good

championship game. Temple's only other loss was in the regular
season, at Nevada-Las Vegas.
Arizona's Lute Olson was second with 58 votes, followed by
which voted before the NCAA Purdue's Gene Keady, with 56,
Tournament began.
Paul Westhead of Loyola. Calif.,
Temple was ranked 12th in this with 21 and Billy Tubbs of
year's preseaspp poll but jumped Oklahoma, with 13.
to the Top Ten two weeks later and
This was Chaney's sixth season
finally took the No. 1 ranking for at Temple and every one has been
the final six weeks of the season.
successful after a 14-15 mark in his
The Owls, 32-2, had the top rank- first year. The Owls went 26-5 the
ing 'entering the NCAA Tourna- next year and won the Atlantic 10
ment and they managed victories championship with an 18-0 record.
over Lehigh. Georgetown and
Chaney won the Division II naRichmond before losing to No. 5 tional championship at Cheyney
Duke 63-53 in the East Regional (Cont'd on page 13)

College basketball 'mechanics" are still
tinkering with 'best game on the block"
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
KANSAS CITY 1AP --The proprietors of college
basketball are fond of saying they've got the best
game on the block and they use the monumental
growth of the Final Four over the last decade to
punctuate that point.
That. however, never stops them from fine-tuning
the sport. Like master mechanics, they're always
tinkering. Like master chefs, they're always adding
a pinch here or there, seasoninoe taste.
So next week, the rulemakers will talk about adjusting their latest innovations, the .45-second clock
and the 3-point shot. And just when you were getting
used to racehorse, bombs-away basketball.
There is some sentiment around the NCAA for
reducing the 45-second clock to 35 seconds, a move
that would turn up the throttle on the offenses
another notch. The Sun Belt Conference has asked

for permission to try that as an experiment next
season.
This, of course, is a change Coach Paul Westhead
and his Loyola, Calif., team adopted on their own this
season, moving unilaterally from 45 seconds right
past 35, 25, 15, all the way to the seven-second clock.
That enabled the Lions to lead the nation with an
average of 110.4 points per game and put them a couple of changes ahead of the rules committee.
Westhead, remember, is the same guy the NBA
Los Angeles Lakers fired some years ago for running
too stodgy an offense. Times change and so do
coaches.
Billy Tubbs. coach of an Oklahoma team that is in
(Cont'd on page 13)

Baltimore Orioles first baseman Eddie Nlurray a%oids listening to ad ice on technique from coach
Cal
Ripken after dropping a bunted hall during spring training fielding drills.
4r phou,

NCAA's Final Four schools may not live 'down' to their labels
KANSAS CITY, Mo. iAP —The
overrated Arizona team from the
poor Pac-I0. Oklahoma's bettersooner-than -later Sooners, who
run but don't play defense. The
Duke team that does everything
the way Bob Knight would have

And the one-man show from Kansas, with the vagabond coach.
They all come into the 50th
NCAA Final Four at Kansas City
with labels, whether they deserve
them. or not.
"We have one game here Satur-

Murray
Calloway County
Baseball Association
1988 Baseball
Registration

day," Duke forward Danny Ferry
said Thursday night as the Blue
Devils arrived at the Kansas City
airport. "The object is to play two.
It's the same for everbody.
Now, it's time to concentrate on
the game."
This weekend, that's all that will
count, and there will be only one
label that matters — the tag of national basketball champions.
Saturday's semifinals match
No. 5 Duke, 28-6, of the Atlantic
Coast Conference against unranked Kansas, 28-11, of the Big Eight,
at 5130 p.m. EST, and No. 2
Arizona. 35-2, vs. No. 4 Oklahoma,
34-3, also of the Big Eight, at 8
p.m. The final, which many think
will belong to the Arizona-

Oklahoma winner, is set for Mon•
day night at 9 p.m
Arizona-Oklahoma is the anticipated shootout. It may well
become one, since both can score
big. But the teams also have proven they can play halfcourt
games. offensively and
defensively.
"Take no prisoners. Right"
Oklahoma Coach Billy Tubbs said
to enthusiastic boosters as his
team arrived shortly after Duke.
Arizona, led by Sean Elliott and
Steve Kerr, got to the Final Four
by beating its opponents by an
average of 26.75 points, including a
70-52 victory over No. 7 North
Carolina in the West Regional

No Ariz-04 player. even the AllAmerican Elliott. averaged 20
points. Elliott led the team at 19.2.
followed by three more players —
Tom Tolbert 14.2t
Anthony Cook
113.81 and Kerr 112.71 — at 10 or
better.
"All of the talk — 'They play in a
weak. league, who have they
played. they play better teams
earlier in their schedule, and their
league will make them soft for the
tournament' — this team has proved from the beginning that they
are a quality team.- Olson said.
Both Arizona and Oklahoma are
Final Four neophytes The
Wildcats had never been to a Final
Four. The Sooners haven't gone
since 1947, and a victory over

Leagues:
Pork League
Kentucky League
Little League
Ages 11-12
Junior lobe Ruth
Ages 13-15
Senior Babe Ruth
Ages 16-1.
No scheduling conflicts with soccer
REGISTER SATURDAY, APRIL 2nd
9 a.m.-1 p.m.
at:
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Arizona would tie Billy Tubbs with
Bruce Drake at 200 victories, most
by any Oklahoma coach
The Sooners, led by 20-point
scorers Stacey King and Harvey
Grant, have built their :•ecord.
breaking offense around a full
court press that is designed to
force turnovers, resulting in more
Oklahoma points.
Duke Coach Mike Krzyzewski —
usually just called Coach K
because most people can neither
pronounce nor spell his name —
played three years under Knight
at Army and was Knight's
graduate assistant in 1975 at
Indiana.
Duke does have a great man-toman defense Asked recently
whether his Blue Devils would use
it against Kansas' Danny Mann.
trig. Coach K replied, almost incredulously: "We've played man.
to-man all year."
Kansas is the most lightly
regarded team in.the Final Four
with one of the most highly regarded players in the nation, the twotime All-American Manning. The
6-foot-8 senior forward averaged
24.6 points this season The next
best average belonged to the
team's defensive specialist. Milt
Newton. at 11.2.
Some say: Give much of the
credit to Kansas Coach Larry
Brown, who has been at the school
five seasons and has taken the
Jayhawks to the Final Four two of
the past three years.
Before coming to Kansas in
1983, Brown was coach for
Carolina and Denver of the old
American Basketball Association
and later the NBA for seven
seasons, UCLA for two seasons,
and New Jersey of the NBA for
two more seasons. Now, he is
rumored to be on his way to either
the new NBA franchise at
Charlotte. N.C.. or back to UCLA.
"Sometimes, it's comical,"
Brown said. "I can't ever say I'm
going to be somewhere. But I intend to be here."
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Tennis

Becker's improved play tad news' for next oppone
nt
By DENNE H. FREEMAN
AP Sports Writer
DALLAS - Boris Becker has some bad news for the winner of
tonight's semifinal match in the $680,000 WCT Finals. The West German
is back in top form.
Becker overpowered game Brad Gilbert 6-4, 6-2, 6-1 Thursday night to
move into Saturday's championship match for the $200.000 winner's
prize.
"I played a perfect match," Becker said. "I can't remember when I
played this well."
Top-seeded Stefan Edberg of Sweden and France's Yannick Noah
tangle tonight in what has been a lopsided series. Edberg has won all
five matches, including a 3-0 on carpet surfaces.
Edberg won their last meeting at the Nabisco Masters in December
1986.
"Our matches are usually close and there always seem to be
tiebreakers involved,' said Edberg, playing here after a three-week
rest.
Becker will be well rested for his second appearance in the WCT
Finals championship match. He lost to Anders Jarry4 -is 1886. The 20-year-old Becker whistled 12 aces past Gilbert as he beat the
Piedmont. Calif., resident for the first time.
"I wart" tr, e"
good I am." Becker q'id
haQ A rood

record against me and this makes it even sweeter."
Gilbert, playing in his first tournament of the year because of a
December ankle injury, struggled gamely on a bad left ankle.
"I'm going to see a doctor on Monday and probably won't play again
for a while," he said. "Surgery is a possiblity and I could be out
three
months."
Gilbert lost his service three times in the first set and the rout as on.
But he refused to blame his ankle for his first loss in four outings against
Becker.
"He has lost a lot of weight and is moving better," Gilbert said. "His
serve was great and his return of service was incredible. It's the best he
ever played against me. He just seems more aggressive. He moved
to
the net a lot."
Becker survived five break points to win the third game of the third set
with a bristling ace. Gilbert double-faulted at game point to lose his service in the fourth game as the energetic Becker ran away with the set.
Gilbert had advanced to the semifinals by upsetting defendin
g
Wimbledon champion Pat Cash in four sets on Tuesday night.
Becker
won in four sets over Andres Gomez
"In be watarritIonight's match with interest because Stefan
and
Yannick have both beaten me the last time I played them," Becker
said.
"I'm eager to win this tournament."

svba II

Seventy-seven will be playing for millions
By RONALD BUM
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK iAP)- A record 77 baseball players will earn $1 million
or more this season and nine players will make $2 million-plus, according to a study of major-league contracts conducted by The Associated
Press.
Ozzie Smith, the St. Louis Cardinals' shortstop, will be the top-paid
player this season, making $2.34 million,
Outfielder Jim Rice of the Boston Red Sox is second at $2.229,822, catcher Gary Carter of the New York Mets third at $2,160,714 and first
baseman Eddie Murray of the Baltimore Orioles fourth at $2,160,035.
Third baseman Mike Schmidt of the Philadelphia Phillies is fifth at
$2 15 million, pitcher Rick Sutcliffe of the Chicago Cubs sixth at $2.07
million and pitcher Fernando Valenzuela of the Los Angeles Dodgers
seventh at $2.05 mil:ion
Don Mattingly.Abe New York Yankees' first baseman, and .Dale Murphy, the Atlanta ayes outfielder, are tied for eighth at $2 million.

Rivers named MVP in
East-West All-Star game
KANSAS CITY, Mo. AP David Rivers made the most of his
only postseason all-star
appearance
The 6-foot guard from Notre
Dame was named most valuable
player of the National Association
of Basketball Coaches East-West
All-America game Thursday night
after scoring eight points and handing out nine assists as the East
beat the West 97-91
"That's It for me." Rivers said
of any other possible postseason

action. "The Olympic Trials are
enough. Everybody who is
anybody will be there."
Rivers was asked why he chose
to take part in this game, which
has been played for the past 25
years on Final Four weekend
"I wasn't going to play in any
games, but Coach i Digger i Phelps
brought this one to my attention
and I've never been to a Final
Four," said the senior who nearly
lost his life in automobile accident
before his junior season.

Salaries include a pro-rated share of signing bonuses. If a player signed a two-year contract at $1 million a season with a $1-million signing
bonus, his salary would be listed as $1.5 million.
Portions of salaries are being deferred without interest have been discounted to reflect their current value.
The World Series champion Minnesota Twins have the most
millionaires with seven. The Twins had two last season, first baseman
Kent Hrbek and pitcher Bert Blyleven. But re-signing the players who
led the Twins to the World Series greatly increased the payroll.
Hrbek will make $1.41 million this season, World Series MVP Frank
Viola $1.35 million, reliever Jeff Reardon $1.14 million, outfielder Tom
Brunansky $1.1 million, outfielder Kirby Puckett $1.09 million and
Blyleven $1 million.
-There will be some natural escalation of players' salaries," Minnesota general manager Andy MacPhail said after the World Series. "It
doesn't cause us grave concern."
Naturally, the raises have pleased the players.
"They've been a helluva a lot better than Calvin Griffith," Blyleven
--said. referring to Minnesota's former owner, who let free agents such-as
Rod Carew leave rather than pay them large salaries.
The Los Angeles Dodgers were next with six. The additions of free
agent outfielder Kirk Gibson ($1,833,0001, pitcher Jesse Orosco
million and free-agent outfielder Mike Davis $987,500 could give the
Dodgers the highest payroll in baseball. Exact totals cannot be computed until next week. when final rosters cuts are made.
"Our ballclub had to change, it was a must," general manager Fred
Claire said "Our offensive production last year was terrible. We could
not ,stand pat. We could say everything was going to be okay, but
eveirything was not going to be okay."
Other Dodgers making at least $1 million in 1988 are third baseman
Pedro Guerrero ($1.72 million pitcher Orel Hershiser ($1.1
and catcher Mike Sciosia $1 millioni.
Six clubs have five millionaires each - the Baltimore Orioles, Boston
Red Sox. Chicago Cubs, Kansas City Royals, New York Mets and New
York Yankees.
Five clubs have no millionaries - the Cleveland Indians, Pittsburgh
Pirates, San Francisco Giants, Seattle Mariners and Texas Rangers.
Seattle and Texas had the lowest and second-lowest payrolls in baseball
last season

College basketball `mechanics....
(Coat'd from paw ie)
the Final Four for the first time in
41 years, is another advocate of
run -and -gun basketball and
doesn't concern himself very
much with shot clocks His team is
averaging 104 points per game. second only to Loyola. and you don't
score that many standuig around,
waiting for 45 seconds to tick off
the clock
"We have to have 100," 11.ibbs
said earlier this season. "When I
was a player and looked at the
scoreboard. I thought you had to
have 25 points every 10 minutes If
you get 25 every 10 minutes, you
have the hundred "
The Sooners averaged a shade
under that at 96.75 points in their
four Southeast region victories en

route to the Final Four. That may
have been a tribute to the better
defenses faced in the tournament.
The other adjustment the rules
committee will talk about is moving the 3-point line from the current 19 feet. 9 inches to the international distance of 20 feet, 6 inches.
The NBA line is 23 feet.
This is progress A year ago,
many college coaches were howling about getting rid of the rule
altogether.
"We're over the hump as far as
accepting the rule." said Ed
Steitz, athletic director at Springfield College and longtime
secretary of the rules committee
"In a poll, 90.6 percent of 203 Divi
sion I coaches said they wanted to
keep it in the game.

Chaney named coach...
(Coard from page 12)
State in 1978, and he has forged a
career record of 379-96 in 16
seasons, including a 114-88 mark
at Temple
The Owls were led freshman
sensation Mark Macon, whom
Chaney praised when he was
selected earlier this week to the
All-Freshmen team

-We knew that he had a chance
to be a great, great player in his
first year. He had already shown
that," Chaney said. "But it was his
overall character, on and off the
court, that lifted us to a level never
reached before in the history of the
university."
Iowa's Tom Davis won the
award last season.

Of that group. Steitz said 41 precent wanted to keep it at the present distance and 48.8 percent
wanted it extended nine inches to
the international distance.
Steitz's view is that basketball
has flourished because of the new
rules.
"The 45-second clock and 3-point
rule have been the greatest additions to our sport." Steitz said.
"It's never been more exciting.
It's never been a greater game."
So why keep tinkering?

Local sports
Registration
held on Saturday
The Murray.Calloway County
Softball Association has scheduled
its registration for Saturday, April
2. Girls 7-18 may register at the
Calloway County Middle School
Gymnasium from 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
There is a $25 entry fee for a
family's first child and $15 fee for
each additional child.

HUTSON GRAIN
rtiod
is now
operating
the
grain elevator
at the
Port of Murray

10•5
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(Formerly the Pillsbury Co.)

• Choose from Many
Styles & Options
• Expert Local
Service
A

GOLD LANCE
CLASS RINGS

Michelsons
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center, Murray

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
901 SYCAMORE

753-8355

NBA
E ASTERN CON Et EACE
Atlantic Ps boon
Ai
1. Pet.
y Boston
50 21
7tH
Philadelphia
32 38
457
New York
31 40
437
Washington
30 39
435
NeV. Jersrry
18 52
'257
Central Division
x.Detroit
46 23
667
Atlanta
13 26
623
Clissago..
Ain
MItiva UV ee
3.11. 31
55
Indiana
33 36
478
Cleveland
33 38
465
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Michsest Division
V. I. Pet.
x-Dallas
46 23
667
x•Denver
45 26
634
x.Houston
41 28
594
x-Utah
39 , 31
557
San Antonio
26 '43
377
Sacramento
20 90
286
Pacific Division
x-L A Lakers,
53 16
7614
C.00

x-Seattle
37 33
Phoenix
23 16
Golden State
17 52
LA Clippers
15 54
x.clinched playoff berth
y.clinched division title

(iB
17i,
19
/P
31k,

529
333 31,
246 36
217

Thursday's Games
Houston 107.qiiiitirus 100
New York 113, Milwaukee 103
Denver 121. Sacramento III
'fah 115. C-nklan
92
San Antonio 117 Seattle 115
Friday's Games
Atlanta at Philadelphia
Detroit at Boston
Dallas at Washington
San Antonio at Los Angeles Clippers
Chicago at Portland
Saturday's Games
Indiana at Cleveland
Houston at New York
New Jersey at Milwaukee
Golden State at Denver
Los Angeles Lagers at Utah
Los Angeles Clippers at Sacramento
Phoenix at Seattle

3

stau,

13
14

'

GB
2
5
71
,
20
26,
,

01

Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGIE
VI
L
Pet
20
6941
9
17
9
654
16
13
552
14
12
538
13
15
536
15
13
536
15
13
536
13
14
481
13
15
464
13
17
433
13
17
133
9
15
375
17
10
370
18
9
333
NATIONAL LEAGUE
V. L
Pct,
Los Angeles
19
10
655
New York
17
10
630
Montreal
16
Il
593
Cincinnati
15
12
556

Chicago
17
14
5414
San Francisco
15
13
536
Pittsburgh
16
14
533
Houston
15
14
517
Philadelphia
12
16
429
San Diego
11
16
407
St Louis
10
16
3/15
Atlanta
7
22
241
s'reek- Snid rainal earnex count in Stan
dings ties do not
Thursday's Games
Houston 13 Philadelphia 2
Detroit 9. C.ncirmati 7
Chicago White Sox 5, St Louis
Montreal 4. New York Mets 2
Texas 2. Boston 0
Pittsburgh 8 Toronto 2
New York Yankees 3, Atlanta 2
Kansas City 7 Minnesota 6 10 innings
San Francisco 5. Seattle 3
Chicago Cubs 13. Oakland 11
Cleveland 10 Milwaukee 8

New York
Toronto
Kansas
California
Boston
Cleveland
Seattle
Texas
Oakland
Chicago
Milwaukee
Baltimore
Minnesota
Detroit

Transactions
BASEBALL
American League
DETROIT TIGERS-Optioned Scott
Lusader and Billy Bean. outfielders, Steve
Searcy pitcher. and Rey Pa/acios catcher.
to Toledo of the International League Purchased the contract of tans Salazar out.
fielder. from Toledo
KANSAS CITY ROYALS-Assigned Jerry
Don Gleaton. pitcher, outright to Omaha of
the American Association Optioned Gary
Thurman. outfielder, to Omaha
NEW YORK YANKEES-Optioned Pat
Clements pitcher and Handy Yelarde in
fielder. to Columbus of the International
League Placed Jack Clark infielder. and
Neil Allen pitcher, on the 21.day disabled
list retroactive to March 21
National League
CHICAGO CUBS-Signed Angel Salazar
shortstop Optioned Paul Noce and Greg
Tabor infielders to Iowa of the American

Association
MONTREAL EXPOS -Assigned Joe
Beaker' and Rich Sauveur, pitchers and
Nilson Santovenia, catcher, to Indianapolis
of the American Association
NEW YORK METS-Optioned Keith
Miller infielder-outhelder and Mark Carreon. outfielder, to Tidewater/01,1w Interna•
tional League Assigned Arilre David out
fielder. to Tidewater
PITTSBURGH PIRATES-Traded Mike
Bielecki. pitcher to the Chicago Cubs for
Mike Curtis. pitcher Sent Bob Patterson.
pitcher. and Ruben Rodriguez catcher to
their minor league camp
ST LOUIS CARDINALS-Assigned Ran
dy O'Neal and Tim Conroy
pitchers
outright to Louisville of the American
AIIIKKIAtioil Optioned David Green out
fielder. and Ray Stephens catcher to
Louisville Returned Dave Grapenthin pit
cher. to Louisville

901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355

re- wned ar Sale
Our used cars with less than 100,000 miles and newer than
80 year model with our 3 month or 3,000 mile warranty.
"We Sell The Best. Wholesale The Rest"
We will furnish the previous owner's name and phone
number for your convenience

SOLD

YOURS IN JUST
2-4 WEEKS!
• Full Lifetime
Warranty

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

1.

• Order Any Day
of the Year

SCOREBOARD

"Let us discuss

\‘ your grain marketing
needs with you.
Call Steve

SMOP

474-2295
800-592-5409 Ky. or Tn.)

or Dan Boaz
Rt. 3, Box 284' 7
Murray, Ky. 42071

1978 Mercury Ci
Ow miles. local owner
1981 PontiacFirebird - Very iow miles. local owner.
3-3
1982 Cadillac Sedan DeVille -3-3. one owner, avg
miles
1982 Cadillac Col
Low miles, one owner
3-3 warranty
1982 Chem S-10 Truck
work truck, low price
Cadillac Fleetwood- Local one owner, 3-3. avg

miles

1983 Cadillac Cou e DeVille - Low miles. 3-3
1983 Chev. Blaze
1984 Chev. Monte arlo-LOw miles.Pextra clean. well
eauFnoed 3-3
1984 Olds Ninety Eight - Avg' miles, extra clean 3-3
1984 Buick Regal 4 Dr.- Avg miles new car tradefl 3-3
1984 Buick Regal - Avg miles. new car trade in. 3-3
1984 Buick Century. Avg mites, welt-equipped. 3-3
1984 Pontiac STE - GM car. low miles. 3-3 warranty
1985 Grand Prix - Low miles. one owner. 3-3
warranty
1985 Z-28 IROC-Z Low miles one owner
1987 Buick LeSabre - Low miles, new car warranty
1987 Pontiac Sunbird - Low miles, new car warranty
1987 Mercury Topaz Si - One owner, low miles. fully equipped
1987 Buick Skylark GM Car, new car warranty
1987 Buick Riviera - GM Car new car warranty
1987 GMC Jimmy 4x4 -GM Car, new car warranty
1987 Buick Century - GM car, new car warranty
1988 Ford Pickup - Low miles. one owner new car
warranty

°Loa"e

PURDOM MOTORS, INC.
"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern"
OLDSMOBILE-PONTIAC-CADILLAC-BUICK
1300 Hwy. 121 Bypass

Murray

753-5315
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Soviet says leaders downplayed fire

Robert Eugene Nance
The funeral for Robert Eugene
Nance will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
Officiating will be the Rev.
Glynn Orr and the Rev. Terry
Sills. Music will be by Tommy
Scott and Susie Scott.
Pallbearers will be Dewey Orr,
William Gargus, Oscar Turner
Jr., Tom Montgomery. Lanny
Turner and Boyce Wilson.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Friday

MOSCOW( AP I — A leading
Soviet scholar said a fire at the
Academy of Sciences that burned
400,000 books and periodicals was
a national disaster, but that
library officials played it down
like the Chernobyl nuclear
accident.
Historian Dmitri Likhachev,
head of the Soviet Culture Fund,
demanded that top officials at the
academy's library in Leningrad
be fired for lying abou the size of
the loss and orderin
1 n-up instead of a ca eful alvage
operation.
The Feb. 14 fire at the library.
which stores publications dating
back to the 17th century. "can
rightly be called a national
diaster," Likhachev said. "Our
culture has suffered a huge loss."
His comments appeared in a
page-long article published in the
March 18 edition of the weekly
Book Review.
The scholar said 400,000 books
and periodicals had been
destroyed in the blaze and that 2.7
million more suffered water and
moisture damage.

Mr. Nance, 63, Rt. 7, Murray,
died Thursday at 9:35 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Maxine Hester Nance; two sons,
Michael Nance and wife, Becky.
Rt. 7, Murray, and Jerry Don
Nance, Centralia, Ill.; three
grandchildren, Adam, Brett and
Louren Nance, Rt. 7, Murray; his
mother, Mrs. Nancy McHood
Nance, one sister, Mrs. Ed (Sue)
Barnes, and his father-in-law, Mac
Hester, all of Dover, Tenn.

Orene Ellis
Services for Orene Ellis will be
Saturday at 2 p.m. at South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church. The Rev. Bob Dotson will
officiate. Music will be by the
Church Choir.
Pallbearers will be Paul Dunn,
Brent Langston, Otho Clark, Raymond Story, Hildred Paschall and
R.L. Cooper.
Burial will follow in the church
cemetery with arrangements by

Miller Funeral Home of Hazel
where friends may call after 4
p.m. today iFriday.
Mr. Ellis, 82, died Thursday at
7:55 a.m. at West View Nursing
Home.
He is survived by one sister,
Mrs. Warren (Polly Erwin, and
two brothers, Harvey Ellis and
wife, Nell, and Shannon Ellis and
wife, Viva, all of Murray; several
nieces and nephews.

chuson, William Payne. David
Sutherland and Richard Dunlap.
Burial will follow in Farmington
Cemetery.
Mr. Finley, 67, Rt. 1, Buchanan,
Tenn., Tuesday at Henry County
Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.

Rash of stolen purses continue in
county; latest taken from Westwood
A purse and billfold with an
undetermined amount of cash
were taken from a Westwood subdivision residence sometime
Thursday night, according to
Calloway County Sheriff J.D.
Williams.

Williams said that the thief apparently cut a screen and came in
through a window.
The owner told the sheriff's
department that the doors were
locked
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Immediately after the fire,
library administrator V.A. Filov
estimated the loss at about $4,800
and said the library would be open
again in a few days. Likhachev
said.
.The March 8 edition of the Corn-

The Academy of Sciences
library began collecting books,
manuscripts and periodicals in
1714, and for more than 200 years
was located in a building on Leningrad's Vasiliyevsky Island In
the 1920s it was moved to a new
building built especially for it on
the island.
Among the books destroyed was
a library of foreign medical books
gathered by health officials beginning in the 17th century, and

libraries gathered by Baltic and
Polish royalty of the 18th and 19th
centuries, Likhachev said.
The books damaged by moisture
began to mold less than a week
after the fire, and the mold is a
serious threat to cause long-term
damage. he said.
Likhachev warned that Ile Institute of Russian literMare.•
which holds manuscripts of
Pushkin, Dostoyevsky, Lermontov
and other famous Russian writers,
was also in danger. That building
has not undergone capital repair
in more than 150 years, he said.
Likhachev's article was the
most serious and alarming of
several that have appeared in the
Soviet press since the fire, and
was particularly striking for its
bitter tone.
Filov was hospitalized after a
series of official meetings. and his
assitant, V.P Leona . left for
Switterland, Likhachev said. He
called for replacement of library
administrators, saying they conducted themselves in an "insufficiently civilized manner.", .

BOSTON (API — Athletes who
take steroids to build up their
muscles may trigger mental problems ranging from deep depression to impulsive buying sprees
and outbursts of violent rage, doctors conclude in a new study.
The medical hazards of anabolic
steroids have been widely
publicized, but the researchers
said the psychiatric side effects
are probably even worse.
"This is a phenomenon that is
probably common and gone
unrecognized for a long time,"
said Dr. Harrison G. Pope Jr., the
study's director. "There is a far
higher incidence of psychiatric
symptoms attributable to anabolic
steroids than any of us previously
thought."

Pope, himself a body builder,
found that a substantial minority
of athletes who take steroids suffer delusions, hallucinations,
manic episodes and other temporary mental illness. Such symptoms occurred in one-third of the
users he and a colleague
interviewed.
One of these steroid users said
he bought an old car and
deliberately drove it into a tree at
40 mph while a friend videotaped
him. Another became enraged
when a driver in front of him accidentally left his turn signal
flashing. At the next stop light, he
leaped from his car and smashed
the driver's windshield.
Another young man bought a

$17,000 sports car while taking
steroids When he stopped taking
the drug, he realized that he could
not afford the payments, so he sold
the car. A year later, while taking
more steroids, he impulsively
bought a $20,000 sports car.
One user had the grandiose delusion that he could pick up a car
and tip it ever Others became
paranoid, b hewing that friends .
stole from them, or became
euphoric, con inced that nothing
in the world could hurt them:
"Those of us that have dealt
clinically with anabolic steroid
use in athlefes know these symptoms well." said Dr Robery Voy,
director of sports medical for the
U.S. Olympic Committee

Dr Herbert Haupt of Missouri
Baptist Hospital in St. Louis said
he has seen similar problems
"They become violent and aggressive individuals," he said.
"They take on Jekyll and Hyde
personalities "
Pope said other research he has
conducted suggests that hundreds
of thousands American men have illicitly used steroids, - which
retard the tendency of musc)itNto
break down.
Pope, a psychiatrist at McLean
Hospital in Belmont. Mass . conducted the latest study with Dr
David L Katz of Harvard Medical
School It was published in the
April issue of the Amencan Journal of Psychiatry

Louisville bellman receives honor
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He was referring to Soviet
authorities' initial attempts to
hush up the world's worst nuclear
disaster, an April 1986 explosion at
the Chernobyl nuclear power plant
in which at least 31 people died and
millions were exposed to increased levels of radioactivity.

munist Party nwspaper Pravda
said the cost of the damage was at
least $480,000 and added that
estimate was probably low. It said
the figure was based on 1956
values and that some of the lost
material was priceless.
"A bulldozer was called, and
huge piles of burned, dampened
and undamaged books were
destroyed," Ligachev charged.
"Library workers were prohibited
from saving books from this heap
of ruins. All this in order to hide
more -quickly from the eyes of
society the size of the
catastrophe."

Steroids may cause mental trouble

John L. Finley
Final rites for John L. Finley
are today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. Jimmy Allison is officiating. Mrs. Oneida White is
organist and soloist.
Pallbearers are Eric Mitchuson,
David Mitchuson, Gary Mit-

The library was founded by
Peter the Great in 1714 and, according to the weekly, contained
about 12 million books, periodicals
and manuscripts.
Likhachev, 81, charged the
library administration and the
Leningrad scientific center of the
Academy of Sciences "both acted,
in the first days, according to the
'model' programmed by the
mistakes of the Chernobyl
catastrophe — they tried to belittle
the cultural loss in the grossest
manner,"

LOLISVILLF„ Ky. (AP — A
military man — he's logged 21
smile is as important as a tip to
years in the Kentucky Army NaLarry Johnson, who has been
tional Guard — and there's never
selected as "Bellman of the
a speck on his black, gold-piped
Year."
uniform.
He doesn't care whether the
"The neater-looking you are, the
gratuity is 10 cents or $100, but "if
better tips you make, so I try to
someone tips me, looks me in the
keep myself as neat as I can."
eye and smiles, I know I've done a
His biggest tip came as a reward
good job."
for another kind of tip.
Honored by the American Hotel
A guest, who assumed that a
and Motel Association, he will be
bellman would know as much
in Dallas next month to pick up a
about the horses as anyone. sought
certificate, a set of luggage and a
Johnson's advice on a race at
:500 United States savings bond.
Churchill Downs.
Then he will hurry back to the
The guest bet $200. returned to
Seelbach Hotel, where he was the hotel later with a wad of greenhired as a doorman after it reopenbacks and handed Johnson a crisp
ed in 1982.
$100 bill.
Johnson, 44. supervises 10
He estimated that a bellman
bellmen, doormen and drivers. earns $2. on the average, for a
but he still takes his turn when the showing a guest to his room and
desk clerk calls, "Front." and he telling him about the hotel; the
hustles to earn his share of tips dooroman gets $1 for greeting arduring a work day that often lasts
riving guests and taking their lug12 hours.
gage; and food servers in the
He also acts as concierge. leads resaurants and room service are
tours, oversees repairs to the satisfied with the standard 15 perhotel's van and has declared cent rip.
himself the Seelbach's unofficial
Johnson becomes imprecise
historian.
when asked how much a bellman
Johnson strides along the cor- can earn in tips to supplement a
ridors with the bearing of a salary below minimum wage.
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a Movie
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"You have to learn to live day to
day vs. getting paid every
Friday."
Johnson has worked as a
pressman. auto-assembly worker
and house painter, and played a

NEW YORK AP
— The
"biblical hope" of Passover,
marking emancipation of the Jews
from Egyptian slavery to
establish an independent country,
is seen by a Jewish leader as
realized anew in modern Israel.
With the week-long Passover
observance beginning this evening. Theodore Ellenoff, president
of the American Jewish Committee, said the rebirth of Israel 40
years ago embodies the ancient
Passover goal of a homeland.
American Jews should "maintain solidarity with Israel,
whatever differences of opinion
might arise over specific issues
and particular policies," he said.
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For $I0

eSilicoie

Come Early For The Best Selection!

FREE

FREE

Gift For All The Kids
(And Young At Heart)

Popcorn
& Cokes

Rent a VCR for the weekend
for '8.95 and get a FREE
Movie or Rent a VCR for the
whole week for only '12.50
Open til 8 Fri. & Sat.

BREAST PROSTHESIS
.• THE NATURAL CHOICE
•THE WISE CHOICE

toid)
Covered by Medueart
andsother major
medical programs

Trull% Company Representative Will Be At Stone-Lang
On Monday, April 6
9:00 AM To 5:00 PM For
Special Consultation

Certified Fitter Available Daily-

STONE-LANG CON
SURGICAL SUPPLIES

206 SOUTH 4th

"I enjoy this enough that I don't
have any plans to change "

Israeli leader urges all Jews
to remain faithful to country

MASTECTOMY
OPEN HOUSE

Pick Up Friday, Bring Back Monday

bit part as a militry-truck driver
in the movie, "Stripes " But he
says he has found his niche

MURRAY (502) 753-8055

He said the "centrality of
freedom" was the Passover theme
of deliverance from bondage to a
promised land. and that wherever
countries "restnct the,freedom,of
their inhabitants. Jews must
protest "

hiz Kid'
pleads guilt)
NEW YORK API1
Wall Street
"whiz kid" David bloom has
pleaded guilty to
ail and
securities fraud charg -1dmitting to an art work shopping spree
funded with $10 million bilked
from scores of investors
Bloom. 23, faces five years in
prison and fines up to double the
amount lost by investors He told a
federal judge Thursday he spent
investors' money on "art,
automobiles, two homes and 5.
furnishings.".

Teamsters. truckers
reach agreement
WASHINGTON AP — The
Teamsters union and the trucking
industry have reached tentative
agreement on a three-year national freight contract covering
200,000, drivers and warehouse
workers.
The new agreement, unless rejected by at least two-thirds of the
affected union members, will
replace a contract that expired at
midnight Thursday
Terms of the accord were not
disclosed Thursday. Including fr.
inge and pension benefits, the industry had calculated its total
labor costs to date at $23 an hour.
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Edwin Meese under heavy pressure to resign position
WASHINGTON (AP) — Attorney General Edwin Meese III
promises answers "within the
next several days" about the toplevel defections that have rocked
his department, but he faces growing pressure from Republicans as
well as Democrats to resign.
Meese met Thursday with
Republican Sen. Strom Thurmond, who said "a number of people on Capitol Hill have expressed
deep concern about the problems
at the Justice Department."
Thurmond is the ranking
Republican on the Senate
Judiciary Committee and the

discussion was the strongest sign
to date of growing bipartisan concern in Congress over whether the
attorney general's mounting legal
problems are dragging down his
department.

official, on Wednesday urged
Meese to resign but was rebuffed,
The New York Times reported today. Fried, reached at home
Thursday night by The Associated
Press, refused to discuss any
aspect of the story.
Thurmond said he was not making any judgments, but that he
would not "countenance any corruption in any way, shape or form
in the Justice Department or any
other department."
Minutes after the meeting with
Thurmond, Meese refused to
answer reporters' questions about
the resignations when he attended

Meese is the focus of an
11-month criminal investigation.
On Tuesday, two top Justice
Department officials and four of
their aides quit after telling the
White House that Meese's problems were hurting the department's ability to function.
Solicitor General Charles Fried,
the department's fourth-ranking

a news conference at FBI headquarters on a drug bust.
Meese said he would answer
questions on the resignations of his
aides "within the next seveul
days" when "I hope and I fully expect ... to be announcing various
appointments to fill those
vacancies."
He maintained that "the
business of law enforcement is going forward energetically and
without interruption."
The attorney general, a
longtime confidant of President
Reagan, stood somberly next to

Contras to receive aid in next two weeks
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan will give quick approval to an aid package for
Nicaragua's Contras, but it probably will be at least two weeks
before the rebels begin receiving
supplies under the new legislation,
a State Department official says
The Senate on Thursday gave
lopsided approval to the $48
million aid bill, sending it to the
president on a vote of 87-7 The
House had approved the measure
345-70 a day earlier
'There certainly is an urgent
need among the resistance for

Revenue chief
wants to review
housing loans
FgANKF'(RT, Ky. AP —
State Revenue Secretary C. Emmett Cli194rt wants to review the
records of any loans made
"directly or indirectly" by the
Kentucky Housing Corp. to board
members.
Calvert told a meeting of the
corporation's board of directors on
Thursday that he wants to check
for possible conflicts of interest.
Calvert said his concern sprang
from articles published last month
in The Courier-Journal that said
western Kentucky tenants of
Thomas N Thompson, a KEIC
director, had received rent subsidies administered by the corporation, in violation of conflict-ofInterest rules
Although the violation was
technical, according to the U S
Department of Housing and Urban
Development, Calvert said he
wanted to check records for any
other possible conflicts or ap.
parent conflicts.
"I thought it would be a good
time to bring everything to the
surface and get it out in the open,"
said Calvert, who sits on the
board
F Lynn Luallen, the corporation's executive director, said
aftet the meeting that he would
84fid the requested information to
el board members by late next
week
Luallen also said that the corporatioi-, has made no direct loans
to any of its board members.
Also at Thursday's meeting,
Luallen distributed copies of
KHC's code of ethics, which is
mailed to each board member
annually.

Army medical
cuts rescinded:
state officials 4t,
FORT KNOX, Ky. (AP) — The
U.S. Army has rescinded proposed
cuts in medical services that
would have affected thousands of
military personnel, retirees and
their families in Kentucky, officials said
The cuts, which were rescinded
Wednesday, were to take effect
Friday
Army hospitals at Fort Knox,
Fort Campbell and the pharmacy
at the Lexington-Blue Grass Army-Depot had announced they would
stop filling pharmacy prescriptions, performing lab testa or Xray procedures ordered by civilian
doctors
"Fortunately, the Army saw the
error of its logic," said U.S. Rep.
Larry J. Hopkins, R-Ky. "Whether
the prescription or test is ordered
by a civilian or an Army doctor
doesn't matter; the point is these
facilities should serve the needs of
active and retired military
families
"I'm very pleased that this
order was rescinded before it took
effect," Hopkins said

medical supplies, food, clothing,
the basic commodities of life,"
White House spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater said. "This bill is very
welcome in that regard and we
support it."
Fitzwater said Reagan intended
to sign the measure before leaving
the White House for a 10-day
Easter vacation. The Contras
have been shut off from U.S. aid
since Feb. 29.
The State Department official,
speaking on condition of anonymity, said he "would be very surprised if any aid is delivered within the
next two weeks" because of the
time required by the bureaucracy
to gear up for a new delivery
effort.
But the official said even with
the delay, delivery will begin
more quickly- than normal
because some of the responsibility
for moving supplies will be given
to the department's Office of
Foreign Disaster Assistance,
which has experience with such
programs.
The aid aims at sustaining the
rebels as a fighting force while
they wait in cease-fire zones for
their political leaders and the Sandinista government to work out a
long-term settlement to their

nearly seven-year civil war.
,Aid to the rebels under the bill
would total $17.7 over the next six
months, including $1.5 million for
communications gear if such
equipment is deemed to be in accord with a March 23 cease-fire
accord between the two sides.
Another $17.7 million would be
spent on a new program of
medical and rehabilitation help
for war-injured children on both
sides of the conflict. The bill offers
$10 million to a verification commission that will monitor compliance with the cease-fire, and
$2.5 million to pay the State
Department's Agency for International Development to administer
the aid. The overwhelming and relatively quiet approval of the bill in both
houses of Congress was an abrupt
change in the tenor of a U.S.
debate that began with the civil
war seven years ago.
Congress had rejected similar
aid packages twice earlier this
year, but the March 23 truce
reached in Sapoa, Nicaragua,
changed the political climate in
Congress.
"One can always hope we may
have learned this partisanship is
unhealthy," said Sen. John Mc-
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A partner in the pipeline project, Swiss financier Bruce Rappaport, had been scheduled to give
a deposition about the case to
McKay last month but backed out
and has apparently decided not to
cooperate with the investigation,
The Washington Post reported
today.
The newspaper, quoting unidentified sources in Washington and
abroad, said Rappaport changed
his mind at the last minute
because he was afraid he might
not remember everything
accurately.
Rappaport was to have been
given immunity from prosecution
In the case.
On Wednesday, Sen. Bob
Packwood, R-Ore., said flatly that
Meese should resign. Senate Majority Leader Robert Byrd,
D-W.Va., also called for his
resignation.
But Sen. Alan Simpson, R-Wyo.,
the Senate's deputy GOP leader,
said he was "appalled" at the hue
and cry over Meese.
"They've never laid a glove on
him yet," Simpson said, adding
there is no indication Meese is
guilty of anything.
Nancy Reagan's press
secretary, Elaine Crispen, said
reports that the first lady was
campaigning for Meese's removal
were "absolutely not true."
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Cain, R-Ariz., after Thursday's
vote.
"But let's have no illusions," he
added. "Future events (in Central
America) will dictate whether
there's maintenance of this
bipartisanship."
Sen. Christopher Dodd, D-Conn.,
noted that the aid bill fell short of
the desires of Contra supporters,
who would have preferred to send
weapons to the rebels, and also
bothered rebel opponents who oppose sending any aid.
"This package strikes a
balance, and is for the sole purpose of supporting that agreement
In Sapoa," Dodd said during a harmonious floor debate on the
measure. "If not for that agreement, we wouldn't be doing this
today."
The seven senators who voted
against the aid package were
Sens. Brock Adams, D-Wash.;
Alan Cranston, D-Calif.; Mark
Hatfield, R-Ore.; Spark Matsunaga, D-Hawaii; John Melcher,
D-Mont.; William Proxmire, DWis.; and Robert Stafford, R-Vt.
Not voting were Sens. Joseph
Biden,. D-Del.; Albert Gore, DTenn.; Edward M. Kennedy, DMass.; John Kerry, D-Mass.;
Warren Rudman, R-N.H. and Paul
Simon, D-Ill.

FBI Director William Sessions as
the FBI chief praised Deputy Attorney General Arnold Burns and
Assistant Attorney General
William Weld, who led this week's
resignations.
"I think they're very fine
gentlemen, served their government well, are to be commended
for the service that they performed," Sessions said when asked
about Burns and Weld, who over--s a w all federal criminal
investigations.
Weld had told Meese during a
meeting Tuesday that if he were
the independent counsel investigating the attorney general,
he would feel compelled to present
the case to a grand jury seeking indictment, according to Justice
Department sources who spoke
only on condition of anonymity.
Sen. Arlen Specter, R-Pa., said
Thursday that Reagan should
meet with Weld and then reconsider whether Meese should stay
on the job. Specter said Weld's
reported remarks require a
presidential inquiry and decision.
The criminal investigation of
Meese launched last May 11 by independent counsel James McKay
has focused on his involvement
through longtime friend E. Robert
Wallach with scandal-plagued
Wedtech Corp. and a proposed $1
billion Iraqi pipeline project.
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Five new workers appointed
to Calloway County shelter

Charlie Adams of Charlie's Safe-T Discount Pharmacy donates a $30
check to Calloway County students Jennifer Geurin, center, and Ray ho
Dunn. Geurin and Dunn are organizing Project Graduation, a drug- and
alcohol-free graduation party this year. For further information concerning the project, contact Calloway County High School.

Five new workers — including
two ful-time employees — have
been appointed to positions at the
Calloway County Animal Shelter.
according to shelter supervisor
Shawn Maxwell.
The appointees are Judy Daniels
and Susan Hutchins, full-time;
and part-time weekend workers
Nancy Doom, Deborah Becker
and Kim Alderman.
The-appointments were discussed by humane society board
members at the March 24 monthly
meeting. Also discussed at the
meeting was board member Irma
LaFollette's plan to host a "Meet
the Vets'. session during the April
28 society get-together.
-_''iffatlin-rnind-a
group meeting
where the many fine local
veterinarians would have the opportunity to talk with the people of
the community." said LaFollette.
"Very often, people only have a
chance to chat with vets when
their pets are sick. and that's not a
good time. We're planning a situation with refreshments and a nice

atmo*here."
The "Meet the Vets" panel will
convene on Thursday night, April
28, at 7 p.m. in the MurrayCalloway County Library annex.
"The pet-loving public is invited to
come and meet with us and some
of the local pet doctors," said
LaFollette.
Society President Janet Kenney
said she wanted to underscore the
importance of "National Preventa-Litter Month." The U.S. Congress has designated April 1988 as
the month to focus national attention of the problem of pet overpopulation, according to Kenney:
"The congressional resolution
notes that 70,000 puppies and kittens are born in this country each
day.... and that only 20 percent of
them end up in long-term, loving
homes. The message is for people
to spay and neuter their pets, and
the society offers some help to
those who might not be able to afford the cost. Please call the
shelter afternnons at 759-4141 for
details."

AIDS gets worse with illness, study shows
WASHINGTON AP — A study
at the University of California in
San Francisco suggests that the
AIDS virus gets tougher, meaner
and faster-acting as patients with
the immune deficiency disease get
sicker, according to a report
published today.
Dr. Jay A. Levy, professor of
medicine at UCSF, said he and a
group of researchers isolated the
human immunodeficiency virus
from four patients over a fouryear period and discovered that
the virus, which causes AIDS,
seems to go through an evolution
that makes it stronger while the
patient gets weaker.
"It's surprising," Levy said in
an interview. "The virus doesn't
just stay the same, but actually
changes its biologic features. It
looks like the same virus, but it's
probably evolving within the
individual."
Levy said the study used randomly selected patients who
tested positive for the HIV virus
associated with AIDS, but had not
yet developed the disease. As the
study progressed, three of the four
subjects developed AIDS and two
of these died. The fourth patient
remains without AIDS symptoms.
In the three who developed
AIDS, Levy said the HIV viruses
isolated from their blood samples
became more and more virulent
as their symptoms intensified.
Virulence was tested by exposing
the isolated virus to cells in test
tubes.
Levy said that when the subjects
were experiencing the most
severe AIDS symptoms, the HIV
from their blood was able to
multiply more readily, infect host

cells more easily and would attack
a greater variety of cells.
The virulence did not change,
however, in the virus isolated
periodically from the patient who
remained free of AIDS symptoms.
he said.
Levy said it is obvious that the
virus must be able to reproduce,
or replicate, in order to evolve this
increasing virulence. As a result,
he said. if researchers can stop the
virus from replicating, then it
could be kept harmless, even
though it continued to live within
the patient.
"You wouldn't get rid of the
virus. ... They are kept for the
lifetime of the individual," said
Levy. "They would just never
become strong enough to cause
disease."
The UCSE researchers now are
searching for the HIV genes
responsible for increasing its
virulence and its ability to
replicate. If this gene can be
isolated, said Levy, "then we can
actually target some approach
(such as a drug) of getting at the
virus and arresting its
replication."
A report on the study was
published today in Science, the
journal of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science.
AIDS. or acquired immune deficiency syndrome, destroys lymphocytes, a key cell in the body's
defenses against disease. Without
this defense, patients develop infections or rare cancers that
usually prove fatal.
The AIDS virus is spread
through sexual contact or through
the exchange of body fluids. It is

1710Y-11k7
Rote Tillers

most common among homosexual
and bisexual men, and among
drug users who have shared injection needles.
Other developments in AIDS
research include:
—Researchers at Johns Hopkins
University in Baltimore report
they have found that a protein
essential for the replication of the
HIV virus has a novel chemistry
that may suggest a new approach
to an AIDS drug.
Alan D. Frankel said he and his
colleagues have discovered that
molecules of an HIV protein called
Tat are bound together by metal
atoms. This. he said, opens the
possibility of attacking the HIV

virus by somehow blocking the
binding of the metal atoms.
The research, which also is
reported in Science, was conducted at Johns Hopkins by
Frankel, David S. Bredt and Carl
0. Pabo.
—In an effort to encourage
voluntary AIDS testing, the Health
Care Financing Administration is
proposing changes in the recordkeeping requirements of the na.
tion's medical laboratories.
Under the proposed rules,
published Thursday in the Federal
Register. laboratories that come
under federal jurisdiction would
no longer be required to maintain
the names of most people tested
for AIDS.

House, senate roll call lists
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP —
Here are roll calls by which the
House and Senate on Thurscliay
passed House Bill 516. the Ax.
ecutive budget, by votes of .81-19
and 37-0, respectively.
Democrats For (56)
Adkins, Ark, Arnold, Ballard,
Blandford, Blevins, Bronger, M.
Brown, Bruce, Burch, Callahan,
Castleman, L. Clark, P. Clark,
Cline, Crupper, Curd, Cyrus,
Deskins, Donnermeyer, Farrow,
Gedling, Geveden, Gray, Gregory.
Handy, Hatcher. Hourigan,
Jackson, Johnon, A. Jones, Kerr,
Little, Lundefgan. Lyne. Mag.
gard. McBee, McElroy, Meyer,
Morris, Nett, Noe, O'Brien. Priddy, Pritchett, Rapier, Richards.
P. Richardson, Ridley, Rifler.
B.R. Smith, R. Smith, Stumbo,
White, Worthington. Yates.
Democrats Against (15)
Adams, Barrows, J. Clarke,
Hancock, R. Jones, T Jones,
Lear, LeMaster. Long, Mack,
Mason, Moberly. B. Richardson,
Scorsone, Seum.
Republicans For (25)
Allen, Altman, Casebier. Ford.
J. Harper, K. Harper. Heleringer,
Hoover, Keith, Layman, Lefevers.
Lile, Napier. Noland, Northup,
Overstreet, Preston, Reinhardt,
Robinson. Siler, Strong. Todd.
Turner. Walker. Will
Republicans Against 14)
Ackerson. J. Brown, Freibert,
Guenthner

SENATE
Democrats For(28)
Allen, Bailey. Berger, Bradley,
Brinkley, Clouse, Ford, Friend.
Garrett, Hall, Higdon, Kafoglis.
Karem, LeMaster, May. Mc.
Cuiston, Meyer, Moloney. Murphy. O'Daniel. Pearman,
Peniston, Powers, Quinlan. Rose.
Saunders. Weaver, Wright.
Republicans For (9)
Haering, Huff, Rogers, Schmidt,
Sexton, Stuart, Travis. Trevey,
Williams
Not voting ( I )
Sheehan.

WASHINGTON AP ) — For the
first time, the wide-open spaces of
the American West contain more
people than the densely-packed
Northeast, and the rapid Western
growth will continue, the Census
Bureau says.
The bureau predicts that between now and the year 2000 more
than half of all national population
growth will occur in just three
states — California, Florida and
Texas.
The study adds that Texas is on
the verge of crowding past New
York as the nation's second most
populous state. The projections
call for Texas to surpass New
York by 1995
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Dr. Rob Williams selects a few treats during a special observance of National Doctor's Day. The 40•member staff was honored by the Murray
Calloway County Hospital Auxiliary with a coffee. Offering assistance to
Williams is Kathryn Glover, an auxiliary member for 20 years.

Owensboro study shows
education really pays off
OWENSBORO, Ky. AP —
Kentucky counties with a poor
record in education seem to pay
the price with poor tax bases and
sagging economic development,
according to study completed by
an Owensboro Community College
professor.
Philip Flynn, an instructor of
economics and political science,
said his findings show a sharp correlation between the educational
attainment of a county's residents
and their ability to pay taxes.
The results suggest Kentucky
needs to put more money into
education to improve economically deprived counties, Flynn said.
"If you fund education, you will
raise the tax-paying ability of all
counties." said Flynn, a former
research economist for the Kentucky Council on Higher
Education
The survey ranked the counties'
educational attainment based on
American College Te:,", scores,
percentage of population with a
high school diploma, and percentage of population with four or
more years of college, among
other factors.
Taxpaying ability was
measured by factors including
Kentucky individual income tax
paid. real-estate tax base, tax
revenue of schools and Homestead
exemptions for the disabled or
elderly
All data was figured per person.
so large counties wouldn't have an
unfair advantage.
The correlation of those factors
for counties held up well when put
to a statistical test called the Ken-

dall coefficient. In that test, a
perfect correlation among factors
would have a coefficient of 1.0,
while no correlation would have
one of 0.0.
Kentucky counties, when ranked
by tax-paying ability and education, had a Kendall coefficient of
0.89.
Flynn said the higher tax-paying
ability of better-educated counties
seems to come from basic prin.
ciples of what happens when a
population attains higher education levels.
Those people then tend to get
higher-paying jobs, spend more
money. and pay more taxes that
go back, into the community and
its education system, he said.
In poor counties, he said. "It's a
cycle of poorly educated people
propagating more poorly educated
people "
It's a cycle that Flynn doubts
will be broken unless the state intervenes by improving education
in those counties Results will
come slowly, he said, but they
should come
"It generally takes a generation
to turn an educational system
around." he said. "But it's almost
like an investment.",
Fayette County ranked first in
revenue and third in education in
the study Oldham County was
first in education and fifth in
revenue
At the other end. Owsley County
was last in revenue and 114th in
education McCreary County was
last in education and 114th in
revenue.

Census shows American West growing
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The Empire State now leads
Texas 17.7 million to 17.2 million.
But by 1995. Texas is expected to
have just over 19 million people,
with New York at only 17.9
million.
That transition is symbolic of
the slippage in the Northeast,
which has become the nation's
least populated region, falling
behind the West for the first time.
Bureau demographer Signe
Wetrogen explained that the projections are based on assumptions
about trends in births, deaths. immigration and movement within
the country
The Northeast has been declining in its share of the U.S. population, with less growth than other
areas, she said.
"It is the one region with the
highest share of population in the
older ages, and has low birth
rates," she explained.
Population shifts to the South
and West in recent years have
drawn away many people in the
prime ages of 18 to 24, she said.
"So the ( Northeast ) region is
left with more older people, and
it's left without anybody to have
more kids," she said.
But because it is smaller in area
than other parts of the country, the

Northeastern states remain the
most densely packed. New Jersey
leads the nation with more than
1,000 people per square mile
Tables included with the report
show that between 1987 and 1988
the West region increased from
49 6 million people to 50.5 million
At the same the Northeast edged
up only from 50.1 million to 50.3
million.
The 1988 estimates list the South
with 85 1 million people, followed
by the Midwest with 59.6 million.
While it was the center of early
American development, the Northeast hasn't been the most
populous region since 1820, when
the South edged ahead. It remained second until MO, when it fell to
third behind the Midwest.
By 1990 the projections call for
the South to have 87.3 million people. followed by the Midwest. 59.8
million; West, 52.3 million and
Northeast, 50.6. million. By the
year 2000 the counts are expected
to be South. 96.9 million; Midwest,
59.6 million; West, 59.4 million,
Northeast, 51.8 million
By 2010, the report adds, the
West could surpass the Midwest
and be the second most populous
region.
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APRIL 3RD

Programming Sublect to Change

Don't miss the
cable kickoff weekend—

Channel 46

APRIL

CAB E

1,2&3
HA\ E YOU EVER THCL
THAT MAYBE YOU'RE A
'RUBY-CROU.INED KINGLET"?

cl)ant)

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My husband (I'll
In all things, the child's wellcall him Danny)and I were recently being and happiness should
divorced. We have two school-age take precedence over the feelchildren. I invite Danny to every ings of either parent. Circumevent that involves our children. I stances differ; not all parents
put things in the mail to let him are eager to share in the reknow about their participation in sponsibilities of raising a child,
school events, and invite him tab. WS those who are should put
come on times that are not "his" by aside their own grievances,
court order. I try hard, for the however justified, to present a
children's sake. (He agrees I am united front for the good of the
more than fair.)
child.
Our 6-year-old son ("Josh") had a
DEAR ABBY: This is for
hernia operation yesterday. Josh
adores my mother,"Gram," and has "Angry," that woman whose husspent a lot of time with her. Danny band refuses to have a vasectomy.
is still angry with my mother over Boy, do I ever know how she feels.
some divorce matters, so he called to I'm married to the same kind of guy.
tell me that if my mother goes to the We have five kids, and the sixth is
hospital to see Josh, there will be due in July. They are 9, 4, 3 and 2
trouble. Danny refuses to rotate to years old, and the baby is 7 months
let Gram see our son at all — and old.
I've had problems giving birth to
says he will not share the hospital
two
of them. My husband flatly
room with her if she visits Josh.
refuses to have himself "taken care
I am heartbroken. Why can't
Danny see that he is only hurting of," and I have had it After this, I
am positively through having kids,
our son?
Maybe he will listen to you. and I mean it. He's 46 and I'm 26.
WASHED UP
Please talk to him, and to all
IN WINONA
divorce-scarred parents out there
who are trying to raise kids together.
THINKING OF THE CHILD

DEAR WASHED UP: Dry up,
and read on:
DEAR ABBY: You were wrong in
your reply to "Angry," who wanted
her husband to have a vasectomy.
You suggested that she might
change her mind about having
more children.
Abby, the world is already so
overpopulated that no family
should have more than two children. We hope it will never be
necessary to do in this country what
the Chinese have done — limit
families, by law, to only one child.
You may be one of those people who
feel people should have as many
children as they can afford to feed,
but, Abby, we are running out of
space for people to live and we are
depleting our natural resources.
You should have told that lady to
sleep in separate beds until her
husband comes to his senses (if he
has any). What if he has a scar half
an inch long? Who's going to see it?
ALL MAN IN WHEATON, MD.

CLASSIFIED

DEAR THINKING: I cannot
guarantee that Danny — or any
of the small army of divorced
parents — will "listen" to me,
but here goes: Children of divorced parents are the biggest
losers when a parent uses a
child to punish an ex-spouse or
a member of the family. Everything that concerns the child,
school and social events, matters of health — emotional as
well as physical — should be
shared by both parents. Even
though the courts usually decide how much time each parent
shall have with the children,
the custodial parent can make it
either difficult or easy for the
other parent. To "poison" a
child's mind against the absent
parent or a member of his or her
family is damaging to the child.

I.L

2

egal

AS of this date, 3/23/88, I
will not be responsible for
debts other than my own
Donald Glenn Scott
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Notice

-Face
Brick
Start At

'
140

°Per 1000

Vowel! &
Son, Inc.
Martin, TN
587-2301

TAXI

NO 1 60E55 YOU RE\
NOT A KINGLET.

IT SAYS IN MY BIRD BOOK
TAT KINGLETS'NERVOUSLY
TuJITCNTNEIR LONGS .ANC"
ALWAYS SEEM TO BE IN MOTION

Notice

2 .Notice

Carolyn's
Corner

WE TAKE
THE CAKE

Located Inside
Uncle Jeff's

509 N. 7th St.
Let our 6-foot
Rabbit Deliver
a Balloon
Bouquet or
Easter Basket
to your
favorite
person on
Sat. or Sun

*New & used furniture

'Antiques
*Glass & Brass
to& morel
Financing Available
739-0575
GLASS repair and replacement work for
home, business and
auto. Window glass,
plate glass, insulated
glass, tempered safety
glass, plexiglass,
mirrors, glass table
tops and shelving. Also,
storm windows and
doors repaired. Patio
door glass, store fronts.
M&G Complete Glass
Co., phone 502-753-0180
TRANSFER your 8MM
home movies to video
tape. $3.50 per 50 ft.
reel, tape included.
Also, slides, negatives
and photographs. Free
pick up and delivery.
Call Donna Darnell,
Video Production
Specialties 759 9246.

753-9280

THE Gold Nugget,
south side of square,
Mayfield. Ky. 247-6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt gold chains
"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.
SON OR DAUGHTER

AGE 19°
Unless still in
School or College,
their family group
hospital insurance
may have expired
due to age. Our
most popular Major Medical Policy
offers comprehensive benefits at
reasonable rates.
For free informa•
tion call:

Danny's
Gas Mart
Bait Shop
608 S. 4th St.
ID OMB

I KNOW INSOMNIA 15 NO
LAUGHING MATTER, GARFIE V.
50 I'LL KEEP YOU COMPANt.rt

LE 1'5 5EE ...I THINK
I._ REGALE
YO0 WITH SOME ANECDOTES
FROM MY LIFE AS A 504.) ON
THE FARM „)

collpq
41 Heat
42 Urge on
43 Goddess of
growing
vegetation
45 Falsehood
46 Centimeter
abbr
47 Ingredient
49 Neon symbol
50 Clothesmaker
52 Newsstands
54 Remains
55 Blemishes

1 Lawful
6 Crates

THERE!

1411i NEARS

WITH MAILMEN cr'S
THE ONLY wAY

11 Lawmaking
body
12 Worshipped
14 Equally
15 Requires
17 Japanese
drama
18 Doctrine
20 Soft drinks
21 Small bird
22 Diving bird
24 Bow
25 Footwear
26 Bivalve
mollusks
28 Showy
flowers
30 Born
31 Transgress
32 Decrees
35 Muscle
spasms
38 Solitary
39 Sailor
I

2

DOWN
1 Severe
lecture
2 Printer's
measure
3 Mild expletive
4 The sweetsop
5 Yellow citrus
fruits
6 Country of

3

4

5

6

11

12

11
18

15
111

hi

20

77

24
11

26

DID tDtJ

THINK )40U
COULD FOOL ME WITH

COLCNEL„
I'M INNOCENT„,

I DsDN'T

THAT 5TUPID PHANTOM
TALK c.

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

4:30 a.m.-7 p.m.

-free local claim genic*"

3

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

BXACTLY

Live Bait & Tackle

•••••

"For God's sake, hurry, driver! ... She's
dropping babies all over the place!"

I MEAN,
OUT

TELL MY BROTHER—
TELL MY FAMILY

27

UI

32

DO
ANY THING„,

WIN

38III
12
16

ill

III
50

PAN

Is

PANDU

00000 =MUM
MO UMMIGOU MU
00 00000 MOO

NOOK
IS
G A I
DIMS
D E POR T
STEP
NE/UR
STEALS
SLAT
A
0
OD
UU000
00 POMMOMD
MU
U0 OUOD

dUU

ODOM

IIUUUU
5. 111

OGOUG
00000

North
America
7 Sums up
8 Distress
signal

10 Fourth-year
college
student
11 Goes by
water
9 Teutonic
13 Lavishes
deity
fondness on
7
9
8
10
16 Bother
19 Csroaaing
?..„(Pertaining
13
to heat
23 Female
17
relative
25 Stalk of grain
III 27 Permit
29 Indian weight
32 Choose
IIIUUU 33 Doctrines
34 Guides
35 Streams
31
36 Dresses for
II
show
37 Pintail ducks
40 Limb
37
43 Satiate
41
44 Cut
47 Guido's high
11
45
note
48 Also
51 That thing
53 R-U linkup

Thanks

Clara Morn
Jackie A Jaw Thorn
ink Narthm Thorn
Clarigga Thorn
Grandchildren

52UIUU

1 NIUUR

of

The family of Claud
Thorn wishes to express
our heartfelt appreciation to our relatives,
friends, and neighbors
for their kindness shown
to us during the illness
and death of our loved
one
A special thanks to Dr
Charles D Clark, Dr
Richard Blalock, nurses
and staff of MurrayCalloway Co Hospital
Also thanks to the Continue Care Home Health
nurses, for you helped us
bring him home for his
last few days Thanks to
the Ambulance Service
of Murray for their services, to Western Baptist
Hospital ofPaducah and
the doctors and nurses
there To Bro John
Hicks and Bro Talmage
Jones for their words of
comfort and visits To
Jr Cleaver and all of the
singers for the beautiful
music and to the
nephews for serving as
the pallbearers Thanks
for all of the cards,
phone calls, visits,
flowers, food and
prayers on our behalf
Thanks to Miller
Funeral Home of Murray for their wonderful
service. It will always be
remembered May God
bless each one for helping bear this burden and
make it easier for us

Answer to Previous Puzzle
UPout

Card

Card Of Thanks

dUUUU
NUUUill WIUUUN
UI
iii 4.
28

30

1M INNOCENT,„
LET ME,,e0,-,

PAGE 17

Family Harmony After
Divorce Will Help Kids
Stay in Tune

753-5005

Bel-Air Center
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CLASSIFIED
1

.L
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egal

liegal
1
Legal
Legal
1
Legal
1
1
24 Miscellaneous
Legal
27 Mobile Homes tor Sale 32.Apts for Rent
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
COMMISSION ER's SALE
The Commonwealth of Kentucky. Calloway Circuit Court. Bright
PAINTED Kitchen 1 9 8 2 RIVER
The Commonwealth of Kentucky. Calloway Circuit Court, The
Oaks
Adcabinets, 535 Want to mobile home, 14x65, on TAKING applications
Mortgage Company. Plaintiff, versus Donald L. Lanham, Defendant,
ministrator of Veterans Affairs, Plaintiff, Case No. 87-CI-284. versus
buy an Oak or Walnut 2 3 acre lot with for Section 8 Rent
Case No. 87-CI-215.
James R. Sweatman and Patti L. Sweatman his wife. Defendant
Subsidized apt 1, 2 or 3
round table and chairs several trees, 2 be
.
NOTICE OF SALE
BR
Apply Hilldale
Call 753 0089
NOTICE OF SALE
drooms, 1 bath, excel
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit
PINE Barkmulch 279 1 lent condition City Apts , Hardin, Ky
Court rendered at the January 6 term thereof 1988. in the above cause,
cu tt. bags. Pine water, sat dish and E qual Housing
Court rendered at the March 17th term thereof 1988, in the above
for the sum of twenty-eight thousand, one hundred fifty-five and 56/100
nuggets 3 39 2 cu ft receiver, 10x12 storage Opportunity
cause, for the sum of twenty-four thousand, three-hundred ninety-nin
e
uags Spaghnum Peat 4 building Located on TWO Bedroom fur
dollars, with interest at the rate of 13 per annum from 3/1/87 until
and 09100 dollars. with interest at the rate of 11 12 percent
CU
ft only $8 69 We south end Old Flint rushed or unfurnished
per an1/0888; thereafter at the rate 01 12 percent per annum, until paid
apartment Call 753 6429
num from the 1st day of June 1985. until paid and its cost
also have top soil, Church Rd right off 641
therein
I
and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court House
after 4 30P M
potting soil, cow man After Sp m 437 4441
shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door in the city
of
door in the City of Murray, Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at public
ure & peat Cdast to
Murray. Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on the 18th
Coast liarciikare.
auction on the 18th day of April 1988, at 4:00 o'clock p.m. or thereabout
day of April 1988, at 3 o'clock p.m., or thereabout, the purchaser shall
34 Houses tor Rent
28 Mobile Homes for Rent
Murray
upon cash or a credit of 30 days - the purchaser being given the right
be required to make a cash deposit of 10ei of the sale price which
SMALL
PROM
Dress
2 Bedroom
furnished
for
or
BR,
sale
3
OR
and privilege to pay the accrued interest at any time before the 30
shall be applied to the purchase price and the balance of said
house 1 1.2 miles on 641
Floor length, pink with unfurnished, some new
purdays expires; the purchaser to execute bond with sufficient surety
S 1185 Call 753 6156
chase price shall be required in 30 days for which the purchaser
white lace, slip in furniture, natural gas
shall
thereon to ze Approved by the Commissioner, and said bond to have
cludecr Size 9 10 Call electric, air con
be required to execute his bond bearing interest at 12, per annum
the same force and effect of the Judgment on which execution may
437 4528
ditioned Shady Oaks 36 For Rent or Lease
payable to the Master Commissioner 30 days after the date of
sale
P ROTECT Your 753 5209
issue
PENT to Own a Heavy
_ and on which there can be no replevine.
until paid with good surety, the following described property, to wit:
investment put a rub
Duty Washer and
The following described property, to wit: A 0.49 acre lot as surveyed
Being a certain tot fa-Lisig.WeSt
ber bed mat Labur new
Dryer 118 per week
641•07VatiOw1
by F.T._Seargent and Associates of Murray. Kentucky, oh August 30,
County Kentucky. said lot is in the_North east-Quarter of Section
Pick Up trucIC.---Stokes
311 Movie - World :at
23
1983. and being Lot No. 115 of Panorama Shores Subdivision, Unit No.
MOBILE
HOME
Tractor. 753 1319
753 4663
Township 3 Range 4 East and is the same property was described
2, in Calloway County, Kentucky, as shown on plat recorded in Plat
RED Hot Bargainsr
REPAIR
in Deed Book 360. Page 828 and said lot is more particularly describ37 Livestock SuPPlies
'Book 2, Page 20 and being more particularly described as follows:
Drug dealers' cars,
interior & Ektecic
ed as follows:1 Beginning at an iron rod in the easterly right of way
boats planes re
HORSE trailer, oak
Doors Window!,
Beginning at the Northeast corner of the herein described lot, said
line of Kentucky Highw ay No. 641, said rod being located northerly
,i•• Skirting Gutter
possessed Surplus
floors and mats. Call
corner being a 1,2 inch re-bar iron pin set at the intersection of the
along the center of U.S. Highway No. 641. 9353 feet, more or less. and
IftS!adeti
Your area Buyer's
753 9891 evenings,
South right-of-way of Lakeview Road, with -the west right-of-way of
ieseingCi.s.orr C.nci
Guide, 805 687 6000. Ext.
North 84 degrees 49 minutes East 30 feet from the center of Kentucky
ARABIAN Show Horse
sagged roofs & 1109/S
Skyline Drive (both roadways having 40.00 foot right-of-ways);
5 8155
10 year old gelding 15
Highway No. 464, also a power pole pointer located South 3 degrees
tepaoec
thence, South 00° 10' 00" West - 125.00 feet along the West right-ofhands high gentle will
RIDING Lawn Mower,
05 minutes East 3 feet and South 84 degrees 49 minutes W -1 foot from
Best pr,ceS quaotr resu)i.,
8HP $225 Cam 753 7566
teach anyone to ride,
way of Skyline Drive to an existing iron pipe found 123.40 feet
,,orri
.attice Decks '
said beginning point, and running thence North 3 degrees 05 minutes
trail
rides „tail after
RIDING Lawnmowers.
Southeast of the Southeast corner of the existing residence; thence,
''Ffactorf Expenoitc•
West along the easterly right of way line of said Highway No. 641
5P M 753 0703
Push Mowers and Gar
Sorr.onff
8.0.1,n9
North 89° 12' 54" West - 150.00 feet to a It inch re-bar iron pin set in
210 feet to an iron rod; thence North 84 degrees 49 minutes East leavWNW,$OM.,
B REEDING Age
den Tillers 489 2166
the East boundary of Lot No. 113 of the said subdivision and 70.50 feet
•PIIONE r.5024112-4144I•
erangus Bulls Se: 554
ing said highway 244 feet to an iron rod; thence South 3 degrees 05
SEASONED firewood
Southwest of the Southwest corner of the existing residence; thence,
0201 weeknights after
150 2 ricks. delivered
minutes East 210 feet to an iron rod; thence South 84 degrees
49
8P M
North 00° 17 58" East - 159.63 feet to a kt inch re-bar pin set on the
436 2778
29 Heating and Cooling
minutes West 244 feet to the point of beginning.
GAITED Saddle Horse,
South right-of-way of Lakeview Road in the West edge of an existing
SUNBEDS,
SPAS
AN13
Being the same property conveyed by Administrator of Veterans'
6,000 BTU AIR Con
2 year old filly Will
TONING TABLES
gravel driveway; thence, South 76° 12' 54" East - 153.95 feet along
ditiOner
like new
110
Affairs to Mortgagors by deed dated June 14, 1983. and recorded
make a nice snow,
Wolff or Suntana After Volts
in
the South right-of-way of Lakeview Road to the point of beginning.
Call between pleasure and trail rid
Deed Book 164. at Page 1594. records of the Calloway County Clerk's
5 or weekends Sunshine 10A M 4P M
4892208
The above described property is sold subject to the restrictions as
ing horse 753 9390
Pool and Patio 502 898
office.
'TWO Westinghouse Air
tivimENTA L and
set forth in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court in
3441
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute bond, with
Conditioners tor sale
apSimbrah bulls Per
Plat Book 2, Page 73; and the restrictions as set forth in Plat Book
TILLERS
Briggs
5HP
proved securities, bearing legal interest from the day of sale,
1.800 BTU and 2.700 formance 8. semen
until
and Stratton engine
2. page 21, and such restrictions are specifically referred to in this
BTU Also white 30
paid, and having the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders will
Excellent gual
be
chain
deive, 1289 99 in Westinghouse Electric tested
conveyance and incorporated herein as if same were written in full.
ity 1650 & up Can,/
prepared to comply promptly with these terms.
carton Wallin Hard
range nice Call after Ky 522 8794
The above described property is sold subject to all restrictions, conJean Miller
ware Downtown, Paris
eP M 382 2859
ditions, exceptions, easements. etc., as are stated in the deeds from
Master Commissioeser
TORO push mowers
38 Pets Supplie s
Tennessee Valley Authority to Maude Nance which said deeds are
Want to Rent
and weed trimmers 31
Calloway Circuit Court
A YR old Reg Quarter
Also for all Toro part HOUSE
of record in the offiCe of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court in
in country with
Horse Mare. ChestnUt,
service
and
Keith
at
see
Deed Book 105, at Page 161, and Deed Book 108, at Page 536, and those
9 Situation Wanted
barn and stalls to hold\ 55.50 642 0333 leave
16 Home Furnishirsis
24 Miscellaneous
Tractor
Stokes
Indust
appearing on the plat as recorded as in hereinabove set forth.
horses Fenced pasture
name & phone number
riai Road, 753 1319
I will keep and care for COUCH, Chair and
Being the same real estate conveyed to Donald L. Lanham and wife,
FbOT Jon Boat and TR I Z1NGE12 Yamaha Within 10 miles of on answ machine
a lady in my" home in loveseat, coffee and end trailer
Murray Call 4.36 /993
ADORABLE- Apricot
Mary L. Lanham, jointly and to the survivor, by deed from Olive V.
with motor 1977 80. 1 1 2 years old DP
Hazel Experienced tables, $250 Camper
mont.e old AK C re
Dodge
Van,
good
shape
Steele, a single person. dated September 1, 1983, and of record on
Weight Lifting set with 32 Apts for Rent
Good references 492 topper. 150 Call 753 2850 Moped Bik- PASO 1SHP
gistered Toy Pood'e
bench Wood Stove with 1 OR 2 bedroom apar
microfilm in Book 164, Card 2437, in the Callaway County Clerk's Of8510
after 4PM
474 8050
and 25HP Johnson Out
blower Camper top tment near downtown • KC
fice. The said Mary L. Lanham is now deceased and by virtue of the
would like to take care FOR Sale For the board Motors call 436
RE-GISTERE1?.
Zenith Stereo Call 759 Murray
of a sick or etrierly collector of Fine Ant
753 4109 or Yellow Labrador Re
survivorship clause contained in the aforesaid deed, fee simple title
2587 after 6P M
4023
person
$4/hour or iclue Furniture, we have 1987 GILSON Riding
762 6650
'never pups Two
to subject real estate vested in her widower, Donald L. Lanham.
TWO adjacent plots,
$700 month, five days available some out
males, nice and re
Mower 30" cut, 11HP autiful old section be /NUR- Cal apts -Nor
For the purchase price, purchaser must execute bond, with approva week Phone 7599233.
2
standing Biedermeier electric start Used one
OSOratily prq en
C al l
thw000 Dr 1 2 or 3 BR
ed securities, bearing legal interest from the day of sale, until paid,
Garden
Devotion
of
WILL sit with elderly pieces. circa 1830 In
Now renting Equal 474 9050
summer like new 753
Memorial
Gar
Murray
and having the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be
days or nights Ex
cluded are a matched 4522 after SP M
Housing Opportunity 'BOXER Puppies 7
dens, $1,100 total Write 759 4984
perienced, have re
Pair Of Russian
prepared to comply promptly with these terms.
weeks old, registered.
Murray
Box
1040 0,
P0
ferences, call 489 2225 Biedermeter chairs in
NEAR University I' 1150 each 247 1978 or
Jean Miller
AIR
Conditionin
g
Unit,
USED Riding mowers. bedroom apartment
anytime
dark Walnut and a large
147 5050 and ask for
Master Commissioner.
10HP all sizes and all prices with large living room
Secretaire ,in light 18.000 BTU
Doris or Ronne
Tractor
Mower
Cali
10 Business Opportunity
Calloway Circuit Court
F rui twood For further
Stokes Tractor Indust ample closet space
Frazier
6953
753
riai Road, 753 1319
bath with tub and ONE Year old EiTuetick
LAUNDROMAT and information, please call
ALUMINUM extension USED Washer and shower kitchen has B loodhound
Home for sale by owner 753 1652, after 4P M
female,
Dryer needs range refrigera
Must sell due to health MOVING Must self ladders 14' 53999, 16' Dryer
partially trained
142
99. 20' 159 99. 24' some work Call 753 disposer and tor
Washer and Dryer,
Ready
reasons For informa
dis
tor breeding
Breakfast Suit. Antique 57499. 28' 599 99 Wallin 7271
hwasher Full1 car
5.450 Cali 577 8341
tion, call 474 8015
Hardware Downtown
Dining
Room
wisher
Peted
furniture,
Has
2
Notice
WOOD For Sale Green
PEKINESE Males
6 Help Wanted
6. Help Wanted
Paris
Leather couches, etc
Instruction
11
and seasoned, dryer hook up 1225 autitul AK C snots atIO
11 ALLIS Chambers g
Cell
8131
753
deposit
•
month
1225
wormed 7 weeks old
12.4 rick Call 4.37 4927
EXECUTIVE Secre
Call 759 1300 ready now Payments
NICE matching set of foot Mower Excellent
tary Call for appoint
Housekeeper/Nanny
shaPe.
Call
Watch
11950
753
9A
M
4P
M
Business
25
coffee tables & 2 end
Services
available Looking tOr
merit, 502 354 6376,
will provide house to styetables, 1150 Brown & 7246 or 753 744,3
Mon Fri 9A.M.•5P.M.
GET your fax refund Now renting 1 and 1 male Pekinese of any
Your Local
BEAUT
Shop
Y
in
beige print couch 1100
plus salary Middle age
bedroom apartments
age up to two years old
NEED Lady to live-in
Equipment for sale 1 faster , We re equipped Call Embassy Apart
Double bed with mat
Will trace 435 4398
Real Estate Show
couple or single woman
with invalid lady. Board
to transmit to IRS by
dresser,
bowl,
2
dryers computer
merits at 753 3530
tresses, 150_ Call 753 9644
Murray
and salary. 759 1661.
Refunds
Call 502-3544733
and
hydraulic
chair
QUEENSIZE sleeper
-RAVEL AGEV
issued in average of 18
NEED Live in
after 5 p.m.
sofa, eartritones, 5 years Good condition Call days last year! We can
housekeeper to do light
"OUR GUIDE
759 1084
like
old,
new.
1200
Call
transmit
if i do the
housework and help care
AIRLINE RESERVAT1ONIST
437 4934
preparation, you or
for 2 children, Call 753
GET Paid for reading
Baths
BIRD
&
Concrete
RECOVE
RED
Navy
another
preparer Now
after 5P.M.
Start locally full time part
books! $100.00 per title.
on Saturday mornings 0305
Planters in various preparing individual
and White clotted couch
,
NEED a job' 4 openings Write' PASE 187L, 161
time Train on live airline
sizes
Clay
pots
in
al
Looks
like
new,
1100
farm, business and
now. You may qualify S. Lincolnway, N
computers Home study and
at 10:30
shapes & sizes
Call
753
after
7276
SP
partners
M
hips Call
if: (1)you do not have Aurora, IL 60542.
resident training Financial
TWIN Beds with Maple Strawberry Pots De
on Cable Channel 34
Joyce Noel Tax Service
GED or your high INSPECTOR Part
aid available Job placement
corative
Rock.
too'
489/2440 for appoint
Bookcase headboards
school diploma, (2) you time, conduct
assistance National Hdqtrproperty
Very nice condition, box Coast to Coast merit, information or
have been out of school inspections
Lighthouse Pt FL
Hardware,
light
Murray'
and
springs and mattresses
rates
JO AN'S Varieties has 9 months or more, (3) maintenance. Ideal for
C T TR4111. 4111001
SiNGER Se•wing GET your tax refund
$125 Call 492 8350
name brand childrens you are between ages 16 M/F. Willing to travel
Machine,
used
Sews
VELOUR Loveseat,
faster , We're equipped
1-800-327-7728
and lunior spring ar & 21 We are a EOE. 50 mile radius of
perfectly
Fully to transmit to IRS
shades of brown. $75
by
rivals, ladies TV project is funded Murray. Call Stan
guaranteed
Full
cash
‘r. k
YOUTH Bed with rails
computer
Refunds
•,Ally
springwear and chil- by-'the Western Ky. Samuels at 502 298 3666,
price.
For
50
in
129
tar). nom,
•
•,1 11 'if li frix
and mattress Good
issued in average of 18
is
dren and ladies bathing Private Industry 8A.M. 9A.M. and 6P M
formation
call
Martha
arpet
lierrdwraid nisstiires
condition, $45. Serious
sired upper
days last year, We can
suits at 40% off! Acid Council- JTPA. Call 7P.M.
Hopper
474
8015
biedrtioms
today "for an apperintrnerst
callers only. please,
transmit if I do the
washed jeans and J.T.P.A. Out Of School LPN Full-time career
FIREWOOD for sale
753 8950
preparation, you or
overalls, 8 months-7 753-9378 between 8:30
position
TRAIN
with
new
Also, tree removing 30 another preparer Now
office.
yea r. Layaways 12005 days a week
Specialty training pro
years experience 436
7V BE A
19. Farm Equipment
preparing individual.
available. Jo An's PAID Training, part
vided. Competitive
2758 or 436 2562
PROFESSIONAL
farm, business and
Varieties on the square, time evenings. 1600 salary
1/2
BURCH
Wheel
and
for sale
partnerships Cali
•SECRET
1800 per month if you Send resumes benefits
753 9569
Disc, field ready $625
with re
437 4667
Joyce Noel Tax Service
*SEC. RECEPTIONIST
qualify. Call 527-8339.
Call
753
3245
ferences and salary
489 2440 for appoint
5 Lost and Found
•EXECI"TIVE
PART-TIME Female requirements to: P.O.
C FARMALL two row FIVE Month old Speed
SECRETARY
cultivator, two row Queen Heavy duty merit, information or
11 WEEK Old female Restaurant help. Days, Box 1040'J, Murray, KY
Start Wes-ally roil lure part
tobacco setter, 12 Washer and Dryer, rates
yellow Labrador. Lost nights and weekends. 42071.
Learn urn., pnar rasing
5500 500 pound Olympic MIKE Hodge's Tax
must
be
Apply
21.
at
the
tobacco
scaffold wagon
and
Mated
iterreiaria.
in vicinity of 13th and
YOH
NEEDED Full time
Weight adiustable Service offering elec
Horne Study and Peso/lent
Big
Apple
Cafe,
US
side
load
extra
heavy
Olive. Call 759 4166.
experienced bodyman.
Training Nal I hearkpaarter•
bench, 1500 Red Sequin ironic filing Refunds
•4 WEFT(MEANS N P.11141 in this wooded hillside tot
64115,
Puryear,
TN,
built,
or
10
ft.
wide.
8
L H P rt.
FEMALE Brittany
Also, full-time equip
..its the essence of quirt • °onto Ii' tog Milt
dress, size 7, $90 761
processed
average
in
of
call
901
247
5798
rooms
after
long.
dimew
High
boy
trailabir
Spaniel, white with
merit clean up person.
It,.
Hit 2 bath flume come. complete with II a. yes
18 days 11 years ex
•Iabrlaretwain aninnion.
sprayer, 2000 ft of high 4944
Dependability and re
brown spots, in the 11 30A.M
perience Southside
1400-327-7
pressure
RN
Director
7n
6
Nursing
inch
of
alum
sponsibility a must for
North school area. Call
pipe (used one season) FOR Sale Apple //E, Shopping Center, 759
needed for 118 bed facil
1171t HART V1104M
759 1066
both positions Send
128K, 1 Apple 5 25" disk
1425
ity. Experience preferred resume to: P 0 Box
Will sell seperateiy
drives. Apple Mono
0333
642
leave
name
but
absolutely
not
&
Help
neces 389, Murray.
6
Wanted
26
TV Radio
monitor,
printer inter
phone number on answ
sary. Must have strong NEEDED Full
face, internal modem
time
LEASE To OWN 75
machine
supervisory/ manage experienced secretary
Sales help wanted for
753 7698 after 5P.M
console TV with remote,
merit and nursing skills for local constructio
FARMALL Super C
I 'It I('E!) TO)
This 3 lOft rancher is as functional
n 14 Want to Bur
FRUIT Trees Apple, 153 a month Murray
local clothing store.
Excellent benefits & company.
Tractor,
plow,
cs it is beautiful 'linty S minutes from town this home
disc,
and
Must
be
peach,
plum,
cherry,
Rental
Sales
&
753
Sales experience re8701
advancemen
chance for
t. highly qualified
ornbines a roomy noon plan NMI +miter storage spa..'
OLD ORIENTAL RUGS front cultivators, 11600 and pear Several
Apply in person at payroll, quarterly to do Wanted, any size or Call 753 0195
LEASE TO OWN 19"
niake it a sure hit
quired
Excellent
taxes
varieties
Only
19
99
Oakview Manor, Hwy. 67 and bookkeeping
color TV, 128 a month
HOLLAND 2 Row
condition
benefits Send resume
Ornamental
each
East, Calvert City, Ky
Murray Rental 8. Sales
Tobacco Setter, Side trees
Please send complete 1 800 443 7740
to
Purple Leaf
E.0 E., MFHV
753 8201
resume to P 0 Box OLD Oriental Rugs Boom Sprayer with Plum, Dogwood, Red
P.O. Box 292, Murray.
WENDY S is now tisk , 441, Murray, KY 42071
Wanteel Any size or plastic tank. . Both ex Bud, Flowering Pear, LEASE TO OWN Wir
ing applications for Position available condition Call toll
eless remote VCR. 132 a
tree cellent condition Call Silver Maple, Willow &
BIDS Will be taken for Assistant Managers
month Murray Rental
for immediately
753 3015.
1 800 347 7847
mowing grounds at this area
more
Only
114
50
each
Previous WEEDED Part time
& Sales 753 8/01
PARKHURST Goose
Friendship Church of experience
At
Coast
Coast
Har
to
helpful but and Full
LEASE TO OWN 1713
neck Trailer with hoist dware in the Central
Christ Sat , ApriI2, not
time
necessary. Send waitresses
watt stereo system,
Call 436 2556
15 OW" Now this ix what Rand•McNally had in mind
1 • OOP M
and cooks
Shopping Ctr , Murray
If any resume with
references Apply in person: Holi
only 153 per month
'lltuated on quiet city street thin home's a %Hine,
questions, call 753 5850
LARGE,
large,
large
to: Joe Branson, Rt. 1, day Restaur
20 Sports Equipment
Murray
Rental
8.
Sales,
?lather It. your first or lax,
ant.
CONTR ACT Box 656 D. Hardin, KY
selection of storage
753 8201
Aurora, KY, 174,2709
ONE Set of Ping Irons 1 buildings in stock for
Housekeeping position. 12048
through the sand immediate delivery
Call for appointment,
27 Mobile Homes for Sale
wedge Call 753 8958 Acree Portable
9 Situation Wanted
502 354 6377, Mon. Fri
17X60
HILLCREST, 1 or
after 5P M
9A M 5P M
Buildings
, Mayfield,
CHRISTIAN family will
2 bedroom, large living
Ky 502 247 7831
do mowing, light haul
room 10X 11 Wood Out
22
Musical
LAWNMOWER Battery
mg, and house cleaning
building, large wood
k PERFECT START Thar, what you'll have when
Immediate opening
Prices reasonable 492
POLAND IX RP Poly 120 99 Wallin Hardware
011 settle into this w ell kept I.ynn Grover
deck, garden spot.
home it
for LPN 3 to 1 1 shift,
8899
phonic Synthesizer. downtown Paris, TN
x
thiri mobile home r limes with a Iris ely 2 acre kit
L ocated in Fox
MARINE
and
Batteries
74
experienced
good condition 96
GENERAL house and
Meadows
Call
753
1926
Westview is seeking a
nurse aids, all shifts.
presets, (37 are pro Series 85 amp 139 99, 27
office cleaning 6 years
Ill'ILIiIN( SITE 13 air.-,. sitting along Haters orth
17 X 60 MOBILE Home,
qualified RN for a
grammable), $1700 Series 105 amp 51999
experien,ce
Apply at
Re
Sid pod fl miles fte..1 of %turn* v
1 bedroom, 1 bath,
Wallin
Hardwar
e
firm
Call 753 7559
ferences. 759 1578.
facility supervisor on
partially furnished Call
Westview Nursing
(daysl, 753 7550 downtown Paris, TN
HOME Childcare,
the 3 to 11 shift. Must
753 3118
Home
(nights), ask for Pat or MEMBERSHIP in 1949 RITZCRAF
Monday Friday, infants 15 Articles for Sale
T 11x65,
have good leadership
1404 S 16th St.
to 1 years Call 437 4678
Pirates Cove Resort
THREE Bedroom Trevor
2 bedroom, Ashley
skills
and previous
Murray, Ky.
QUALIFIED Paralegal suites with mattresses
$5000 Serious offers woodstove, northern
supervisory
24 Miscellaneous
exonly 753 6298
with court experience, and box springs, excel
insulated, with 2x1
E.O.E.
perience.
Bachelor Degree, seek
lent condition, 1100 1 GALLON
Salary
MEMBERSHIP in Pine walls. good condition.
Assorted
ing position as a legal each. Set of Royal Shrubs
open.
Boxwood, Crest Resort Take over 435 4249 after SPAR
FRIONT Office Man
assistant with local Daulton China for 10, Holly, Eunonymo
Apply to:
us, payments, balance FOR Sale 3 Mobile
ager/bookkeeper for
firm Experienced, re
1100 Partial set of Azaleas, more, more $3000 Call 492 8922
new medical practice
Homes on 3 acres, m/I
ferences 492 8254
Noritake China, $50
Mr. Sock,
NEW Shipment of One doublewide, one 3
more, only 17 99 ea
Billing, collections and
753 9458
SF'RING Clean Up
Your
Wheel
choice New this
Horse lawn
third party experience 1404 5.16th St. Yard, Lawn, and Gar
bedroom with four
year 2 gal Flowering mowers 8HP rear en- rooms added on, one 2
-TheS Make" Mt North. Iturrat
required Send resume
Maintenance, 16 Home Furnishings
den
Murray
,
Ky.
Shrubs, Lilacs, gine riders to 17HP twin bedroom All in good
17ifi Chit
with references and
mowing., trimming. BROWN
oc
er/Re
Honeysuckle, more cylinder We have them condition Good well
oldrolp broker '17%.4 124110 hock %Whims 4:0.5 1311,
salary requirements to
landscaping, exterior cliner $45: New Sharp varieties only 56 99 all Best
Jeri Harrell 1N:4 mix
Tprr l'aschal) 11:13 41:112
service in and septic Located at
P 0. Box 1040 j,
painting For estimates, typewriter, 1100 Call each At Coast to Coast town! Stokes
Tractor, Coldwater on blacktop
Murray, KY 42071
call 192 8251
753 3133 after SP M
Hardware
Industrial Road.
road 571.000 489 2270

*Four Star*

"VideoEstates7

FIREWOOD

VAIO

WANT
TO BUY

Dark Fir* Cured

Evening
Facility
Supervisor

Tobacco Base

Call:
492-8566
After 3 p.m.

ERA HERITAGE REALTY

E.O.E.

FRIDAY, APRIL 1. 19mt

CLASSIFIEDS
38

Pets-Supplies

SHIH TZU Puppies
AKC, ready now
All
shots and wormed
3
months old
Females
good size for breeding
Solids and spotted Be
autiful males
Payments available
Guaranteed healthy
435 4398 Murray
WITT/1-77,7
.1a
-7
good natured, house
broken, 10 months old
Call 753 2798 or 753 0180

41

Public Sales

Two Family
Patio Sale

38

Pets Supplies

AKC registered Shih
Tzu puppies 753 0624
41

Saturday,
8:00 to ?
800 Sycamore

Public Sales

YARD SALE

Collectibles, good
books, art. leather
tools, and high claS,
;undue

Sat.
7AM-5PM

Public Sales

WICKER Yard Sale, all
kinds Bicycles, 1977
Cordova, 2 1967
Mustangs, 1945
Mustang, 1964 1/2
Mustang Convertible,
12x40 Mobile HonVC
$1000. 2 Washers 2
miles out, 759 9673, 753
6.438

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
AprIl 1st & 2nd
D-4 Coach
Estates
Antiques collectibles
clothes, refinished antique round drop !eat
table with 5 matching
chairs, wood frarne.
couch, love seat 2.
chairs and ottoman 1
antique ::001 rug
wool pad perfect condition 3-3 gal Crocks
'-8 gal red wing
crock
\
Rain or Shine

Yard Sale
Flea Market
Every Wed.
6 am.-?
806 Coldwater
Road
(5 Points)
753-5375
•

41

Yard Sale

612Fairlane Dr.

Saturday
4
Real Lillie
ACRE, 3 buildings,
March 2nd
natural gas, septic tank,
10 miles north of
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Murray
on 121
Call
753 0318
1503 Danbury roR Rent, Lease, or
Sale 2 Bedroom Ic•ke
house, with stone
(Off S. 16th
fireplace and large
deck, glass front over
Ext.)
looking

3PARTYSALE
Sat., April 2.
All Day

:014 ('oiler hum Rd
Ppm

itimi

alba fungurr eidint older
f&I/DAC bark Med 4Aren*

es

Tip sad 4

i&Ufs WNW

zir6rn-

J

lueh. ‘Itich

3 Family
Yard Sale
Books. Clothing.
Material. Patterns.
'Glass.

Miscellaneous
Friday.
8-00 a m -4'00 p m.
Saturday.
8.00 m -12 Noon

s

1 505 Kirkwood
Drive

Blood River,
beautiful view, must see
to appreciate Will rent
by weekend, week or
month
Will lease or
rent with option to buy
Call Bob at 615 966 4555
or 901 247 3266
IcOPPERUD Realty
offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
Quality homes, all
prices 753 1222, toll free
1 800 751 HOME Ext
71 IL for courteous,
competent Real Estate
service We make buy
ing & selling Real
Estate easy for you
WHAT does Key As
so( tales Wilson Realty
have to offer? in Office
fixea rate financing
from application to
closing. Excellent re
ferral. sy_st_em
Hoi.)eowners Warranty
for buyer and seller,
Unique Home viewer
magazine. Pro
fessionally trained
salespeople For more
information or, The Key
Advantages with Buy
ing and Selling, call
502 753 3263 today

46

Homes for

Sale

BEDROOM house in
country (8 miles north
will
on Hwy 1211
consider trade for nice
mobile home $8000
Near Hamlin and Chandler Park
Call 753 9866
*Cm0prong TvA se44110FOre :Slew NA:Mg sae overiwri
BEDROOM, 2 bath
rig t4 tile Yot., can have this 441e-hoer or 'a Dn,v
brick home near Ben
$7,991.00.
ton
Phone 577 9932
4 w000110 "GYPS
..CklCip road less mar a ry,,ie'
after 5P M
,orr &II e
OM,$1,1110.00.
BEDROOM Home
Edge of town
large
• 5 *ems r k.rb j.rwngs Trao ibiatiklop fowl Less man a
private yard, full
mihe korn isle Good bi.,iicting sites Prised at 17,495.00.
basement Mid '50's
acres sem 3013 fee, of lake frontage Le,e wooded and
Call 759 4,587
veth many good buitOrng *cations Reasonaciiy viC(''
ACT Now while they
15 Pre owned
last
rt.* oboe* pnaserties are restricted to permanent type
homes $2000 to $8000
Wettings lime I 100 sq ft as mare of wing spice
Low monthly payments
and easy financing
'Ks abem parcels con to Haunted win I% *PA
Volunteer
available
Cell 753-7531148 make an appointment
Homes. Lake Hwy
raris,TN
to we this lake area properly
(901164 4.466
NEW Deluxe 3 bed
room, 2 bath home only
151 &Coral, KY - 45021 P53-7531
• $157 per month Large
selection of double wide
homes starting at
On the
$228 month
spot financing! Volun
teer Homes, Lake Hwy •
Paris, TN
e(901 1642 4466 •
BY Owner Recently
Application, r tJ being •
redecorated. 3 bed
ray Calloway County Parks Department Ito
room, 2 bath brick home
pool mgr ,lifeguards & concession worker!.
on 1 3 of an acre in
Kirksey
This lovely
Deadrine for applications for pool mgr vvi
home includes central
be 4 p m April 8th Applications ff
heat and air, one car
lifeguards & concession workers will aiso h.
garage. separate living
room. dining room,
accepted at the Parks Office, 10th & Payn,
kitchen, and utility
St Ph 753-7640
room Kitchen includes
a garbage disposal,
dishwasher, electric
range. and refrigerator
All of these features for
only $43.500 Shown by
appointment oniy
Please phone 489 2286
after 6P M
COLDWELL Banker
Town & Country Real
One of North America's largest bulk truckEstate, 247 4040 Beauti
ing firms requires an experienced dispatcher
ful 3 Bedroom home
located on Hwy 464 on 1 &
for their Calvert City. KY operation In1/2 acre Priced in the
dividual should be capable of making in40's.
dependent decisions utilizing developed
roll Sale New house
management skills This position will prolocated in Merrywood
vide the successful applicant with the OpporSubdivision iust off of
Benton Bypass to
(unity for excellent career growth CornMurray 3 bedrooms, 7
oetiye salary, benefits and pension program
baths, double garage
Forward resume to
with electric opener.
Carrol Reynolds
built in bookcase. large
wood deck, plus over 800
Branch Manager
sq ft of storage area
Liquid Transporters Inc
Call 577 9191 for
Box 407
appointment
Calvert City, KY 42029
HOUSE and 7 lots
bedrooms, kitchen, liv
ing room, bath, dining
room, utility room.
carport, garden and 1
out buildings. $71,000
492 8491

Lake Area Property

Ken Shores Estates
.0 so.

Pool Manager, Lifeguard &
Concession Workers Needed

BULK TRUCKING DISPATCHER
LIQUID TRANSPORTERS, INC.
A TRIMAC COMPANY

DRIVERS WANTED
LIQUID TRANSPORTERS,INC.
A TRIMAC COMPANY

One of North America s largest bulk trucking firms is seeR ing company drivers to haul
chemicals interstate Applicant must be 23
years of age. have 2 years over-the-road experience in all four seasons with an ICC Certified Carrier Must furnish past 10 year
verifiable employment record. good safe
driving record, take and pass a drug and
alchol screening test Excellent earnings and
benefits Apply in person at Liquid
Transporters. Inc . Hwy 95. Calvert City, KY

TRADE YOUR HOME
FOR OUR HOME IN
SUNBELT We have an
immaculate 3 bedroom
home, 2 bath, 1 car
attached garage with
automatic door, central
heat and air, carpeted
through out, dis
hwasher, disposal,
double oven Located in
Katy. Texas, a small
town of 16,000 pop West
of Houston, where there
is no snow or extreme
Price
cold weather
$61,000 with fixed 9 1/2%
Interested?
VA loan
Call owner (713)397-6084
or write Art Stoner, 810
Sundance Valley Rd ,
Katy, Texas 77450

•

46

Homes for

PAGE 19

Mrray Ledger & Times
Sale

WATERFRONT Home,
year 'round water, boat
dock
2,400 sq
ft ,
furnished
Priced in
60's Call 753 3672 after
5P M

49

Used

Cars

49.Used Cars

52

Boats Motors

CONVERTIBLE 1974 WE buy, sell or trade
Delta 88. Fresh paint, boats, motors, trailers,
wire hubcaps. full parts or most anything
141•111 F ro.r, (i• rw• At
power. 52650. 500 North marine Paris, Tn 901
6th St
642 3332.
DWAIN TAYLOR
FACTORY Executive
CHEVROLET, INC.
53 Services Offered
Car 1978 Buick Electra
47
Motorcycles
502-753-2617
one local owner Clean, Al ENTERPRISES of
'loaded, tilt, cruise, tering brick and block
15' STARCRAFT
Aluminum boat with a 1977 BUICK Regal, power seats and • win
driveway and patio
50H P Mercury motor excellent shape inside dows $2,195. Call 753
work. Carpentry work
and drive on trailer. and out. Locally owned. 8096
of all phases. Also,
PS, tilt, cruise, like new FOR Sale 1986 Fiero natural and LE
Boat has two hum
, gas
mingbird flashers and tires, air. $1200. 759 1521 SE, V 6 engine. Call work. Free estimates
trolling motor This rig ask for Michelle or after 6P M 759 1742
436 5355
436 5542.
is ready to go fishing
A 1 TREE Service and
Call after SP M., 753 1977 PINT'5- Bad en 50 Used Trucks
stump removal. Your
gine, $200 Call 759 9924
0487 or 753 4686
professional tree ser
1950 FORD Pic-k Up
1971 HARLEY David 1978 LINCOLN Mark 302, AT, $1500 Call vice. All, types, remo
leather
VI
interior,
son Sportster, like new
val, topping, feeding
753 0115
Lots of chrome, $2500. garage kept, mint con, 1972 DATSUN Pick Up, Free estimates 50'
$2800. Must be 46,000 actual miles, bucket truck and chip
firm 759 1174
seen to appreciate
1979 YAMAHA Enduro
good condition
Call per. Call 753 0906.
Phone
436 2755
100, good condition Call
A Gift for someone you
759 1894
1978 OLDSMOBILE 98, -1972
436 5370
--eartVert year
-INTERNATIONAL 2' fOvJ .
Regency, local car, Ton Truck
1981 650 HONDA, good
5 speed, dual old 8mm Home Movies
excellent condition.
condition
1,400 miles
axle, 9.25 tires, 14' bed, to Video Tape. Call
Call 759 1959 after Phone 753 1271 (Days), high sides, excellent Allison's Photography
753 6620 (Evenings).
4 30P M
condition. Call 489 2696 at 753 8809
1 9 8 1 C R 450, good 1979 DODGE Colt, 1 door before 2P.M ; 489 2597 ALL types of graver
hatchback, good, de
hauled. Also, slabs and
shape $450 753 0742
after 5P M
pendable car $650 753 1975 FORD Pick
1984 YAMAHA 225 3
Up, mulch. Reasonable. 435
4 2 9 1 , 4 3 7 4 4 0 2 or
wheeler: Shaft dr;ve, 9850.
F150, Call 753 3402
electric start, new tires, 1 9 8 0 CHEVROLET 1976 CHEVROLET 753 0467.
excellent shape $850; Caprice, $1850, 1974 Pick Up Truck, /81,000 APPLIANCE
SERVICE. Kenmore,
1983 Honda Odyssey: Custom 10 Chevrolet miles, A/C, p.s., auto
like new 642 0333. Truck, $950. 1979 Buick 1 owner, well kept Call Westinghouse,
LeSabre,
$975
Call 753 9572 after 4:30P.M.
Whirlpool. 27 years
Leave name and phone
no
on answering 753 0463 after 5P.M
1977 F 100, 307, p.s., at., experience. Parts and
1981 PLYMOUTH 50,000 miles, 51,635. Call service_ Bobby Hopper,
machine
Bob's Appliance Ser•
1985 HONDA XR 80, Horizon 4 door, auto
753 7271.
good condition, hasn't matic 11 foot Cabover 1978 DODGE 3/4 ton, vice, 202 S • 5th St.
Business 753 4872, 436Camper 435 4434
been ridden much. Ask
auto., dual wheels, flat
5848 (home).
1982 OLDS Toronado
ing $350 753 3358
bed, 315, 92,000 miles,
APPLIANCE REPAIR
1985 YAMAHA 200, Call 753 6308.
good condition, 52200 435
Factory authorized for
3 wheeler, shaft drive, 1983 R X7 GSL, fully 4361
new tires, priced to sell, loaded. 36,000 miles. '1982 FORD Van Captains Tappan. Kelvinator and
Brown Service on gas
$775 or make offer Call One owner 762 6791 Club wagon, local, 1 ow
and electric ranges,
(Days), After SP M. ner, 4.5,000 miles Excel
753 9658
1985 YAMAHA YZ 175, call 753 5280, ask for lent condition $7,500 Call microwaves, dis
hwashers, re
Eddie.
excellent condition
759 9752 after 4p m.
Earl
$600 Call 753 8998 after 1984 BUICK Electra. 1983 DODGE Van. Full) frigeretors, etc
Lovett, 354 6956 or 753
Call 753 9208 after 4P.M.
SP M
customized. excellent
1984 NISSAN 300Z Silver condition 50,000 actual 5341
1987 340 YAMAHA 4
wheeler, 400 miles, Anniversary Edition, miles. 759 1700 after ATTENTION Con
I ractors and
excellent condition, 5 speed, T top. 45,000 5P.M
Homeowners, Ada
$2200 Call after 6P.M. miles, 59,500. Call 759
warmth and charm to
492 8663
Serious 4100 after SP M.
1983 FORD Ranger
your home with
inquirers only.
1984 RED & White
pickup • with fiberglass wallpaper
Mary's
Chevy Citation II, p s.,
1987 YAMAHA Warrior
4 c54I., p s., p.b. Wallpapering, call me
o b., ac., at., good topper,
New tires, nice
and
air. New set of for your free estimates.
motor. Must- Sett. $2650
753 8.428
tires Truck has 59.000 Mary Lowe, 753 8255.
753 8942
miles Call after Sp.m
t REAKING and disc
48 Auto Services
1985 CADILLAC De
753 0487 or 753 4686. ing gardens. Yard Ian
111' AUTO and truck We ville, 53,000 miles, extra Good condition.
dscaping
Leveling
759 1084 after
rebuild engines Lowest nice
1985 S10 TRUCK, V.6, driveways and
prices in town Call for 5P M.
4 speed. air, power, bushhogging. 436 5430
1985 CUTLASS Supreme,
free estimates
AM/FM, cassette, or 753 0659
black, V-8, PS, PB, PW,
BA M SP M 759 9924
black S. red. 29.000 BRICK block and con
REBUILT 84 305 Chevy PL, tilt, cruise, a4r, miles. • Excellent condi
crete driveways,
truck engine, never AM/FM cassette, 67, t ion
$ 6 , 2 00
Call sidewalks, patios, house
started $700 install, 000 miles, extra sharp
foundations, chimneys.
753 7867
exc We can rebuild any $6995_ 435 4336.
New and repair
27
1985 TOYOTA Pick Up
1986
Regal,
BUICK
other engine at the
years experience. Free
Truck, 4 wheel drive_
excellent
shape
lowest prices in town
One
estimates. Large or
owner, 22,000 actual Also, 1980 Ford Pick Up small jobs.
8A M SP M 759 9924
Charles
miles, tilt, air, cruise, Truck, 15' Boat, motor
Barnett 753 5.476
49 Used Cars
AM.. FM cassette, and trailer ,f.a,ith 40HP
Electric Start, GL 1000 CONCRETE drive
1963 CADILLAC, 2 door. 40 ,60 seats. delay Honda Call
ways, patios, carpentry
753 7814
windshield
wipers
hardtop, A 1 condition
and tlock work
Call
1987
GMC
JIMMY
4x4,
Color
Grey $9,000.
inside and out, 64.000
502 492 8160
V 6, fully loaded very
Phone 753 7777
miles, second owner
D&DFLO017
Call between 1986 Black Grand Am, sharp Call 753 7819, must
Covering
Carpet:.
sell
9A M 6P.M
759 1360, air, p.w., AM/FM
Vinyl Installations and
after 6P M 753 9826. excellent condition, new FOR Safe 1082 S 10
Repairs. Senior Citizen
tires $7000 489 2704 Tahoe Package, V 6
ask for Chuck
Discounts Free Es
engine, automatic
after 6P.M.
1970 BUICK LeSabre
timates. Call 901-642
transmission, power
Original owner, extra
4214
steering, power brakes,
Now it's
clean, excellent condi
FENCE sales at Sears
cruise, tilt steering, air
lion Must see to ap
now Call Sears 753 2310
conditioner, sliding
preciate, $900 753 3397
for free estimate for
back
glass.
new
1973 LINCOLN Con
your needs
Michelin tires, local
tinental Mark IV, low
truck,
50,000
miles
mileage, $1500 Good
perfect condition. $5900
condition Call 759 9924
ACE LAWN SERVICE
753 6001 (day), 753 6145
1973 VOLKSWAGON
Cl)) mow, fertilize
(night)
For Sale Needs a little
FOR Sale 1948 Willy's
aerate your lawn. Also.
work, call 753 6298 after
New &
Jeep 4 wheel drive
5P.M , $1000 or best
Tree
Hedge
GM Executives &
Good tireS, excellent
offer
Trimming
and Liming.
Program Vehicles
condition Call 436 2243
'78 PLYMOUTH Volare.
Call 4924650
901-842-3000
35,000 actual miles, good
52 Boats -Motors
condition, $950 Call 753
Hwy 79 W - Paris
FOR most any type
12' ALUMINUM Jon
0672 after SCi.m
driveway white rock
Boat, excellent condi
also, any type gravel,
tion, $125. Phone 753
dirt and sand call Roger
6209.
Hudson, 753 4545 or
14 BOSTON Whaler
753 6763
40HP Johnson; trader,
GARDENS Tilled and
Hummingbird depth
lawn maintenance in
finder, trolling motor
eluding, spraying for
Call after SP M
weeds, fertilizing, and
759 1959
mowing 753 2423.
16' CHEROKEE
Aluminum boat, 251-IP • GENERAL Repair
Plumbing, Roofing,
electric start Johnson
Yard Work, Tree Work.
motor,
trailer.
Call
Attractive home located nest of los% n Three bedrooms
Wood, $25 a rick Call
Carlos
Jr.,
Black,
at
2 baths, central heat 7. air and Immediate possession
436 2642 or 436 5895
753 0839 or see at
Priced in the 540's
E---T Your 'Lawn
Black's Decorating
mowers ready with our
Center, 701 S 4th St
tune up specials We
Murray, KY
753-1222
711 Main
are authorized Sales
16 EBBTIDE Bass
and Service for Gilson,
Boat. 55HP Chrysler
Lawnboy, Poulan.
motor, good trailer,
Jimmy Saw Shop,
$1500 Call 492 8899
The only used cars we sell
Kirksey, KY, 489 2804
16'TRI HULL
GUTTERING by Sears.
are one's we'd own ourselves
Fiberglass boat .50HP
Sears continuous gut
electric start motor and
ters installed for your
trailer, trolling motor
specifications Call
and depth finder 753
Sears 753 2310 for free
400,
can
be
seen
behind
'85 Dodge Charger...Local 1 -owner
estimate.
Derby Gas Station
HAMILTON Cultured
milage automatic. air AM/FM stereo
17 FOOT Alumacraff
marble and tile 643 Old
Canoe and trailer Call
'85 Dodge Onmi...Local 1 -owner auto
Benton Rd 753 9400
49? 8 7 2 7 between
OfAI
INSULATION blown in
4 7P M
by Sears TVA ap
1973 SKI Barge with
'83 Chrysler E
black At'
proved. Save on those
651-4P Evinrude
Troll
high heating and cool
ing motor. depth finder,
ing bills Call Sears
new cranking battery'
'77 Chrysler Cordoba...Less than
753 2310 for free
Tilt trailer witt new
LAW acluai miles extra L lean
estimate
paint and tires Sharp
INTERIOR/Exterior
and clean $2,250 Call
Painting. For Free
436 2556
Estimates. call Kenneth
)7 SAILBOAT- Sleeps 4
at 436 2326
'Be Dodge W-150 4x4 LE-Loca•
with trailer, excellent
condition 753 6575 or
-owner every button & knob muSI See &
753 9750, ask for Rusty
or
FOR Sale. 75 Glastron,
tufty cabin boat and
'86 Dodge Maxi Van...Locai 1 -owner
trailer Mercruise out
'5 passenger front & rear air & heal iolS
drive with 327 Chevy
motor $4,000 firm Call
of other Options
Glen at 437 4893 or
'65 Chevy Scottsdalo...Local.1-owner
437 4505
HUNTER Sailboat. 27
auto air FsAitisFM stereo. power steering &
Inboard Diesel, Shoal
brakes
D raft, 6 sm mariner
9uages, 110, 170 lass
'84 Ford F 1 00 Custom...6 cylinder
Excellent. At Ky Dam
speed priced to sell
Marina By owner, 502
'64 Nissan 4x4...Ready to go where
362 8567, 502 362 4560
MUSSEL boat, 28 long,
ever vn, I 1.,Vrin? 10
9' wide, fiberglass hull,
sealed deck large pilot
AGINTS
house, inboard out 4
cycle Volvo, 20/20 In
01U
terphase depth finder.
CB. twin 70 gallon gas
AP"
au pp Al'
tanks Initial cost $14,
1332 EAST WOOD ST., LAKE HWY. 79 E
000 Sale price S8,500
Call 8A M SP M 753
PARIS, TN 9014142-5661
3471
Need An Extra Car
For A Few Days?
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Services Offered

"CAR CARE"
Spring Special

full clean-up, waxing.
buffing, paint touch ups
for cars, RV's & boats
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m
15 years experience
free pick-up
Oeuyery

753-7637

HARRELL
YARD CARE
Reliable'Economical
Experienced
Coll after 4:30 p.m.

492-8132

Hand-sash vacuumed &
windows cleaned $ 5

Specializing In:

SEWING Machine Re
pair. All makes and
models. Home & In
dustrial. Bag closing
machines. Also scissor _
sharpening. 40 yrs.
etxperience
All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhili, 753 2674,
Stella, Ky
SEWING Machines and
Vacuum Cleaners
Service on all makes.
For information, call
474 8015
SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair 436 2811
SUP EWAY Tree
Service Topping, prun
ing, tree removal. Ae
rial bucket truck. Fully
insured for your ,prot
,Stump removal
with no lawn damage
Free estimates. No
obligations. 753 5484.
THORNTON Marble
Certified Marble Man
ufacturer. Call 753 5719.
WANT Your carpef
cleaned but not wet?
Call us at 753 7530
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed
Call or
write Morgan Con
struction Co. RI. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-442 7026.
WILL Break and Disc
gardens. Call 753 5463 or
753-0144.
WILL do plumbing al
stallation & repairs. All
guaranteed. Free es
timates. Phone 492-8899
or 753 1308.
WILL haul white rock,
rip rat, dirt, sand,
gravel and fertilizer.
Call Chuck. Williams
759 1354.
YARD Work
mowing,
landscaping, tree and
bush trimming, and
hauling. Free es
timates, 759 1894

LICENSED electrician,
residential and commercial. Air condition
ing. Sales and service
Gas installation and
repair for natural and
LP. Fred's Repair 753
7203.
MAX W. Parker, At
torney at Law. Former
county attorney; for
men district judge. Of
fice, 104 N. 4th St,
Murray, 753 3153:
Home, 753 7900.
MOBILE HOM E,
Specialist, Repair,
leveling, underpinning,
roofs, floors, plumbing,
wiring, washing,
hurricane straps. 759
4850.
MOODY'S Mower Re
pair, Pick Up & Deliv
ery. All work guaran
teed. Phone 753-5668.
PAINTING- Interior
and Exterior. 25 years
experience. Quality
work. Reasonable. Free
estimates. References
Call 436-2245.
PRE•ENGINEERED
Woodframe 'Buildings
for commercial or farm
use. Also churches,
stables, arenas,
garages. Call today
901 642 2080. Custom
Metal Buildings.
QUALiTY construction
repairs and alterations.
Free estimates. Call G
& A 436-2617.
ROCKY COLSON Home
55 Feed and Seed
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, FOR Sale Wheat Straw
and Hay Call 753 8156
concrete
Free es
timates.. Call 474 2307 or or 753 6401
753-6973.
The New N.K.
SAWDUST, loaded
Stauffer Pride &
single-axle truck $10
N.K. Seed Corn
Shomaker Lumber Co ,
Hwy. 22 N, McKenzie
Also, Alfalfa, Clover
Tn., 901-352 5777
0. Grass and Timothy.
Gorden Seeds
Fescue and
BRYAN'S
Stac Dust
LAWN SERVICE
Will mow lawns
759.1433 and
753-0840

Ca rraway
Farms

FREE Estimates

121 S Neale Rd
753-5522

Dan Taylor
Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Inc. of
Allis, TN
used

KOPPERUD REALTY

CARS

TRUCKS

Services Offered
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LEE'S CARPE7
CLEANING. For all
your carpet & upholst
ery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753 5827
Satisfied references

and

Pruning and

All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
•
*

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

•
*

•Drop by

L

409 SUNBURY

& see our showroom

MURRAY

**********************

Puryear Brick & Supply Co.
Face Brick start at '133"
•Brick *Mortar •Stone 'Flue Blocks
•Flue Liners 'Patio Pavers •Crossties 'Pottery

Price Laird, ovmer

Pury•or, TN

247-3232

Air Conditioner Service

SPRING SPECIAL
$

1 500

Price includes charge, air, up to 2 lb.
freon, diagnose system, leak check.
Offer Good Through April 30th

RON

SERVICE CENTER
RUDY LOVETT
Owner

Phone 753.3 7 1
Murray. KY

Farm Bureau Insurance
is committed to quality

Homeowners and Farmowners Coverage
in all areas of Calloway County.

We provide coverage wherever you live -

PEPPERS

CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH-DODGE

County or City
Roy t B,00(h Bob C or nobson

KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU
753-4703

4%

•
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Panama chiefs tell soliders to calm down
PANAMA CITY, Panama 1API
— The government said it ordered
its soldiers not to give Washington
a pretext for armed intervention
and it failed to meet another
payroll for civil servants, dampening Easter celebrations.
Thousands of people lined up for
meals provided by charity,
casualties of the 5-week-old campaign to try to force the ouster of
Panama's de facto leader.
Defense Forces chief Gen. Manuel
.Antonio Noriega. The office of acting President
Manuel Solis Palma issued a communique Thursday alleging the
United States was looking for an
incident that could justify military
intervention.
It cited a letter from Solis to
Javier Perez de Cuellar, the U.N.
secretary-general, that said recent U.S. military movements in
Panama and its territorial waters
constituted a security threat.
"The Defense Forces of
Panama have orders to refrain
from using lethal or destructive
weapons at any time against the
armed forces of the United States
or against U.S. civilians or against
property or installations of
citizens or the government of the
United States," the communique
says.

Tommy Sanders, left, and his mother Jean Sanders look over some of
the games available for students at Robertson Elemental". Mrs.
Sanders registered her 5-year-old son for kindergarten earlier this week
during a registration period for local children. Murray schools are currently offering half- or full-day kindergarten for the upcoming year.

MAZDA
TRUCKS
•

us

1100 C hestnut

*a •.1 ,••••••1.1

Solis was apparently referring
go in ) to Panama ) militarily, it is
to the passage of the U.S. also important to note that there
helicopter carrier Okinawa are limits," he said.
through the Panama Canal this
The government shut down on
week and military exercises being
Thursday for the Easter weekend
conducted by troops stationed at
without paying most of its 130,000
the U.S. Southern Command in
public employees for the second
Panama.
time in a month.
"Aware of the overwhelming
It failed to meet the $33 million
power threatening it. the Republic
payroll despite the collection this
of Panama ... will not provide the
week of $19 million in quarterly
foundation for fabrication of a
tax revenues. About $5.5 million
charge of aggression that could
was said to be taxes and fees from
--.'pretend to justify the launching of
U.S. companies doing business in
acts of war." Solis said. "Under no
Panama.
circumstances will Panama allow
In Washington, the Senate voted
itself to be provoked nor will it
92-1 for a resolution urging Presilend itself to the fabrication of an
dent Reagan to cut off the flow of
incident."
money from U.S. corporations to
It mentions the U.S. invasion of
the regime of Noriega, who is
Grenada in 1983, which the
under U.S. indictment on charges
Reagan administration said war_ Lzit.irafficking
necessary to protect U.S. students
cocaine.
there.
Most Panamanians are short of
On Monday night, police and
cash and food as a result of an
soldiers arrested and beat several
11-day-old general strike and the
foreign journalists, including
cash crisis, which was caused in
Americans. during a raid on a
Panama City hotel. The next day,
presidential spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater condemned the
incident.
"It has always been a principle
GM QUAUTY
that we will protect American
SERVICE PARTS GM
citizens as best we can. And while
.k 'COI Cere.•
we have said that we don't plan to
herp The ,rt.
I'
,

part by a U.S. freeze on millions of
dollars of Panamanian assets in
American banks.
The sanctions were imposed'
after the Noriega-orchestrated
ouster Feb. 26 of President Erit
Arturo Delvalle in retaliation fur
Delvalle's attempt to fire Noriega
Hanks have been closed sinct.
March 3.
With most businesses and industries observing the general
strike, the largest congregations
of people were found in the food
lineg-/Of welfare agencies.
Leaders of the National Ciyit
Crusade were meeting to plan nelA
strategies in their frustrated effort
to oust Noriega
"We'll be talking over tht.
weekend._ OM el,
?•1,1?
ILVKL1.7/1":"
from here,- said Roberts) Airman,
an attorney and director of the
Crusade, a coalition of about 200
professional, business, labor.
political and other groups

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
641 South
Murray
753 2617

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

IN OVERALL
CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION
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Carroll Mazda
713.1111S0

ilkinson signs
bill creating
capital fund

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING. Smoking
By Pregnant Women May Result in Fetal
Injury, Premature Birth, And Low Birth Weight

FRANKFORT. Ky. APi — A
bill establishing a venture capital
fund to encourage business growth
in Kentucky was signed into law
Thursday by Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson.
House Bill 19 will use a variety
of tax credits to attract corporate
contributions to the fund, which
would be administered by a nineperson panel that included the
state secretaries of finance, commerce and revenue.
Twenty percent of the fund's
proceeds will be earmarked for
agriculture-related business. The
bill's main sponsor was Rep.
Ramsey Morris, D-Hopkinsville.
Wilkinson also signed:
—HB217, creating the Kentucky
Infrastructure Authority within
the Finance Cabinet to finance
public works projects.
—HB592, governing the licensure of embalmers and funeral
directors.
—HB687, to permit the movement of oversized steel-making
equipment with a permit.
—SB163,to require the state personnel commissioner to establish
an affirmative action program for
state government.
—House Concurrent,Resolution
30. to authorize a task force study
of the feasibility of establishing a
family court system.

•
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Kings, 17 mg."tar. 1.2 mg nicotine. 100's, 17 mg -tat-. 1.3 mg n,:otine. lights
and 100's, 12 mg "tar", 1.0 mg nicotine. Menthol Kings, 18 mg -tar-. 1.2 mq
Menthol 100s, 17 mg "tar", 1.3 mg nicotine av per cigarette by FTC method
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Senate confirms
law judges to
final two posts
..00"

FRANKFORT, Ky. ) AP ) — The
Kentucky Senate on Thursday confirmed appointments of the two remaining administrative law
judges who will hearslaims cases
under Kentucky's new workers'
compensation system.
Thomas Shewmaker, 42, of Central City, and William B. Cowden
Jr.. 34, of Lexington, completed
the field of 10 judges for the program the General Assembly
:enacted last year.
Shewmaker is a former
Muhlenberg County attorney with
151,2 years experience in workers'
compensation cases.
Cowden is a former assistant
state attorney general who handled consumer-protection cases. He
is also a staff attorney of the 6th
LS. Circuit Court of Appeals in
Cincinnati
They were nominated after the
Senate on Wednesday refused to
confirm Foster V. Jones. who was
an aide to former state school
superintendent Alice McDonald in
the Department of Education.
A second administration
nominee, Albany attorney H.
Bradley Smith, withdrew when the
Senate indicated it also would
refuse to confirm him.
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Premium
quality at
a low,low
price.
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New Richland 20's
also available in
Regular 100's, Light Kings,
Menthol Kings & 100's.•
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Value has its place in Richland,USA.
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